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ABSTRACT
A binary tree coding scheme is a bijection mapping a set of binary trees to a set of
integer tuples called cohortis. One problem considered in the literature is that of listing
the codewords for n-node binary trees, such that successive codewords represent trees
differingby a single rotation, a standard operation for rebalancing binary search trees.
Then, the codeword sequence corresponds to an Hamiltonian path in the rotation graph

R, of binary trees, where each node is labelled with an n-node binary tree, and an edge
connects two nodes when their trees differ by a single rotation. A related problem is
fmding a shortest path between two nodes in R,,, which reduces to the problem of
transforming one binary tree into another using a minimum number of rotations. Yet a
third problem is determining properties of the rotation graph. Our work addresses these

three problems.
A correspondence between n-node binary trees and triangulations of (n+2)-gons
allows labelling nodes of R, with triangulations, where adjacent triangulations differ by a
single diagonalflip. It has been proven, using properties of triangulations, that % is
Hamiltonian, and that its diameter is bounded above by 211-6for n 2 11. In Chapter Three

we use triangulations to show that the radius of R, is n-1; to characterize the n+2 nodes in
and to prove that \ is
the center; to show that % is the union of n+2 copies of k,;

(n-1)-connected. We also introduce the skeleton graph RS, of \, and give additional
properties of both graphs.

In Chapter Four, we give an algorithm, OzLex, which, for each of many different
coding schemes, generates 2"-' different sequences of codewords for n-node binary trees.
We also show that, for every n 2 4, all such sequences combined represent 2" Hamiltonian
paths in R,,. In Appendix Two, we modify OzLex to create Trans&, an algorithm which
generates (n+2)2" sequences of codewords from a single coding scheme, and prove that,
for n 2 5, the sequences represent (n+2)2"I Hamiltonian paths.
The distance between extreme nodes in % is the diameter of the graph. In Chapter
Five, we give properties of extreme nodes in terms of their corresponding triangulations;
Appendix One contains additional related information. We present two heuristics, based
on flipping diagonals, that find a path between two nodes in %: Findpath-1, in O(n log n)
time; and FindPah-2, in 0(n2log n) time. Each computes paths with less than twice the
minimum length. We also identify a class of triangulation pairs where Findpath-2
sigruticantly outperforms FindPah- 1.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
The binary tree is arguably the most important abstract data type used in computer
programming. Hence, results about binary trees are of great interest to computer
scientists. In addition, n-node binary trees are in a one-to-one relationship with many
other objects, for example with 2n-length balanced parentheses pairs p83], and with
triangulations of convex (n+2)-gons L84], to name but two. Thus, a list of all n-node

binary trees can be transformed into a list of corresponding objects within many other
formal models, a fact suggesting the importance of binary trees in combinatorics.

Our interest in binary trees includes c d n g schemes, i.e., strategies for
representing binary trees as tuples of integers, which are important in part because they
permit compact represention of a tree, either as its codeword, or as the codeword's integer
rank in a sequence of codewords. Consider the problem of listing the codewords, under
some coding scheme, for all n-node binary trees, such that successive codewords represent
trees differing by a single rotation, as defined later. Then, the codeword sequence
corresponds to an Hamiltonian path in the rotation g r q h R, of binmy trees, where each
node corresponds to a binary trees on n nodes, and two nodes are joined by an edge if the
corresponding binary trees differ by a rotation. A related problem is finding a shortest

path between two nodes in \, which reduces to the problem of transforming one binary
tree into another using a minimum number of rotations.

In this chapter, we introduce the major concerns in our study of binary trees. First,
we present concepts and definitions needed throughout the remaining chapters. Next, we
describe the scope and organization of the dissertation, within the context of the existing
literature. Finally, we give Wher motivation for undertaking the study.

1.1 Preliminaries and Definitions
A binary tree is a finite set of nodes which either is empty, or consists of a root

node and two disjoint binary trees, called the left and right subtrees of the root [K73].A

leaf node in a binary tree has two empty subtrees. If a node is not a leaf, it is an internal
node. A right, or lefr, chikii of a node is the root of its nonempty right, or left, subtree.
We assume the reader is familiar with preorder, inorder (sometimes called symmetric),

and postorder traversals of a binary trw [K73].These traversals by convention explore
the left subtree before the right. Sometimes we will specify right to lefl traversals, which
correspond to the standard traversals, but explore the right subtree before the left.

(

The nmCatalan number c. = -;;;i- gives the cardinality of the set of binary trees

on n nodes [K73].An extencted binury tree is one where only leaf nodes have empty
subtrees [K73];i.e., for every n-node binary tree, there exists a corresponding
(2n+l)-node extended binary tree formed by replacing each empty subtree with a new leaf
node. Thus, c, is also the number of extended binary trees with n internal nodes. A k w

tree, k t 2, is defined in a manner analogous to a binary tree; i-e.,a k-ary tree either is
empty, or consists of a root and k ordered, disjoint k-ary subtrees p 7 3 ] . In an extended
k e y tree, only the leaf nodes have empty subtrees.
A b i i tree labelled inorder has its nodes labelled in the order visited by an

inorder traversal. The top portion of Figure 1.1 depicts the c, = 5 binary trees on three
nodes, with the nodes labelled inorder 1 to n = 3; the bottom portion shows the
corresponding extended binary trees with their internal nodes labelled inorder. The
integer wdewords shown in the figure are explained later.

Figure 1.1. Binary Trees and Corresponding Extended Binary Trees.
An induced subtree ti..,of a binary tree t labelled inorder 1 to n, 1 5 i 5 j S n, is the
tree formed by nodes i, i+l, ..., j, with the parent of node k being the nearest proper
ancestor of k, i 5 k 5 j [L93]. That is, ti., is formed by contracting the edges oft which

have at least one endpoint outside the range [i,j], with edges adjacent to a leaf node being
contracted first. Figure 1.2 gives examples.

Figure 1.2. A Binary Tree and Two of Its Induced Subtrees.
The lejY arm of a binary tree is the path fiom the root r to node 1; the right m m is
the path fiom r to node n [Z80]. The left arm o f t in Figure 1.2 is (1 1, 5,2, l), and the
right arm is (1 1, 12, 13, 15). If every node of a tree is on its left arm, the tree is left

linear; it is right linear if every node is on its right arm [Z80].
Let t be an n-node binary tree, and tr be its refection; i.e.,if t has left subtree t 1
and right subtree t2, then tr has left subtree t2, and right subtree t 1,. We say t and t, are

symmetric. Figure 1.6 provides an example.

Figure 1.3. Symmetric Binary Trees.

A rotation in a binary tree is a well-known transformation that reorients an edge to
produce a tree with a closely related shape. Rotations are used, for example, to rebalance

an n-node binary search tree during insertions or deletions, to keep its height at O(1og n)
[A62]. Figure 1.4 illustrates a rotation of the edge { I , r); any or all of the subtrees s, t 1,
t2, and t3 may be empty. A rotation preserves the inorder labelling of the nodes of a tree,
as illustrated at the bottom of Figure 1.4.

-

right rotation of ( I , r)

1

left rotation of { l ,r)

Figure 1.4. Edge-rotation in a Binary Tree.

If, for two sets A and B, a bijection relates each a E A to some unique b E B, we

say a correspondence exists between A and B, and that a and b are corresponding
elements. A correspondence is known to exist between the set of binary trees on n nodes
and 1) the set of balanced parenthesis pairs of length 2n [E83]; 2) the set of 2n-length
bitstrings with an equal number of zeroes and ones such that the number of zeroes in any
prefix never exceeds the number of ones [Z80]; 3) the set of lattice paths of length 2n
which start at (0,O) in Cartesian Zspace, proceed to (n, n) by means of unit moves up or

to the right, and never go above a diagonal drawn from (0,O) to (n, n) [B90]; 4) four sets

of permutations on 1,2, ..., n, known as tree pennutations m85];5 ) the set of
triangulations of convex (n+2)-gons [LS4]; and 6) sets of codewords fiom numerous
different binary tree coding schemes, as explained below. We discuss most of these
correspondences later in our work, and defer examples of them until that time.
A binary tree coding scheme is a set of rules which defines a correspondence

between T,,, the set of binary trees on n-nodes, and Sn,a set of k-tuples of integers;
usually, k E (n-1, n, 2% 2n+l). If S, is the bijection devised by some researcher X, for
convenience we refer to $, as the Xcoding scheme. Additionally, if fx(t)= w, and f;'(w)

=

t, ,for t E Tnand w E Sn,we say w is a codavord for t under the scheme of X , or an X

encoding oft. Section 1.2 explains a coding scheme devised by Pallo [P86].

A desirable property of a coding scheme is that it allow systematic, efficient listing
of the codewords for every n-node binary tree. In addition to the bijection defining the
coding scheme, rules should exist which characterize codewords, i.e., which enable one to
determine whether some arbitrary tuple of integers is a wdeword under the coding
scheme. These rules usually form the basis for a generating algorithm which, given an
appropriate initial codeword, will produce a sequence of the remaining codewords. Often
algorithms are also given to rank and unrank a codeword. Ranking means fmding the
position of a codeword within a sequence constructed by the generating algorithm.
Unranking involves finding the codeword corresponding to a given position in the

sequence. Algorithms may also be given to realize the bijection of the coding scheme, i-e..
to construct the tree corresponding to a given codeword, and vice versa.

Let lefi(t) denote the left subtree of a It)-nodebinary tree t, and right(t) denote its
right subtree. If t and t' are two binary trees, then t precedes t' in a-order (t < t') if
1) It1 < It'(;or

2) It1 = It'l and left(t) < left(t8);or

3) It1 = It'l and left(t) = left(t') and right(t) < right(tl).
Another name for a-order is mzturul or&r p85]. A sequence of binary trees, such that t
< t' for every two successive trees, is said to be in a-order.
By contrast, t precedes t' in b-order (t <*t') if
1) t is empty and t' is not; or

2) neither t nor t' is empty and lefl(t) <- left(t'); or

3) neither t nor t' is empty and left(t) = left(tl)and right(t) <=right(t').

Local order is another name for b-order [P85].A sequence of binary trees, such that t <t' for successive trees, is said to be in b-order. Figure 1.5 depicts 4-node binary trees t and
t' such that t < t' in a-order, and t' <- t in b-order.

Figure 1.5. t < t' in a-Order; t' <-t in b-Order.
If a sequence of c,, codewords for n-node binary trees is such that the

corresponding binary trees are in a-order (respectively b-order), the codewords themselves

are said to be in a-order (respectively b-order). A third ordering is Hamiltoniian, which
occurs when the trees corresponding to successive codewords differ by a single rotation.
The term "Hamiltonian"is explained below.

1.2 Scope and Organization of the Study
Many differentcoding schemes for binary trees have been devised. One common

approach encodes an n-node binary tree as a bitstring of length 2n. Another produces
permutations of 1,2, ..., n. Coding schemes of these two types, among others, are
surveyed in Chapter Two. Pallo [P86]constructs the codeword w,w, ...w, for a binary
tree, with nodes labelled inorder 1,2, ..., n, by assigning w, 15 i 5 n, a value equal the
number of empty subtrees in the left subtree of the node labeIled i. Figure 1.1 gives the
wdeword defined by Pallo for each tree depicted.
Generating algorithms typically produce sequences of binary tree codewords in
lexicographic order, creating the next codeword by manipulating one or more integer
values in its predecessor. In some algorithms, this step requires q n ) time. Other
algorithms produce the next codeword in average O(1) time, for an overall time efficiency
of q c b , exclusive of the time required to output the codeword. An algorithm given in
[It911 generates codewords in worst case O(1) time per codeword, and recently b 9 3 ]
showed how to generate pointer representations of all n-node binary trees in worst case
O(1) time per tree.

A concern of the literature has been whether 1exicog.mphically ordered codewords

represent trees that are in a-order, usually claimed as preferable, in b-order, or in some
other order. Recent research has focused on generating codewords, or their corresponding
trees, in Hamiltonian order. The term "Hamiltonian" alludes to Hamiltonian paths in the
rotation graph % of binary trees [P86, S86, P87, L87, S88, L931, as defined earlier. If a
sequence of encodings of all n-node binary trees is such that successive codewords
correspond to trees differing by a single rotation, the sequence identifies an Hamiltonian
path in %.
As shown in Chapter Three, % is connected,and regular of degree n-1 [C82;
W36, as cited in S86, S88J. In [P86], PaUo shows that a directed version of the graph is a

lattice; p87] discusses findii the length of a shortest path between two nodes. Sleator,
Tarjan, and Thurston [S86, S88] use the previously-known correspondence [L84]
between triangulations of convex (n+2)-gons and n-node binary trees, to show that the

diameter of R, is no larger than 2n-6, for n b 11, and prove that the bound is tight for an
infinite number of values of n.
Lucas [La71 shows that % contains both an Hamiltonian cycle, and an Hamiltonian
path that cannot be extended to a cycle. She also gives an O(c,) algorithm for generating
a sequence of trees corresponding to the path. Roelants van Barormiginen and Ruskey

[It871 describe an O(ncJ algorithm, indebted to Lucas's, to generate an Hamiltonian
sequence of c,, wdewords as defined by the coding scheme of Pallo p86]. They also
show how to modify the algorithm to generate an Hamiltonian sequence of n-node trees,

as opposed to codewords, in awrage 0(1), but worst case q n ) , time per tree. In [L93],
Lucas, Roelants van Baronaigien, and Ruskey show how to produce the next tree in the
Hamiltonian sequence in worst case O(1) time.
We have discovered that there are coding schemes, other than those of Pallo and

Lucas, whose codewords can be generated in Hamiltonian order, and have developed an
algorithm, OzLex, which can produce Hamiltonian sequences of codewords from the
schemes of Pallo, Lucas, Makinen [M86], and Zerling [285], among many others. If our
algorithm, with a given coding scheme, produces a Hamiltonian sequence, we say the
scheme, and its codewords, are rotational. Our interest in rotational coding schemes, and
generating Hamiltonian paths, broadens into a more general investigation of the rotation
graph. We study properties such as the diameter, radius, center, genus, and connectivity

and find a lower limit for the
of %; show that the graph is the union of n+2 copies of k,;
number of Hamiltonian paths. We also devise two procedures which seek a shortest path

between arbitrary nodes, and establish properties of extreme nodes, i.e., nodes separated
by a minimum distance equal to the diameter of the graph.
Chapter Two is a survey of the literature. In Chapter Three, we investigate
properties of %. Chapter Four, on rotational coding schemes, gives the O z k x algorithm,
and identifies various relevant coding schemes. OzLew generates 2"' Hamiltonian
sequences of any set of rotational codewords for n-node trees. Considering every such
rotational coding scheme, the sequences represent 2" distinct Hamiltonian paths in the
rotation graph, i.e., paths which are not reverses of themselves or of each other, and which

do not lie on the same Hamiltonian cycle. Chapter Five gives properties of extreme nodes
in %, and formulates the procedures which seek shortest paths. Chapter Six is a brief
conclusion.
There are also two appendices. The first contains information on extreme nodes
relevant to Chapter Five, but not appropriate for inclusion directly therein. The second
presents a modification of the OrLex algorithm, called TrmOx, which generates (n+2)2"
Hamiltonian sequences of codewords from the scheme of Lucas, representing (n+2)2"'
distinct Hamiltonian paths in %.

1.3 Motivation
We will briefly amplify previous comments about the motivation for our study,
mainly by citing claims fiom the literature.
Sleator, Tarjan, and Thurston [S86] believe that "the combinatorial system of trees
and their rotations is a hndamental one that is isomorphic to other natural wmbinatorial
systems," so that "results concerning this system are of interest from a purely mathematical
point of view." They express hope that a better understanding of the properties of R,, can
lead to a proof of the djnmnic optimality conjecture about the performance of splaying,
an heuristic for dynamically restructuring a binary search tree to assure efficient access and
updating of its stored information [S85]. The god is to maintain an q l o g n) depth of an
n-node binary search tree. The dynamic optimality conjecture says that splaying is as
efficient as rmy dynamic technique for restructuring binary search trees using rotations.

Lucas [L87] also expresses the hope that a better understanding of R,will lead to a
proof of the dynamic optimality conjecture, and points out that a study of rotational
coding schemes and Hamiltonian generators may lead to a polynomial, in n, algorithm for
finding a shortest path between two arbitrary nodes in %, i.e., an algorithm for efficiently
,

rotating one binary tree into another. Lucas fkther notes that the correspondence
between n-node binary trees and triangulations of vertex-labeled convex (n+2)-gons
underscores the importance of binary tree generators in understanding related
combinatorial objects. Rotem and Varol p78] observe that generating algorithms "can be
effectively employed for systematic generation of combinatorial objects which are in 1- 1
correspondence with such trees."
Er [E87]notes that the problem of enumerating binary trees reflects the need "to
measure performance of algorithms that manipulate binary trees. In consequence, test data
of binary trees need to be generated systematically or randomly so that they can be fed
into algorithms that use them." Er also cites Knott w771, who states that "algorithmsfor
generating all shapes of binary trees . . . are used in studying and comparing various
binary-tree deletion schemes." Akl and Stojmenovic [A931 observe that "a list of all
shapes of trees might be used to search for a counter-example to some conjecture, or to
test and analyze an algorithm for its correctness or computational complexity."
Lucas, Roelants van Baronaigien, and Ruskey [L90,L93] point out that generating
binary trees in Hamiltonian order may be more efficient than generating them in some
other order, since when trees are represented with parent-child pointers, the current tree's

successor can always be created in O(1) time, by performing the appropriate left or right
rotation. Makinen w911, by contrast, observes that many combinatorial algorithms
manipulate trees, and that it is "usually easier to use integers or sequences of integers [i.e.,
ranks, or codewords] than trees consisting of pointers and records." Also, encoding
binary trees as integer codewords is usefbl for data compression: "data could be stored
without any reference to the structure of the tree which could be stored as a single integer
or as a sequence of integers1'(i.e., as its integer rank in an ordered set of trees, or as its
codeword under some binary tree coding scheme).
To these ideas we add two more. First, since binary trees are related to many
other combinatorial objects, generating all trees with a given number of nodes is of interest
in solving exhaustive search problems. Second, as previously noted, the binary tree is
/

arguably the most important abstract data type used in computer programming. Thus
research which provides new information about binary trees is bound to be of interest to
mathematicians and theoretical computer scientists, and may potentially prove usem in
applied computer science as well.

CHAPTER TWO
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
We will summarize the literature on binary tree coding schemes, with emphasis on
codeword generation. We also mention ranking and unranking algorithms. We adopt the
categories of Makinen's brief classification of binary tree coding schemes w911,
introducing an additional category for bitstring coding schemes, and sometimes classifying
a scheme differently. We also strive for a sense of chronology, and summarize scholarship
which has appeared since w91].
/.c

Section 2.1 discusses coding schemes in which a bitstring, or an encoding of a
bitstring, is used to represent a binary tree. Section 2.2 considers schemes which
represent binary trees as permutations, or encodings of permutations. In Section 2.3, we
discuss two coding schemes which do not appear to belong in either of the first two
sections, or in Section 2.4, which treats coding schemes based on rotations in binary trees.
Section 2.5 contains concluding remarks.

2.1 Bitstring Representations of Binary Trees
The papers summarized in this section explain how to represent binary trees using
bitstrings, or codewords derived fiom bitstrings.

2.1.1 Coding Scheme of Scoins
An early encoding of binary and k-ary trees using bitstrings is given by Scoins

[S68]. We describe only his representation of a (2n+l)-node extended bincay tree as a
codeword having n ones and n+l zeroes, such that every proper prefix has at least as
many ones as zeroes. To produce a tree's codeword, label its interior nodes with a one,
and its leaves with a zero. Then traverse the tree in preorder, selecting the labels of the
nodes in the order they are visited. Figure 2.1 depicts the 13-node extended binary tree
with codeword 1110001100100. Scoins gives a recursive ALGOL procedure which
generates a sequence of c, (2n+l)-length codewords in reverse lexicographic order. The
procedure's time complexity is not analyzed, and no proof is given that the mapping
between codewords and binary trees is a bijection.

Figure 2.1. Extended Binary Tree Encoded 1110001100100 by Scoins.

2.1.2 Coding Schemes of Zaks
Zaks [280] encodes binary trees using the same bitstrings as Scoins, but omits the
last codeword value, which is always zero. The tree depicted in Figure 2.1 is encoded
111000110010 under Zaks' scheme.

Let B be the set of extended binary trees with n internal nodes; X be the set of
bitstrings x,%. ..x,having an equal number of zeroes and ones, such that, for every prefix,
the number of zeroes never exceeds the number of ones; Y be the set of tuples y,y,. ..y,

,

such that y < yx < ... < y,, < 2% and y, 2 2i, for 1 5 i 5 n; and Z be the set of tuples zlq.. .z,
such that 0 < z, < zS< ... < q,and z, 12i-1, for 1 5 i < n. Zaks proves a correspondence
exists between every two sets in {B, X, Y, 2). Members of sets X, Y, and Z are termed

ZaksX, ZaksY, and ZaRrZ encodings, respectively. Given a ZaksX encoding, the
corresponding ZaksY encoding is constructed by letting yi equal the position of the ia
zero, and the corresponding ZaksZ encoding by letting z, equal the position of the i' one.
The ZakY encoding of the tree in Figure 2.1 is 4,5,6,9,10,12, and the ZaksZ encoding is
1,2,3,7,8,11.
Zaks' iterative generating algorithm produces lexicographic sequences of n-length
ZaksZ encodings in O(c,) time, with a codeword's successor produced in worst case O(n)
time. Zaks shows that if the trees of set B are in b-order, then the corresponding
codewords of sets X and Y are in lexicographic order, and those of set Z in reverse
lexicographic order; i.e., Zaks generates codewords corresponding to extended binary
trees in reverse b-order. Ranking and urnanking algorithms are also given.

In [282], Zaks defines a coding scheme similar to that of [280]. Again we limit
our discussion to the results for binary trees. In [282], apostordkr traversal of the
(2n+l)-node extended binary tree is used to generate a 2n-length bitstring, such that every
proper prefix has at least as many zeroes as ones. The label of the first node visited is

always labelled zero, and is omitted. A codeword z',z'~...ztncorresponding to the bitstring
is formed by setting z: to the position of the i&one, 1 < i i n. In this case, 0 < 2,'< 4'< ...

<

S 2% and zi 2 2i.

We call these tuples ZaRZfencodings. The bitstring produced by

a postorder traversal of the tree of Figure 2.1 is 0 10100100111;the corresponding ZaksZ'
encoding is 2,4,7,10,11,12. Zaks gives a generating algorithm which produces encodings
in reverse lexicographic order. Ranking and unranking algorithms are also given. When

ZaksZ' encodings are lexicographically ordered, the corresponding bitstrings are not, nor
are the corresponding binary trees in b-order.

2.1.3 Er Generating Algorithms
Three papers by M. C. Er m83, E85, E87] give algorithms to generate bitstring
codewords for binary trees, as defined in [280], i.e., the algorithms generate sequences of

ZaksX encodiigs. The recursive algorithm of [E83] actually produces 2n-length balanced
parenthesis pairs, not 2n-length bitstrings; however, the sequence generated is a
lexicographically ordered sequence of ZaksX encodings, if one considers a "("to be a " 1"
and a ")"to be a "0".The algorithm closely resembles that of Scoins [S68]. A minor
modification of the algorithm enables it to produce a lexicographic sequence of
stack-sortable n-length permutations, as defined by Rotem and Varol [R78],and discussed
in Section 2.2. The time order of the generating algorithm is not given, and neither
ranking nor unranlcing is discussed. However, an algorithm is presented to construct the
n-node binary tree corresponding to a 2n-length string of balanced parentheses.

In [E85], Er reprints the recursive generating algorithm of [I3831 modified to
produce bitstrings, rather than strings of balanced parentheses, and proves its correctness.
An iterative procedure is also given to produce the next bitstring in lexicographic order

fiom its predecessor. The time to generate every 2n-length bitstring is shown to be qc,,),
for both the recursive and iterative generators. In the worst case, however, a codeword's
successor is produced in O(n) time. Ranlung and unranking algorithms are also given. In

p87],Er extends the ideas in [I3851to apply to k-ary trees.

2.1.4 PalloRaccaP Coding Scheme
In [P85], Pallo and Racca introduce two binary tree coding schemes producing

P-codeworrls and Laxzkwords. The P-codewords are derived fiom bitstrings and are
summarized here; we call them PaZZoRaccuP encodings. Lcodewords are discussed in
Section 2.3.2.To produce the n-length PalloRaccaP encoding of an extended binary tree
with n internal nodes, first form the ZaksX bitstring encoding x,%. ..%. The
corresponding PalloRaccaP encoding w,w,...w, is formed by letting wi be the number of
ones left of the i& zero in x, 1 S i S n. Recall that the bitstring fomed by an inorder
traversal of the tree in Figure 2.1 is 111000110010. The corresponding PalloRaccaP
encoding is 333556. An n-tuple w,w,. ..w, is a codeword under the PalloRaccaP scheme if

and only if i S w, S w,+,,1 S i S n- 1, with w, = n. An iterative procedure generates c,
codewords in lexicographic order in O(c,,), with the next codeword produced in O(n) in

the worst case. The corresponding binary trees are in b-order. Ranking and unranking
algorithms are also given.

2.1.5 A Breadth-First Traversal Method
In the coding scheme of Lee, Lee, and Wong p86], a bitstring b14.. .bh is formed
fiom a (2n+l)-node extended binary tree by labelling the interior nodes one and the leaves
zero, then letting bi be the label of the i" node encountered in a breadth-first traversal, 1 5
i S 2n. The last label encountered is always a zero, and is omitted. An encoding w,w2...w,
is now constructed by setting w, to the position of the jfi one fiom the left in b,b2...b,.
The bitstring corresponding to the tree in Figure 2.1 is 1111011000000, and its codeword
is 1,2,3,4,6,7. Lee et. al. observe that this coding scheme could be used to generate the
set of extended binary trees with n internal nodes: "the development, the analysis, and the
efficiency of the algorithm would be in parallel with Zaks" [280]. They also give a second
algorithm to generate the set of codewords for binary trees having n internal nodes and a
fixed height. Finally, they suggest that the second algorithm wuld be used to generate a

set of extended binary trees with n internal nodes, by systematically producing, in order,
the trees of heights n, n- 1, n-2,. .., lo&(n+1).

2.1.6 Generation Methods of Ruskey and Proskurowski
In [R90], Ruskey and Proskurowski consider the problem of generating a sequence
of ZaksX 2n-length encodings such that successive wdewords differ by the transposition
of two bits having different values. As an example, the bitstrings 11110000 and 1110 1000

differby the transposition of the fourth and fifth bits fiom the left. Two orderings are
considered. In the first case, the transposed bits can be anywhere in a codeword. Case
two requires that the transposed bits be adjacent. It is proven that the case two ordering is
possible if and only if n < 5, or n is even. The proof uses a bipartite graph called an
adjacent tramposition graph, in which an edge exists between two nodes when their

corresponding bitstrings differ by two transposed bits.
Algorithms are given to generate bitstrings as required by case one, and, where
possible, by case two. Both algorithms produce their output in average 0(1), and worst
case O(n), time per codeword. The bitstring sequence generated by the case two
algorithm identifies an Hamiltonian path in an adjacent transposition graph. An earlier
paper by the same authors [ P S I gives an O(ncn)algorithm for generating the same
sequences of 2n-length bitstrings. Neither paper discusses tree sequences corresponding
to the bitstring sequences generated, but Lucas [L87]asserts that "it is not difficult to
show . . . any two adjacent trees generated by the . . . p 8 5 ] algorithm have a rotation
distance of either one or three."

2.2 Tree Permutations
We will discuss encoding schemes which represent n-node binary trees as
permutations of 1,2, ...,n, or as codewords for these permutations. Whereas schemes of
the previous section encode (2n+l)aode extended binary trees, the trees of this section
are n-node binary trees with no restriction that each node have zero or two children.

An inversion in a permutation p,p, ...p, is a pair (pi, p,) such that i <j and pi > pj.
For instance, the permutation 3 142 has three inversions: (3, I), (3,2), and (4,2). By one
definition, the inversion table w,w,. ..w, of an n-length permutation p is formed by letting
w, be the number of elements to the left of j in p that are larger than j; i.e., w, is the number
of inversions whose second component is j. The pennutation 5 9 1 8 2 6 4 7 3 has
inversion table 2 3 6 4 0 2 2 1 0, since 5 and 9 are left of 1, and larger; 5,9, and 8 left of
2, and larger; etc. Alternative methods exist for defining inversion tables of permutations.
For example, if the ithvalue in an inversion table is defined to be the number of elements to
the left of and smaller than i, then, the inversion table for permutation 5 9 1 8 2 6 4 7 3 is
0 1 2 2 0 3 5 2 1 [S77; K73, vol. 3, section 5.1.11. An inversion table uniquely
characterizes a permutation, and is a standard way of representing it w90].

2.2.1 Overview
A tree permutation corresponding to an n-node tree is a permutation of 1,2, ..., n

formed by labelling the nodes 1 to n using one traversal, e.g., inorder, then traversing the
tree a second time using a different traversal, e.g., preorder, recording the labels of the
nodes in the order visited. The first traversal is called the labelling traversal, and the
second the generating traversal; either the labelling or the generating traversal, but not
both, must be an inorder traversal [K73, H851. If the first and second traversals are as in
the example, we will call the resulting permutation an inWZ/preLR permutation. The
abbreviations to designate permutations formed in a similar manner, but with different

traversal pairs, are: in = inorder; pre = preorder; post = postorder; I&= left to right; and

RL = right to left; the "/" separates a labelling traversal on its left from a generating
traversal on its right. Figure 2.2 gives an example of a 4-node binary tree and its
corresponding inLWpreLR, inWpreRL, inLWpostLR, and inLWpostRL permutations.

Figure 2.2. A Binary Tree and Four of Its Tree Permutation Encodings.
Hille [H85] characterizes tree permutation classes by examining properties of
permutations generated by different traversal pairs. Er [E90] repeats much of [H85], and
provides additional information about the ordering, e.g., a-order, b-order, of binary trees
sequences corresponding to lexicographic sequences of different classes of tree
permutations. The following is taken mainly f?om [H85]and [E90].
A subsequence of a permutation p = p,pg,p,. ..p, is a sequence pg, ...p, such that
1 5 a < b < ... < z S n; members of the subsequence need not be adjacent in p. For

example, 14,25, 123, 124, 134, 135, 1235, 1345, and 12345 are subsequences of 12345.
Despite the 16 possible combinations of labellinglgenerating traversals, there are but four
distinct classes of tree permutations. Each of these four classes can be characterized
solely by the fact that every permutation in a given class contains no 3-length subsequence

pipjpkhaving the property shown in Figure 2.3. As indicated in the figure, all fixed-length
permutations in any class can be constructed from the appropriate set of binary trees using

any one of four distinct labellindgeneratingtraversal pairs associated with the class.
Moreover, any tree permutation which can be generated from a tree t with a given
labelling traversal TLand a given generating traversal T , can also be generated fiom the
tree symmetric to t, simply by reversing the directions of TLand T ,i.e., by changing a left
to right traversal to a right to leetraversals, and vice versa. Thus the four traversal pairs
associated with each permutation class are in fact two traversal pairs and their reversalsS

as indicated in Figure 2.3.

class

prohibited
subsequence

traversal pairs (reversed traversal pairs) to generate

Figure 2.3. Properties of Classes of Tree Permutations.
It follows that every binary tree can be represented by more than one tree
permutation. Similarly, every permutation can be generated from more than one tree.
Figure 2.4 depicts four trees corresponding to the Class One tree permutation 42 13.

Figure 2.4. Four Binary Trees Corresponding to Class One Tree Permutation 42 13.
Although four diierent traversal pairs are associated with each permutation class,
a pemutation in a given class does not necessarily co~espondto four different binary

trees. Figure 2.5 depicts the two distinct trees corresponding to the Class One
permutation 1234. Also, the same permutation can belong to more than one permutation
class. For instance, 123...n and n.. .321 belong to every pemutation class and always
represent the right and left linear trees on n nodes.

Figure 2.5. Two Binary Trees Corresponding to C k s One Tree Permutation 1234.

2.2.2 Class One Permutations
2 e 2 m 2 m 1 Coding Schemes of Rotem

Rotem [R75]describes a binary tree coding scheme with codewords bob,...b,,,
such that 0 5 b, S b, S ... 5 b,, and b, S i, 0 5 i n-1 . We refer to these codewords as
Rotem7.5 encodings. A descending subsequence of a permutation p,p,p,p,. ..p,, is a

subsequence pip,...p,, 0 < i < j < ... <zSn-1, such that p,>p, 1 ... >p,. A 2-permutation
is a permutation whose longest descending subsequence is length two. Rotem proves a
correspondence between Zpermutations and Rotem75 encodings. Then, the
correspondence between the 2-permutations and binary trees, previously shown in [K73],
is reestablished using a new proof. By transitivity, a correspondence between Rotem75
encodings and binary trees follows.
Let b' = b,q'. ..b,' be an inversion table of a permutation p,p,p,p,. ..p,, of 1, 2, ..., n,
formed by letting bi be the number of elements to the right of pmiwhich are larger than n-i.
For example, the inversion table 01 123 corresponds to the permutation 4 1235. Rotern
shows that b' is a Rotem75 encoding if and only if there is no occurrence in p of a
subsequence pip,pksuch that p, < pi < p,. In other words, by the terminology of Figure
2.3, Rotem75 encodings are inversion tables of Class One tree permutations. These
permutations are called stack-sortable in [K73] because they can be sorted using only a
stack. The sorting could be accomplished as follows: push the next value of p from left to
right onto a stack, after first popping smaller values to a queue; after the rightmost value
in p is pushed, the stack should be emptied to the queue, which will then contain the
elements of p in ascending order.
The 2-permutation corresponding to a Rotem75 encoding is not necessarily the
same as the permutation defined by the inversion table correspondence described above.
For instance, [R75] shows that the 2-permutation corresponding to the Rotem75 encoding
00123 is 41523. Thus a codeword may correspond to two different tree permutations.

In [I28 11, Rotem studies in more detail the relationship between stack-sortable
permutations, i.e., Class One tree permutations, and binary trees. However, no new
information is presented relevant to encoding binary trees.
In [R78], Rotem and Varol address the subject of generating sequences of Class

One tree permutation inversion tables. Here the definition of the inversion table differs
fiom that given in [R75]. Let b = b,b,. ..b, be the inversion table of a permutation on 1,2,

..., n formed by setting bi to the number of elements which are greater than i and to its
right, 1 S i S n. The property 0 S bi S n-1 must hold, for 1 S i I n. If b, 2 b,, for 1 5 i I
n- 1, then b is the reverse of a Rotem75 encoding. We call these inversion tables Rotem
encodings. An algorithm given in [It781 to generate these encodings produces
lexicographic sequences if the codewords are read fiom right to Ielft. The corresponding
binary trees are in neither a-order nor b-order. The correctness of the generating
algorithm is proven, but its time order is not analyzed. Ranking and unranking algorithms

are also given. So is an algorithm to convert a codeword b to its corresponding binary tree
t. The inLWpreLR permutation formed fkom t has b as its inversion table.
2.2.2.2 Coding Scheme of Knott

Another early investigation of the relationship between binary trees and
permutations is by Knott [K77]. Following Knuth [K73], Knott describes how to fonn
Class One inLR1preLR tree permutations; we call them Knott encodings. Ranking and
unranking algorithms are given in [K77] for encodings corresponding to tree sequences in

a-order. Knott's strategy for generating codewords is to use the unranking algorithm to
obtain, sequentially, the codewords having rank 1,2,3, ..., c,; then each binary tree is in

turn constructed from the current codeword. A sequence of Knott encodings generated in
this way is ordered lexicographically. The more time-efficient idea of generating
sequences by systematically modifjing the current codeword is addressed by articles
mentioned in the next paragraph. Knott also observes that different traversal pairs,
applied to the same tree, will produce different tree permutations, and points out the
existence of at least six traversal classes, two of which are degenerate in the sense that
they contain only a single permutation. He does not investigate how many distinct classes
of permutations can be defined in this way [H85].
Hikita w83] gives an algorithm for generating sequences of Knott encodings,
which he calls inorder-preorder sequences, in average O(1) time per codeword. Er m83]
gives an algorithm to generate Knott encodings in lexicographic order; he calls the
codewords stack-sortable permutations, as in [R78]. In p87], Er proves that Knott
encodings in lexicographic order correspond to binary trees in a-order. He also shows
that lexicographically ordered inWpostLR permutations, i.e., Class Three tree
permutations, correspond to binary trees in border. In [E87],Er gives another algorithm
to generate a lexicographic sequence of Knott encodings in average O(1) time per
codeword. This algorithm is a modification of the algorithm given in p83].

2.2.3 Class Three Permutations
In [T78], Trojanowski gives an algorithm to generate lexicographic sequences of

stackpenmrtations [K73], which are constructed from a set of binary trees using a
preorder labelling and an inorder generating traversal. Thus, in our terminology, they are
Class Three tree permutations. We will refer to them as Trojanowski enwdings. The
generating algorithm, which also applies to k-ary trees, produces codewords in average
O(1) time per codeword. Ranking and unranking algorithms are also given. Trojanoyski

does not attempt to determine whether the trees corresponding to lexicographic sequences
are in a-order, bsrder, or some other order.
Trojanowski encodings have been called stackpennutations [IS731 because they
are the n-length permutations which can be generated from the permutation 1,2, ..., n
using a stack. The inverse of a permutation can be formed as follows w73, vol. 3, 5.1.11.
First, write the permutation p in two row form. Then permute the columns until row two
is sorted. The inverse of p is in row one. For example,

(

:: 1,

(:::

::)becomes

so the inverse of 53142 is 3524 1. A permutation and its inverse contain

the same number of inversions [K73]. Both w85] and p90] show that Class One and
Class Three tree permutations are inverses of each other. The inverse of any permutation
p which can be sorted with a stack can be generated with a stack [H85]. Both Hille [H85]
and Er [H90] also show that Class One and Class Four permutations are reverses of each
other, and that Class Two and Class Three permutations are reverses of each other.

Trojanowski [T78] generates codeword sequences using the direct insertion
method. By contrast, Semba IS821 produces the same sequences using a stack. Semba's
method is based on one developed by Sedgewick [S77] for generating a set of
n-permutations with cardinality n!, as opposed to c,,. Semba's algorithm generates
codewords in lexicographic order in average O(1) time per codeword. In [S82a], Sernba
proves that Trojanowski encodings are precisely those permutations which can be
generated fiom binary trees using an inorder labelling traversal and a postorder generating
traversal. An algorithm is given to convert an inLR/postLR encoding to its con-esponding

b i i tree.
2.2.4 Related Papers
We will mention four papers related to encoding bbuy trees using permutations,
but not directly concerned with codeword generation. Three of the papers explain how to
construct a biiary tree from its traversals. In p87], Burgdofl, et. al., give algorithms
which construct trees from inLR/preLR and inWpostLR encodings i.e., trees
corresponding to Class One and Class Three tree permutations. Chen, Yu, and Liu [C88]
give two algorithms which build a tree fiom its inLWpreLR traversals, i.e., which
construct a tree corresponding to a Class One tree permutation. In [M89], Makinen

summarizes both [I3871 and [C88], and gives an algorithm for constructing a tree
corresponding to its inLWpreLR traversals. Recall that [E87], summarized in Section
2.2.2.1,also contains an algorithm to construct a tree from its inWpreLR traversals. The

fourth paper, by W i n w901,presents algorithms to map between tree permutations and
their corresponding inversion tables.

2.3 Two Other Binary Tree Coding Schemes
We will summarize two binary tree coding schemes whose codewords seem
unrelated to either bitstrings or permutations, and which do not appear to belong with the
coding schemes described in Section 2.4.

2.3.1 Coding Scheme of Ruskey and Hu
Ruskey and Hu [R77]define a binary tree coding scheme with codewords called

feasible sequences or, alternately, level sequences. We refer to these codewords as

RuskeyHu encodings. A RuskeyHu encoding w,w,...w,w,, of a (2n+ 1)-node extended
binary tree is formed by letting w,be the level number of the i&leaf encountered during an
inorder traversal; the level number of a leaf is the number of edges lying on the path from
the root to the 1 4 . The RuskeyHu encoding of the tree in Figure 2.1 is 3323333.
Ruskey and Hu give a generating algorithm which produces lexicographic sequences of
codewords in average O(1) time per codeword. Ranking and unr*g

algorithms are

dso given, as is an algorithm to convert a codeword to its corresponding binary tree.
Zaks [280]shows that lexicographic sequences of RuskeyHu encodings correspond to

binary trees in border.

2.3.2 PalloRaccaL Coding Scheme
Section 2.1.4 discusses PalloRaccaP bitstring-related encodmgs [P85]. In the
same paper, Pallo and Racca define L-sequences, which we call PalloRaccaL encodiigs.
To construct the PalloRaccaL encoding wow,...wn-,of an extended bimq tree with n

leuves, hence n-1 internal nodes, label each leaf with a one, and each internal node with
the number of leaves in the subtree rooted by that node. Then record the label of the root
and, subsequently, the label of every node that is visited by a move to a left subtree during
a preorder traversal. The label of a node reached by moving to a right subtree is not
recorded; thus the name L[eft]-sequence. Figure 2.6 gives an example of a binary tree and
its PalloRaccaL encoding. Labels of nodes marked with an asterisk are recorded.

Figure 2.6. Extended Binary Tree with PalloRaccaL Encoding 7321121.
Pallo and Racca show that an n-tuple wow,...wn-,is a PalloRaccaL encoding if and

onlyif(a)wo=n;and@),forO~k<i< k+w,Sn,i+w,Sk+w,.

Analgorithmis

given to produce codewords in lexicographic order in O(n) time per codeword. Ranking
and unranking algorithms are given, as is an algorithm to convert a codeword to the

bitstring representation of its corresponding binary tree. It is proven that codewords in
lexicographic order represent binary trees in a-order. In w88], Roelants van Baronaigien
and Ruskey extend Pallo and Racca's L-sequence concept to represent k-ary trees as
preorder emmeration weights. When k = 2, their generating algorithm produces a

sequence of PalloRaccoL encodings, in reverse lexicographic order, in average O(1) time
per codeword. This seems to be the first generator to produce codewords in (reversed)
a-order in constant average time.

2.4 Coding Schemes Using Rotations
With one exception, the coding schemes of this section define a codeword in terms
of rotations performed in the corresponding binary tree. We assume an n-node binary tree
is labelled inorder 1 to n, and that its codeword is w,w, ...w,,. For convenience in
expressing characterizations, we define w, to be zero We also summarize the literature
on the rotation graph R,, of binmy trees.

2.4.1 Coding Scheme of Zerling
A left rotation at the root of a tree reorients the edge between the root and its right

child. Zerling [Z85] defines w,, ,for i = n, n- 1, ...,2, to be the number of left rotations
required, at the root of the induced subtree t , , to move node i to the root; for
convenience, we have reversed the order of indexing a codeword. Node i always lie at the
bottom of the right arm of t;i while the rotations take place. As indicated, the rotations
must be done so that nodes are brought onto the left arm in descending order. The result

of completing all rotations is the left linear tree on n nodes Figure 2.7 shows the
transformations undergone by a 5-node tree as its codeword 0102 is derived.

Figure 2.7. Derivation of Zerling Encoding 0102.
In a Zerling encoding, 0 5 wi 5 i -

i-1

wk, for 1 5 i 5 n-1. This characterization
k=l

allows Zerling to formulate a recursive algorithm which generates a lexicographic
sequence of codewords for n-node trees in average q1)time per codeword. The worst
case time to generate the next codeword is O(n). The ordering of trees corresponding to
the sequence is not discussed, but they are in neither a-order nor border. An algorithm is
also given to construct a binary tree from its codeword.
In @289],Er improves Zerling's generating and tree-construction algorithms. The
complexity of the generating algorithm is unchanged, however. Er also gives a formal
proof, lacking in [285], of the correspondence between Zerling encodings and their binary
trees. In [Rgl], Roelants van Baronaigiens generates the reverses of Zerling encodings in
lexicographic order. Then, successive reversed codewords differ in only a single position
or in two adjacent positions, so a codeword's successor can be produced in worst case
O(1) time. Roelants van Baronaigien also gives algorithms to rank and unrank reversed
Zerling encodings; however, coded as presented, the algorithms do not work correctly.

2.4.2 Coding Scheme of Makinen
A left rotation at the bottom of the right arm of a tree reorients the edge between

the node at the bottom of the arm and its parent. Makinen w86] defines w,,, for i = n,
n- 1, ..., 2, to be the number of left rotations required, at the bottom of the right arm of
induced subtree t,..,to move node i to the root. Node i remains at the bottom of the arm
while the rotations take place. As in the Zerling scheme, the rotations must be done so
that nodes are brought onto the left arm in descending order, and the result of completing

all rotations is again the left linear tree on n nodes. An important property of a left
rotation of the edge lying at the bottom of the right arm of the induced subtree t,.,,is that
the shape of the i n d u d subtree t,,,,, is nut altered b 9 3 ] . Figure 2.8 shows the derivation
of Makinen encoding 0112 corresponding to the tree of Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.8. Derivation of Makinen Encoding 0 112.
The value wi in a Makinen encoding, 1 i 5 n- 1, equals the number of right edges
in the path between node i+l and the root; i.e., wi can also be determined by setting w, =

0,where r+l is the root of the correspondiig tree, then, for each node i+l visited in a
breadth-first traversal, setting w, to w, if i+l is the left child of p+l , and to w,+l if i+l is

the right child of p+l . As an example, the leftmost tree in Figure 2.7 is labelled
accordingly.
In a Makinen encoding, 0 < wi 5 w,-, + 1, for 1 5 i n-1. Using this

characterization, Makinen formulates a recursive algorithm to generate a lexicographic
sequence of codewords. While the time order is not given, the similarity to Zeriing's
algorithm assures codewords are generated in average O(1) time. The co~~espondiig
tree
sequence is in neither a-order nor b-order, nor are the trees in the same order as those
generated by Zerling's algorithm. Makinen gives an algorithm to construct the tree
corresponding to a codeword, but does not discuss ranking and unranking.

In

11, Makinen removes recursion fiom the generating algorithm of [M86],

and gives experimental data for small values of n to suggest that the iterative version
siguficantly outperforms the recursive version, and that both versions outperform Er's
improvement @89] of Zerling's generating algorithm [285]. Since each of these four
algorithms generates codewords in average O(1) time, the data suggest that Makinen's
generating algorithm in w91] is faster than the other three.

2.4.3 Coding Scheme of Pallo
Pallo p86] sets w,,, 2 S i 5 n, to the number of nodes in the left subtree of node i
in the corresponding binary tree. This definition modifies the explanation in Chapter One
slightly, for conformity with the schemes of Zerling and Makinen. Figure 2.9 gives an
example. In a Pallo encoding, for 1 5 i n-1, (a) 0 5 wi 5 i; and (b) i-w, 5 j-wj for i-wi S j

S i.

Using this characterization, Pallo gives an algorithm to generate a lexicographic

sequence of codewords in average O(1) time. Ranking and unranking algorithms are also
given. As explained in Chapter One, Pallo proves that a directed version of the graph R, is
a lattice.

Figure 2.9. Binary Tree and Its Pallo Encoding 1 0 1 4 5 0 1 0 1 2.
Even though the coding scheme of @?86]does not explicitly construct a codeword
fiom rotations in the corresponding tree, its inclusion in this section is justified by the fact
that Roelants van Baronaigien and Ruskey p87] outline a generating algorithm which
produces Pallo encodings in O(n) time per codeword, such that successive codewords
represent trees differing by a single rotation. They then mod@ the algorithm to generate
the corresponding trees, represented using parent-child pointers, in average O(1) time per
tree.
An earlier paper by Ruskey and Roelants van Baronaigien [R84]contains

information relevant to andyzing the generating algorithms of iff871. In m87], ranking

and u~ankingalgorithms for Hamiltonian sequences of Pallo encodings are also given.
However, when implemented as presented, the algorithms do not work correctly. Related

ranking and unranking algorithms occur in [B90] and F931. Yet another coding scheme
related to rotations in binary trees is given by Pallo in [P86a]. The argument of this short
paper does not lend itself to a brief summary. We return to a discussion of @?86a]in
Chapter Four.

2.4.4 The Rotation Graph of Binary Trees
As explained in Chapter One, the rotation graph % of binary trees has a node for
each of the c,, binary trees on n nodes. Two nodes are connected by an edge when their
corresponding trees differ by a single rotation. We will summarize papers about q.
In [L87], Lucas develops a coding scheme for vertex-labelled (n+2)-gon
triangulations. As explained in Chapter One, these triangulations are in correspondence
with n-node binary trees. Thus Lucas's scheme also indirectly encodes binary trees. Her
coding scheme is the basis for constructive proofs that % contains an Hamiltonian cycle,
and an Hamiltonian path that cannot be extended to a cycle. The algorithm to generate
the Hamiltonian path creates each tree, or its codeword, in average O(1) time. However,
the claim that this is a worst case complexity may not be justified, since it appears that
O(n) recursive calls to the generator can occur between the formation of successive
objects in the sequence.
Lucas's proof that % contains an Hamiltonian cycle is lengthy. However, the
path-generating algorithm is "extremely simple and elegant," as claimed. Roelants van
Baronaigien and Ruskey [R87] assert that their algorithm to generate Hamiltonian

sequences of Pallo encodings is simpler still than Lucas's. It remains a challenge to find a
simple proof that R,,contains an Harniltonian cycle [R87, L90, L931.
Only a few papers on R, seem to be in print. Culik and Wood [C82] show that
one n-node binary tree can be transformed into another using no more than 2n-2 rotations,
by proceeding through the left or right linear tree. In [S86], Sleator, Tarjan, and Thurston
use the correspondence between binary trees and triangulations of (n+2)-gons to show
that the diameter of R,,is at most 2n-6, for n 2 1 1. They also prove this bound is tight for
an infinite number of values of n, and provide exact results, obtained by enumeration, for n
5 16. In [S88], a journal version of the conference paper [S86], they conclude that D(RJ
= 2n-6

afker n exceeds some unknown value, which they conjecture is ten. In p87] and

[P88], Pallo extends his insight, originally advanced in [P86], that a directed version of R,
is a lattice. A search algorithm given in [P87] computes the rotation distance between two
binary trees, i.e., the minimum number of rotations require to transform one tree into
another.
In [L93; see also L901, Lucas, Roelants van Baronaigien, and Ruskey give an
algorithm to generate a Harniltonian sequence of binary trees represented using
parent-child pointers. The algorithm, a refinement of the generators described in [L87]
and [R87], produces successive trees of the sequence in worst case O(1) time. The paper
observes that the algorithm constitutes "a simpler proof of a result of [L87] that [the
rotation graph of binary trees] contains a[n] Hamiltonian path" [L93].

In the present context, a recursion tree is a rooted, ordered tree with c, leaves, n 2
1, defined by the sequence of calls to a recursive generating algorithm for binary trees, or

their codewords. Each node in the recursion tree corresponds to a call; {x, y} is an edge
when instance x of the algorithm invoked instance y. Lucas, et. al., L93] show that the
recursion trees of the lexicographic generating algorithms of Makinen [M87], Zerling
[285], and Pallo [P86] are isomorphic. They also show that the recursion trees of the
Hamiltonian generators of Lucas p87], Roelants van Baronaigien and Ruskey [R87], and
L93] are isomorphic. In addition, b93] gives mappings between Makinen, Zerling, and
Pallo codewords which preserve lexicographic order, or reverse lexicographic order.
However, the paper does not explain these relationships in terms of the corresponding
binary trees. Chapter Four of our work provides additional insights into this subject.

2.5 Concluding Remarks
There are marked similarities between some of the coding schemes we have
described. Sometimes two schemes use the same codeword to represent different binary
trees. For instance, Scoins IS681 and Zaks [ZSO] encode a set of binary trees with the
same set of bitstrings, but in different ways. Every tree permutation can be decoded in at
least four different ways, according to the four distinct traversal pairs associated with its
class [S86]. A third example is the coding schemes of Zerling [ZSS] and Lucas [L87];
both use the same set of tuples to encode trees, but a tuple under Zerling's scheme usually
represents a different tree than under Lucas's scheme. In Chapter Four, we describe the

relationship between Zerliig's mapping and Lucas's, and construct 2"' Harniltonian
sequences of the (n-1 )-tuples. In Appendix Two, we show that each of these sequences
corresponds to 2(n+2) different tree sequences.
Another kind of similarity occurs when related codewords of two coding schemes
represent the same tree, or two closely related trees. Let (m, tM),(p, tp), (z, t,), and (r, h)
be pairs of codewords and corresponding trees from the coding schemes of Makinen
[M87], Pallo [P85], Lucas [L87], and Rotem [R78] respectively. The mappings between

m, p, and z given in [L93]depend only on integer values in corresponding codewords.
We show in Chapter Four that if m,p, and z are related under these mappings, then t, and
tp are the same tree, and t, and t, are symmetric trees. We also give a bijection between
Rotem and Makinen codewords such that if r and m are related, then t, and t,are
symmetric.
One wonders if there is a non-trivial sense in which some or all binary tree coding
schemes are "alike." If such a "sameness" exists, it remains undefined. We hope our work
leads to a better understanding of the subject.

CHAPTER THREE
PROPERTIES OF THE ROTATION GRAPH

OF BINARY TREES
The rotation graph % of binary trees has a node for each of the c,, binary trees on n

(

is the n&Catalan number. Two nodes are connected by an edge
nodes, where c. = 7
when their corresponding trees differ by a single rotation. Since every n-node binary tree
has n- 1 edges, each of which can be rotated, % is regular of degree n- 1. Pallo [P86; see
also P87 and P88] shows that a directed version of the graph is a lattice, i.e., the digraph
of a partially ordered set with an unique maximum and minimum. Lucas [L87; see also
R87 and L93] proves that & contains both an Hamiltonian cycle and an Hamiltonian path
which does not lie on a cycle. Thus, R,, is connected. Culik and Wood [C82] show that
the diameter D R ) of R,is bounded above by 2n-2. Sleater, Tajan, and Thurston [S86]
improve this result to D(RJ

< 211-6, for n t 11, and prove the bound is tight for an infinite

number of values of n. Leighton [cited in S86] claims a lower bound of 7n/4-O(1).

We establish additional properties of q.Section 3.1 explains the correspondence
between n-node binary trees and triangulations of convex (n+2)-gons. Section 3.2 gives
additional bounds for the diameter, and establishes the radius and center of &. Section

3.3 discusses the structure of R,, in terms of induced subgraphs isomorphic to k,.
The

skeleton graph RS, of R,, is defined, and planarity criteria, and lower bounds for the genus,
are established for RS, and % among other properties. Section 3.4 shows that both RS,
and R,, are (n- 1)-connected.

3.1 The Correspondence Between Binary Trees
and Triangulations of Convex Polygons
An (n+2)-gon, n h 1, is an (n+2)-sided convex polygon. Assume the vertices are
labelled counterclockwise 0, 1, 2, ..., n+ 1. A triangulation p of an (n+2)-gon is obtained
by adding n-1 non-intersecting diagonals which divide the polygon into n triangles. With
the n+2 sides of the polygon, p is an (n+2)-node maximal outerplanar graph with 2n+l
edges. A correspondence between (n+2)-gon triangulations and n-node binary trees is
proven in [L84].
Let t be a binary tree with n nodes, and p be its corresponding (n+2)-gon
triangulation. The nodes oft are labelled inorder 1,2, ..., n. Consider the edge (0, n+ 1 )
of p to be distinguished. The root oft corresponds to the third vertex, say i, in the
triangle containing the distinguished edge, and is also labelled i. The left subtree of i
corresponds recursively to the (i+l)-gon having vertex set (0, 1, 2, ..., i), with (0, i) being
the distinguished edge. The right subtree of i corresponds to the (n+2-i)-gon having
vertex set ( i, i+ 1,...,n+ 1 ) , with (i, n+ 1) being the distinguished edge. Figure 3.1 gives an
example.

Figure 3.1. Corresponding Triangulations and Binary Trees.
To "flip" diagonal d = {i,j) in a triangulation, remove d, creating an interior
quadrilateral (i, k, j, I), then insert diagonal d' = {k, I). As illustrated in Figure 3.2, a
diagonal flip i in a triangulation corresponds to a single rotation in the corresponding
binary tree [L84]. In the figure, (4,6) denotes the edge between nodes four and six in the
trees depicted. It follows that every node in R,can be labelled with a triangulation of an
(n+2)-gon, as well as with a binary tree on n nodes.

Figure 3.2. Polygon Diagonal Flip and Corresponding Tree Rotation.

3.2 The Diameter, Radius, and Center of 4
Let v and v' be nodes in % t and t' the corresponding n-node binary trees, and p
and p' the corresponding (n+2)-gon triangulations. The length of a shortest path between

v and v' is dist(v, v3. Then dist(t, t3 = dist(v, v') is the minimum number of rotations
necessary to transform t into t', and dzst@,pp3

= dist(v, v')

is the minimum number of

diagonal flips required to transform p into p'. The diameter of I$, is Dm,), and R(??,,)
is its
radius. The set of nodes in the center of % is Cm). The intental degree d, of vertex i in
an (n+2)-gon triangulation is the number of diagonals incident to i, 0 5 i 5 n+l; the
composite t r e e cd, of vertex i in two triangulations is the total number of diagonals

incident to i in both. For 0 I i I n+l, let pi be the (n+2)-gon triangulation such that d, =
n- 1. Then define CP, = (p , p,,. ..,p,, }, and let CT, = {to,t,,. ..,t,,} be the set of n-node

binary trees corresponding to CP,. Finally, let CV, = (v, v,,. ..,v,, } be the set of nodes in

R, corresponding to the binary trees in CT,, and the triangulations in CP,. Figure 3.3
depicts the triangulations in CP, and the corresponding trees in CT,.

Figure 3.3. Triangulations CP, and Corresponding Trees CT,.
Theorem 3.1 [S86]. Let p and p' be (n+2)-gon triangulations. Then dist(p, p') 5 2n - 6,

Proof. We follow [S86]. For any vertex j, 0 5 j 5 n+ 1, triangulation p can be transformed

into p, E CP, using exactly n- 1-dj diagonal flips, since, when d, < n- 1, some diagonal

always exists which can be flipped to increase the degree of j by one. Similarly,
triangulation p' can be transformed into p, in exactly n-1-d,' flips. Hence, dist(p, p') S
dist@,p,)+dist@,, p') S (n- 1 +)+(n-2-d,?

= 2n-2-(d,+djg). Since there are 4(n- 1) diagonal

ends and n+2 vertices, the average composite degree of vertices in p and p' is
4(n01)/(n+2). If this is three or less, then 4n-4 5 3n+6, or n I 10. Thus, for n 2 11, a
vertex j exists such that (d,+d,') 2 4, so dist@, p') < 2n-2-(d,+dJ 5 2nd. 0
Theorem 3.1 establishes 2n-6 as an upper bound on the diameter D@J of &, for n
2 11. Using hyperbolic geometry, [S86] shows this bound is tight for sufficiently large

values of n of the form lop. For completeness, we state their result, without proof, as
Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.2. D(%) = 2x1-6for an infinite number of values of n 2 11.

Figure 3.4. Exact Values of D(R,,), 1 In S 10.
Exact values for D(R,,), 1 5 n 5 16, are reported in [S86]. The results, for 1 S n 5

10, are shown in Figure 3.4. For 1 1 5 n S 16, the diameter is 211-6. In [S88], Sleator,

Tarjan, and Thurston strengthen the claim of [S86] to conclude that D(RJ = 211-6 when n
exceeds some minimum value conjectured to be ten. Lemma 3.3 is proved in [S86].

Lemma 3.3. Let p and p' be triangulations of (n+2)-gons. a) If flipping some diagonal d

in p creates a new diagonal which matches an existing diagonal in p', then there is a
shortest path fiom p to p' that flips d first. b) If p and p' share a common diagonal d, no
shortest path fiom p to p' flips d, and indeed flipping d produces a path that is at least two
flips longer than the shortest.

Theorem 3.4. For any integer k such that 1 5 k S n-1, D(%) 2 1 + D m ) + D&).
Proof. Let p and p' be (n+2)-gons with a common diagonal d = (0,k+l ). Then d divides
p and p' into (k+2)-gon triangulations q and q', and (n-k+2)-gon triangulations r and r'.
Suppose fbrther that dist(q, q') = Dm), and dist (r, r') = D(%,). By Lemma 3.3(b), no
shortest path fiom p to p' flips d; thus, dist(p, p')

= dist(q,

q') + dist(r, r')

=D

R)+

D(&,J. Flip d in p to obtain p*. From Lemma 3.3(a), dist(p*, p') = 1 + dist(p, p') = 1 +

D ( v + D(&,J. Thus, D(I$,) 2 1 + D&) + D(R,,J.
Corohry 3.5. For n 2 2, D R , ) + 1 S D R )SDR-,)
+ 3.

Proof. The lower bound follows from Theorem 3.4, with k = 1. Let p and p' be
(n+2)-gon triangulations, n 2 2, such that dist (p, p') = D W . The average composite
degree of a vertex is 4(n-l)/(n+2) < 4. Thus, a vertex i exists, 0 5 i S n+l, for which cdi<
3. Flip the diagonals incident to i, then remove it from both triangulations to give

(n+l)-gon triangulations q and q'. Then dist@, p') = D
w 5 3 + DR-,).

Theorem 3.6. For n 2 13, D(RJ > 3d2.
Proof. We argue by induction on n, using the known diameters of R,, given in Figure 3.4.
As reported in [S86], for 13 S n 5 16, D(RJ

=2nd

> 3d2. By Corollary 3.5, D(R17)2

D(R,&+ 1 = 27 > 3 d 2 = 25.5; Dm,& 2 Dml7)+ 1 2 28 > 3 d 2 = 27; and D(RI9) 2 D(Rld

+ 1 2 29 2 31112 = 28.5. ByTheorem3.4, D R o ) 2 1 + 2D(RlO)=31 > 3 d 2 = 30. For 21
S n 5 25, D(RJ 2 1 +Dmlo)+ D R - l o )= 16 + 2(n-10)-6 = 2n - 10 > 3d2. Thus the claim
holds for 13 $ n S25. Let 13 5 k Sn-k for n 226, and assume it holds for 13,14,...,n-1.
By Theorem 3.4, D(RJ

=

1 + D(R,J

+ D K k ) . Then, by the inductive hypothesis, 1 +

Theorem 3.7. The radius of R,, is n-1 .
Proof. Let v, E CV,, and v be any node in %, with p its corresponding (n+2)-gon
triangulation. Since p has only n-1 diagonals, it can be transformed into pi E CP, using at
most n-1 diagonal flips, as explained in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Thus, dist(v, v,) =
dist(p, pi) 5 n- 1, so R R ) 5 n- 1. To establish equality, consider that every triangulation
has at least two vertices of internal degree zero. Let j be a vertex in p such that d, = 0.
Then, dist(p, p,) = n-1-d, = n-1, i.e., for every node v in &, there exists a node v' such that
dist(v, v') = n- 1, so R(R,,)2 n- 1.

The proof of Theorem 3.7 establishes that C(RJ 2 CVn.Theorem 3.10will prove
the center of % is CV,. Two vertex-labelled polygon triangulations are distinct if no
rotation of the labels of one, by one or more vertices, makes it the same as the other.

Lemma 3.8. Let p be a triangulation of an (n+2)-gon, n > 3. Then p E CP, if and only if
(a) p has exactly two vertices j and k such that d, = d, = 0; and @) exactly two polygon
edges lie between j and k.
Proof. Sufficiency. By supposition, only two internal degree zero vertices j and k exist,

and a vertex i is connected to both by polygon edges. Since d, = 4 = 0, the diagonals
isolating vertices j and k are both incident to i. By assumption, each of the remaining
n+2-5 = n-3 vertices has non-zero internal degree, i.e., has at least one diagonal incident to
it. Since there are also only (n-9-2 = n-3 remaining diagonals, each such vertex must
have internal degree exactly one. If any two of these remaining vertices were connected
by a diagonal, another vertex I would necessarily exist such that dl = 0;thus the other
vertex incident to each these diagonals must be i. Thus, d, = 2 + n-3 = n-1, and p = pi E

Necesszty. Suppose p E CP, and p has three vertices with internal degree zero.
Then three diagonals isolate these vertices, no more than two of which can be incident to
the same vertex. It follows that the maximum intend degree of p is n-2, a contradiction.
Thus, p has exactly two vertices j and k such that d, = 4 = 0. At least two polygon edges
separatej and k, since vertices having internal degree zero cannot be connected by a

polygon edge. Suppose j and k are separated by more than two edges of p. Then two of
the n-1 diagonals of p must isolate j and k by connecting their neighbors on either side
along the perimeter of the polygon. These two diagonals are not incident to a common
vertex, so p has maximum internal degree no greater than n-2, and p (E CP,.

Figure 3.5. Distinct Triangulations of a Hexagon.

Lemma 3.9. For n < 4, C R ) consists of the n+2 nodes CV, corresponding to the
triangulations in CP,.

Proof First, R,and R, are isomorphic to K, and K, the complete graphs on one and two
nodes, respectively; and R, is isomorphic C,, the cycle on five nodes. Thus, for n S 3,
C(\)

=

V(\).

In addition, for n = 1,2, or 3, every triangulation of a (n+2)-gon has

respectively 0, 1, or 2 diagonals incident to a single vertex, hence lies in CP,, CP,, or CP,
respectively. Thus, the claim holds for n < 3. When n = 4, there are four distinct
triangulations of a 6-gon, as shown in Figure 3.5. Triangulation two is four diagonal flips
from triangulation three, while triangulation four is four flips from itselfwith labels
rotated left or right one vertex. Thus, no node corresponding to a triangulation having
one of these three shapes can lie in the center of R4 since by Theorem 3.7, R(R,)

= 3.

By

contrast, fiom the proof of Theorem 3.7, triangulation one can be transformed into any
triangulation in { 1,2,3,4) in no more than three flips. But these triangulations, when
labelled, are just those in CP,

= {p,,

p,,...,p,).

Theorem 3.10. For n 2 1, the center C R ) of R,, is CV,.

Proof. We proceed by induction on n. By Lemma 3.9, the claim holds for n 5 4. Let n >
4, and assume it holds for 1,2, ..., n-1 . By the argument of Theorem 3.7, C R ) 2 CV,.

Suppose v E C(%)

- CV,, and let p be the (n+2)-gon triangulation corresponding to v.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the argument which follows. Since v e CV,, p

CP,; then Lemma

3.8 assures that p has two vertices of internal degree zero separated by at least three

polygon edges. When n > 5, it is always possible to choose a vertex i with di = 0,such
that p-{i) has no vertex with n-2 diagonals incident to it, i.e., does not lie in CP,-,.Let j

and k be the neighbors of i in p. By the inductive hypothesis, the node v,+, corresponding
to p-{i) is not in C(%-,), and, by Theorem 3.7, RR-,)
= n-2. Thus there exists a node vt
in %, with corresponding (n+l)-gon triangulation p' such that dist(vV,v),

= dist(p8,

p i ) ) 2 n- 1 Let I be the common neighbor of j and k in p'. Now consider triangulations
pl+{i) and p*, where p* is the triangulation pl+(i) with the diagonal (j,k) flipped to create
the diagonal {i,l). By Lemma 3.3, a shortest path between p and p* exists in which the
first diagonal flip creates pl+{i}. It follows that dist(pt, p) = 1+dist(p1,p) 2 n. If v* is the
node corresponding to p*, then dist(v*, v) = dist(p*, p) 2 n, contradicting the assumption
that v lies in C(\), since, by Theorem 3.7, R(R,,) = n- 1. 0

For 0 i; i S n+1, a center node of % is a node v, E CV, = C(R,,); a center bee is a
binary tree t, E CT,; and a center trianguiation is a triangulation pi E CP,.

example of choosing i

Figure 3.6. Illustration for the Proof of Theorem 3.10.

3.3 Subgraphs of R,,
To prove % is Harniltonian, Lucas L 8 7 ] studied its structure using induced

subgraphs which are "generalized versions" of %; these subgraphs are defined in terms of
the properties of prefixes of binary tree codewords (n-tuples of non-negative integers)
associated with their nodes [L87].We focus on induced subgraphs of % isomorphic to

R,, 1 < i < n. Section 3.3.1 shows &, contains n+2 distinct induced subgraphs isomorphic

to %,. Section 3.3.2 defines RS, the Skeleton Graph of %, and uses RS, to construct a
spherical embedding of R,. We also find planarity criteria for q and RS,, and bound the
genus of both. Section 3.3.3 establishes additional properties of R, and its skeleton graph.

3.3.1 R, Is the Union of n+2 Copies of
Theorem 3.1 1. For any j, 0 S j < n+l, there are exactly cn-,nodes at distance n-1 from the
center node v, E C@J, and these nodes induce a subgraph isomorphic to %, .

Proof. By Theorem 3.10, C(R,,)is the n+2 nodes corresponding to triangulations in CP, =
p , p, . p

. For anyj, 0 S j s n + l , let P, = (p I d, = 0 ) ; i.e., P,consists ofthe

(n+2)-gon triangulations having no diagonals incident to vertex j. For any p E P,, dist(p,,
p) = n-1-d, = n-1 . There are c,, distinct triangulations of the (n+l)-gon p-(j), so IP,I = c,,,
and these triangulations, with vertex j removed, correspond to the c, binary trees on n-1
nodes. It follows that the c, nodes in R,, corresponding to P, must induce the subgraph

Figure 3.7 illustrates the proof of Theorem 3.11.

Figure 3.7. Illustration for the Proof of Theorem 3.1 1.

It follows fiom Theorem 3.1 1 that there are c,-, n-node binary trees in which j is a
leaf node, 1 5 j 5 n. These are the trees corresponding to nodes of % whose
triangulations have d, = 0. Each one lies at distance n-1 fiom the center node with
corresponding tree t,

E

CT, rooted at node j, 1 ij 5 n. Similarly, for j = 1 or j = n, there

are c,-, n-node binary trees rooted at node j, such that j has exactly one empty subtree.
These are the trees corresponding to nodes of R, whose triangulations contain diagonal
{l, n+l}, forj = 1 and do= 0, or diagonal (0,n), forj = n and d,,+,= 0. Each lies at
distance n-1 from the center node with corresponding tree toE CT, rooted at node n,
when j = 1, or from the center node with corresponding tree t, rooted at node one, when
j = n. Figure 3.8 summarizes these observations. If vertex k of a triangulation p has dk=

0,0 S k S n+l, either node k is a leaf in the tree t corresponding to p, in which case 1 S k
5 n, or k E (0, n+l } and t is rooted at node one or at node n.

k

Property of Tree if d, = 0 in Triangulation
node k is a leaf

n+l

I

0

I

rooted at node n, with empty right subtree

I

rooted at node 1, with empty lefi subtree

I

Figure 3.8. Properties of Trees with Corresponding Triangulations Having d, = 0.
Define r,, 0 5 k 5 n+l, to be the c,-, nodes of % which lie at distance n-1 from v,

E

CV,; i.e., the triangulations corresponding to rkhave dk= 0. By Theorem 3.11, rkinduces
the copy of %, associated with center node vk.

Corollary 3.12. If n 2 3, It,, contains n+2 copies of %,. Any one of these copies is

disjoint fiom exactly two other copies, and its intersection with any of the remaining n-1
copies induces a subgraph isomorphic to %
.,
Proof. The c, triangulations corresponding to any r, have 4 = 0. Let x be the clockwise

neighbor of vertex k in these triangulations, and y be its counterclockwise neighbor. If n 2
3, d,>O and d,,>O.

It follows that r k n r x = r k
n r y = O ;i.e., rk+rxandrk+r,,.Foranyj

{k, x, y), the triangulation set corresponding to nodes in r, has some members where d,
= 0, and

others where d, > 0; i.e., r,

+ r, and r, nr, + 0. Thus the copy of\-,

induced by

r, is distinct fiom the other n+l copies, and is disjoint only from the copies induced by rx
and r,. Moreover, the triangulations corresponding to r, nr, have one diagonal isolating
vertex j, and one isolating vertex k. The remaining n-3 diagonals can be positioned in c,,
different ways. By an argument similar to that used in Theorem 3.1 1, removing nodes j
and k fiom the triangulations corresponding to r, nr, gives a set of c, n-gon
triangulations corresponding to the set of n-2 node binary trees. Hence the nodes of %
corresponding to these triangulations must induce a copy of k,.
Theorem 3.13.

q is the union of n+2 induced copies of R,,, .
*l

Proof. Let V o be the node set of %, and E(%) be its edge set. Then V(%3 2 Urk .
k 4

To see equality, consider that every triangulation has at least two vertices, i and j, such
that d, = d, = 0, so its corresponding node belongs to r, nr,; i.e., every node of R,, lies in at
least two induced copies of k,,
and V(%)

urk . Now, let {v, v')
n+l

k=O

E

E R ) . Since v

and v' are adjacent, their corresponding triangulations p and p' differ by a single diagonal
flip, hence have at least one vertex k such that 4, = 0 in both. Thus both p and p' lie in r,,
fiom which it follows, since v and v' are adjacent, that {v, v') is an edge in the copy of R,,,
induced by r,, i.e. every edge in R,,is in some copy of %,.

3.3.2 The Skeleton Graph of R,
Recall that r,, 0 5 k 2; n+l, is the cn-,nodes of % which induce the copy of

\-,

associated with center node v,. RS,, the Skeleton G r q h of R,,n 2 3, has a node k
corresponding to each r,. An edge exists between two nodes, i and j, if and only if r, nr, #

0. Let Pi and P, be the sets of (n+2)-gon triangulations corresponding to the nodes of ri
and of r,, respectively. By the argument of Corollary 3.12, r, nr, = 0 only when Pi n P, =

0,and Pi nP, = 0 only when vertices i and j in the triangulations are connected by a
polygon edge, as opposed to a diagod. Thus we have the following.

Theorem 3.14. RS, is isomorphic to Q, - {n+2 edges of an Hamiltonian cycle), where

K,,+,
is the complete graph on n+2 nodes.
Proof. RS, has an edge between every two nodes i and j, except when vertices i and j are
connected by a polygon edge in the (n+2)-gon triangulations of P,and P,. Also, the
polygon edges of the triangulations induce a graph isomorphic to the cycle C,,.

Thus RS,,

contains eveq edge of the complete graph on n+2 nodes except the edges of C , i.e., is
isomorphic to Q, - C,,.

Theorem 3.14 implies that RS, n 2 3, is an (n-1)-regular, connected graph with
has (n+2)(n+ 1)/2 edges, (n+2)(n+1)/2 - (n+2)
n+2 nodes (0,1 , 2 ,...,n+ 1) and, soiceGz
= (n+2)(n01)/2 edges. The next theorem shows that RS, also can be defined recursively.

Theorem 3.15. RS,, can be constructed from RS, by adding node n+2 and drawing n+l
new edges: (0, n+l} and, for i = 1,2, ..., n, (i, rrt2).
Proof. The graph so constructed will have n+3 nodes and (n+2)(n-1)/2 + n+l = (n+3)nl2
edges, as required. By the definition of the skeleton graph, the (n+2)(n-1)/2 edges of RS,
have the same endpoints in RS,,.

An edge {O, n+l ) is needed, since vertices 0 and n+l

are not adjacent in RS, but are adjacent in RS,, . Node n+2 must be adjacent to nodes 1,
2, ..., n, since node n+2 is adjacent in R,,+, to all nodes but node zero and node n+ 1. Thus,
the constructed graph is isomorphic to RS,,.
A graph is embedded in a surface if' it is drawn on the surface so that no edges

cross. A graph is planar if it can be embedded in the plane and in the sphere. Any graph is
embeddible on some orientable surface by drawing G in the sphere, then attaching a

handle at each edge crossing and allowing one edge to go over, and the other under, the
handle. The gems y(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of handles that must be
added to a sphere so that G can be embedded in the resulting surface. [H69, Chapter 121

We will establish planarity criteria for R,and RS,, and bound the genus of both graphs.
Let & be the complete graph on n nodes, and Y, the complete bipartite graph on n+m

nodes.

RS, is the cycle on five nodes, labelled 0,2,4, 1,3, shown in Figure 3.9(a). Figure
3.9(b) depictes RS4 as a plane map constructed from RS, according to Theorem 3.15. The
new node and edges are darkened for emphasis. Figure 3.9(c) shows RS, embedded in the
sphere. Figure 3.9(d) depicts RS, as a polytope with genus one, as will be shown later.

Figure 3.9. RS,,RS,and RS,.
For 0 5 k 5 n-1, iftwo (n+2)-gon triangulations have n-1-k common diagonals,
i.e., diagonals in one triangulation which match diagonals in the other, we say the
triangulations dtrfer by k diagoraals.

Lemma 3.16. For 0 S k 5 n-1, if dist(p, p') = k, (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p' have at
least n- 1-k common diagonals.

Proof. Since only k diagonal flips are needed to transform p in to p', there must be at least
n- 1-k diagonals which need never be moved, hence which must be common.

Lemma 3.17. R,,does not contain a three-cycle.
Proof. For n < 2,% has fewer than three nodes, and the claim holds. When n 2 3,
suppose nodes v, x, and y, with corresponding (n+2)-gon triangulations pv, px, and py, lie

on a 3-cycle in %. Since dist(pv, px) = dist(pv, py) = 1, pv and px differ by a single flip of

some diagonal d; and pv and py differ by a smgle flip of a different diagonal d'. Thus px
and py differ by at least two diagonals d and d', i.e., have at most n-3 common diagonals.
Then, since px and py are neighbors on a 3-cycle, dist(px, py) = 1 and, by Lermna 3-16, px
and py must have at least n-2 common diagonals, a contradiction.

0

Theorem 3.18. y(&) 2 (n-S)c,./g + 1.

Proof. By [H69,Corollary 11.17b], if a graph G on p nodes with q edges has no 3-cycles,
then HG) 2 q/4 - (p2)/2. Since R, has c, nodes and c,(n-ly2 edges, and by Lemma 3.17
contains no three-cycles, we have ir(%) 2 c,(n-1)18 - (c,-2112

= (n-S)cJS

+ 1.

Corollary 3.19. R, is planar if and only if n 5 4.

Proof. Again, we have R,,&, and R, isomorphic respectively to K,, &, and CC,each ofwhich is planar. Figure 3.10 shows R, embedded in the sphere. Since a graph can be
embedded in the sphere if and only ifit can be embedded in the plane m69], R, is planar.
By Theorem 3.18,

m)5 (n-5)cJ8 + 1 2 1, when n 2 5. Since every planar graph G has

y(G) = 0 [H69], the result follows.

An edge (a,b)of a graph is subdivided by inserting a new node x on the edge,
creating the path (a, x, b). Two graphs GI and G, are homeomorphic ifboth can be
obtained fiom the same graph G by a sequence of subdivision of edges [H69].
Lemma 3.20. For n 2 5, RS,, is non-planar.
Proof. By a result of Kuratowski [Theorem 1 1.13,H691,a graph is planar if and only if it

contains no subgraph homeomorphic to K, or K,,. The graph G = RS, - {(0,2), (3,5),
{ 1,6),{4,6)) in Figure 3.10 can also be obtained &om K,,,,by inserting vertex six to

subdivide edge f 2,3). Thus G is a subgraph of RS, which is a homeomorphic to &,,, so

RS, cannot be planar. Since RS, is a subgraph of RS, for n 2 6,the result follows.

Figure 3.10.A Homeomorph G of

in RS,.

Thuq for RS, to be planar we must have 3 S n S 4. From this, and Figure 3.9, we
conclude:
Corollary 3.21. RS, is planar if and only if n = 3 or n = 4.

Theorem 3.22.

I(*1:F-2)]-

(n+2) 6 f l S J 5

Proof. By Theorem 3.14, RS, is a subgraph of Q,. Thus, by [Theorem 11.18, H691, its

[

genus cannot be greater than KJ
= (" -

'l? - 1
2,

for n 2 1. The lower limit derives

from the fact that, by Theorem 3.14, RS, has n+2 fewer edges than k2.
Adding these
edges to an embedding of RS, can require no more than n+2 additional handles.
From Theorem 3.18, the genus of &, &, and R,is at least 1, 18, and 120
respectively, since every graph has integer genus, and (5-5)c5/8+ 1 = 0 +1 = 1; (6-5)cP +
1 = 132/8 +1 = 17.5; and (7-5)c48 + 1 = 958/8 +1 = 119.75. By contrast, Theorem 3.22
assures that the genus of RS,, RS,, and RS, is no more than 1,2, and 3 respectively, since
4-3/12 = 1; 54/12 = 1 213; and 65/12 = 2.5. More generally, the genus of R, is O(nc,),
while the genus of RS, is O(n2). This means it may be easier to find an embedding of RS,
in an orientable surface than of %. This embedding can then be used to help conceive an

embedding of%.
The embedding of RS4 in Figure 3.9(c) is used in Figure 3.10 to embed R4 in the
sphere. The position of the six nodes in RS, indicates the position of the corresponding
pentagons in the embedding of R,, each of which is one of the six copies of R, whose
union makes up R4, as guaranteed by Theorem 3.13. In an analogous fhshion, RS, in
Figure 3.9(d) indicates the topology of R, as the union of seven "spheres," i-e., of seven
copies of R, drawn on the sphere as in Figure 3.10. These remarks explain why we call

RS, a "skeleton" graph. The allusion.is to RS, as embedded in an orientable surface of

-

genus yCRS,,). The topology of such an embedding may lead to a better understanding of
the topology of &. Properties of RS, can also be usefbl in proving properties of %.
Figure 3.1 1 makes it easy to see that R4is the union of six copies of &, a cycle on
five nodes. As guaranteed by Corollary 3.12, the intersection of any two of these six
copies, if non-empty, is &, which is isomorphic to &. It is also clear from Figure 3.1 1
that R, is a cubic convex polyhedron with six pentagonal and three quadrilateral faces.
We return to this observation in Section 3.4.

Figure 3.1 1. A Spherical Embedding of RS, and the Corresponding Embedding of R,,
Which Is the Union of Six Copies of &.

3.3.3 Additional Properties of

and RS,

Theorem 3.23. For n 2 5, every two adjacent nodes in RS, lie on a three-cycle. For n 2

4, every two nodes lie on an induced four-cycle.
Proof. Every node in RS, is adjacent to every other node except two. Thus if {a, b) is an
edge in RS,, there are at least n+2-2-4 = n-4 nodes adjacent to both a and b. If n 2 5,
there must exist a node i adjacent to both a and b.
Let r and s be two nodes in RS,, n 2 4, and let C, be the cycle on n+2 nodes
which, by Theorem 3.14, is the complement of RS,. If r and s are adjacent in C,

a, b, c) be a path of length four in C;,

let (r, s,

then (r, b, s, c) is an induced 4-cycle in RS,. If

they are not adjacent, let (r, a, ..., s, b) be a path of length [(n+2) div 2]+1 or greater in
C,,; then (r, s, a, b) is an induced Ccycle in RS,.
Corollary 3.24. For n 2 4, the largest induced cycle in RS, is a 4-cycle.
Proof. Suppose there is an induced k-cycle C, in RS,, k 2 5. Node a on C, is adjacent to

every other node in RS, but two, a+ 1 and a- 1, with arithmetic modulo n+ 1. Thus a has
k-3 neighbors in C,, so k-3 1 2, i.e., C, = C,. Let C, = (m, a, n, x, y), and note that a+l
and a- 1 are adjacent. If (a+l, a- 1 ) # (x, y 1, then a is adjacent to one of (x, y}, and a
chord divides C,. Otherwise (a+ 1 ,a- 1) = {x, y) . In this case, if m and n are adjacent,
again a chord divides C,. Otherwise, m and n are not adjacent. In this event, without loss
ofgenerality, let x = a+l, y = a-1, andm=n-1. ThenC, = (m,a, n, x, y)=(n-1, a, n, a+l,

1 ) Then one of {a+l,a-1 } is adjacent to one of (n-1,n), so again a chord divides C,.
This exhausts the possibilities, so C, cannot be induced, a contradiction.

0

Corollary 3.25. Both the diameter D(RS,) and the radius R(RS,) of RS,,are two, and
every node is in the center.

Proof. For every node i, 0 Ii 5 n+l, there are two nodes not adjacent to i, so R(RS) 2 2.
By Theorem 3.23, every two nodes lie on an induced four-cycle, so D(RS,) 5 2. Since a
graph's radius cannot exceed its diameter, R(R,,) = D(%) = 2. Since every node lies at

most distance R R ) = 2 from any other node, every node must be in the center.
Theorem 3.26. RS, is Hamiltonian.
Proof. Forn24, consider thepath(l,4,6, ..., n, 0, 2, n+l, n-1, n-3, ..., 5, 3, 1); for odd

n 2 3, the path (1,3, 5, ..., n, 0,2,4, 6, ..., n+l, 1). Both paths contain all n+2 nodes of

RS, and, since node a in RS, is adjacent to every node except a+l and a-1, with arithmetic
modulo n+2, every two successive nodes on either path are adjacent. Thus the paths
define Hamiltonian cycles in RS,,for n 2 3.
Theorem 3.27. For n 2 4, every node in % lies on an induced Ccycle, except for two

nodes in R4.
Proof. For n 2 5, every (n+2)-gon triangulation contains a diagonal dividing it it into

subtriangulations q and q' which contain at least one diagonal each. Let d be a diagonal in
q, and d' a diagonal in q', with f and f' the diagonals produced when d and d' respectively

are flipped. Then the sequence of diagonal flips (d, f , dl, f) produces triangulations
corresponding to a 4cycle in %. The cycle is induced since, by Lemma 3.15, R,contains
no 3-cycles. When n = 4, the two exceptions to the claim are nodes in R, corresponding
to triangulations of 6-gons whose diagonals induce a triangle.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the argument of Theorem 3.27 in terms of the binary trees
corresponding to nodes on a 4-cycle; (a, b, c, d) is any path of length three. The initial left
or right orientation of edges {a, b), {b, c), and {c, d) is arbitrary, and any or all of the
subtrees {s, 1,2,3,4, 5) may be empty. The two 4-node trees which do not contain a
path of length three are shown at the extreme top and bottom of Figure 3.1 1, and in the
center of Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12. Illustration for Proof of Theorem 3.27.

Theorem 3.28. For n > 3, every two adjacent nodes in R, lie on an induced five-cycle.
Proof. Let v and v' be adjacent in %, n 2 3. We will prove by induction on n that v and

v' lie on a five-cycle. The claim holds for n = 3, since R, is isomorphic to C,, the cycle on
five nodes. Assume n > 3 and that it holds for 3,4,. ..,n-1. Since v anv v' are adjacent,
their corresponding triangulations differ by a single diagonal flip. Then, since every
triangulation has at least two vertices with internal degree zero, there must be some vertex

i such that d, = 0 in both triangulations. Hence the triangulations correspond to nodes in

4 which lie, by the argument of Theorem 3.1 1,in the same induced copy of %,. It
follows from the inductive hypothesis that v and v' lie on an induced five-cycle in R,.

Lemma 3.29. Any two nodes in R,, have at most two common neighbors.
Proof. Since R, is n- 1 regular, a node has n- 1 neighbors, so the claim holds for n < 4.

When n 2 4, suppose v and v' are nodes in R, having common neighbors x, y, and z, with
corresponding triangulations px, py, and pz. The triangulations p and p' correspondiig to
v and v' have no more than n-4 common diagonals, since three distinct flip-to-match
diagonals must exist, each of which can be flipped to create one of px, py, or pz. Then,
since p and p' share a neighbor, dist(p, p3 5 2 < n-1 . Thus, by Lemma 3.16, they have at
least n- 1-2 = n-3 common diagonals, a contradiction.
Corollary 3.30. For n > 3, % contains no subgraph isomorphic to K2,m,where qVrn
is the

complete bipartite graph on 2 + m nodes, rn 2 3.

3.4 Connectivity of RS, and R,,
Let K(G) be the node connectivity of a graph G. We say K(G)= k ifG is
k-connected but not (k+ 1)-connected. Theorem 3.3 1, also known as Menger's Theorem
is given in w69,Theorem 5.101.
Theorem 3.31. A graph G is k-connected if and only if k node-disjoint paths join any two

nodes in G.
Theorem 3.32. Ir(RS,) = n- 1.
Proof. Since RS, is (n-1)-regular, removing the neighbors of any node disconnects the
graph, and a s , ) 5 n-1. Assume D is a disconnecting set of n-2 nodes whose removal
will separate RS,-{Dl into two or more components. Divide these components arbitrarily
into two non-empty sets C and C' containing a total of n+2-(n-2) = 4 nodes. Without loss
of generality, assume ICI 2 IC'I. Suppose first that C contains three nodes, and C' one node
v. Since D is size n-2 and v has n-1 neighbors, at least one neighbor of v must lie in C, a
contradiction. Now suppose C = {v, v'] . Since every node in RS, has n- 1 neighbors, v

and v' must be adjacent to each other and to every node in D, i.e., v and v' have the same
neighborhood, except for v and v' themselves. This is a contradiction for Q2-

{n+2 edges

of an Harniltonian cycle), hence, by Theorem 3.12, for RS,.

Corollary 3.33. Exactly n-1 node-disjoint paths connect any two nodes in RS,.

Corollary 3.34. RS, can be disconnected by removing exactly n-1 nodes if and only if the
n-l nodes are all neighbors of the same node.

Proof. Since RS, is regular of degree n- 1, removing the n- 1 neighbors D of any node i
will disconnect i from RS,-D-(i). On the other hand, let D be a disconnecting set of size
n-1 whose removal divides RS, into disconnected subgraphs C and C'. There are three
nodes of RS, not in D.Without loss of generality, assume two of these lie in C and that
the remaining node, v, lies in C'. Unless D contains all of v's n-1 neighbors, at least one
neighbor of v must lie in C, a contradiction.

Lemma 3.35. R4is 3-connected.
Proof. The graph in Figure 3.11 has c4 = 14 nodes, each one labelled with one of the 14
binary trees on four nodes. Two nodes are connected by an edge if and only if the
corresponding trees differ by a single rotation. Hence Figure 3.11 depicts R4.A
3-dimensional polyhedron is convex if the straight line segment joining any two of its
points lies entirely within it [H69]. Thus R ,as shown in Figure 3.1 1, is a cubic convex
polyhedron. The I-skeleton of a polyhedron is a graph consisting only of the nodes and
edges of the polyhedron [H69]. Thus, R4is the 1-skeleton of a 3-dimensional convex
polyhedron. A graph is the 1-skeleton of a convex 3-dimensional polyhedron if' and only if'
it is planar and 3-connected [H69, Theorem 11.61. Then, by Corollary 3.19, R, is planar,
so R, must be 3-conmicted.
For convenience, we define the trivial graph on one node to be 0-connected.

Theorem 3.36. K(R,,) = n-1 .
Proof. Let D be a minimal disconnecting set for R,,, C be a connected component of

%-D, and C' be R,,-D-C. Since R, is (n- 1)-regular, ID1 S n-1 . We now prove, by way of
induction on n, that equality must hold, i.e., that % is (n-1)connected. Since R,is
isomorphic to K,,R, to &, and R,to C,, the claim holds for n S 3. By Lemma 3.35, R, is
3-connected. Assume n 2 5 and that the claim also holds for 5,6, . . ., n-1. The argument
which follows is illustrated in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13. Illustration for the Proof of Theorem 3.36.

As previously, let r,, 0 5 i 5 n+l, be the nodes of R,, which correspond to the c,-,
triangulations having di = 0, and which induce, according to Theorem 3.1 1, the copy of

R,,, associated with center triangulation pi. Since a node in R, corresponds to a
triangulation having at least two vertices with internal degree zero, it lies in at least two
induced copies of %,. Thus, for any v E C and v' E C', there exist i, k, j, and m such that
v E r, A rk and v' E r, nr,. If ri A r, = ri nr,

= 0, then we may assume, without loss of

generality, that j

= i- 1 and m = i+ 1, where arithmetic is peformed

modulo n+2. Since this

cannot hold for both j and m we may further assume, again without loss of generality, that
r, n r, # 0,i-e., either i = j or, by Corollary 3.12, ri nr, induces a copy of k,.
If possible, choose v E C and v' E C' such that v and v' both lie in r, for some i, as
shown in Figure 3.13(b). Then, d, = 0 in the triangulations corresponding to v and v'. By
induced by ri is (n-2)-connected. Hence, by
the inductive hypothesis, the copy R' of q,
Theorem 3.31, n-2 node disjoint paths in R'connect v and v'. In addition, v has neighbor
x whose triangulation has d, = 1, and v' has neighbor x' whose triangulation has d, = 1.
Both x and x' lie outside R', since every triangulation corresponding to a node in R'has d,
= 0.

A shortest path fiom x to vi E CV,, concatenated with a shortest path &om v, to x', is

either simple, or can be shortened to make it simple. Moreover, the triangulations
corresponding to nodes along this simple path have d, 2 1, so the path is node disjoint
fiom the n-2 paths between v and v' lying in R'. Thus at least n-1 node disjoint paths
connect v and v', i.e., ID1 2 n-1.
Otherwise it is impossible to choose v E C and v' E C' such that v and v' both lie in
ri for any i, and Figure 3.13(c) applies. In this case, for every v E C, v E r, implies r, n C'
=0

; and for every v' E C',

V' E

9 implies r, nC = 0. Thus, for every v E C and v' E C',

if v E r,, then there exists r, containing v' such that ri n r, # 0,r, nC' = 0,and r, n C =

0 That is, any nodes common to r, and r, must lie in D, so D 7 r, nr,. Then, since r, nr,

induces a copy of %,

PI r c,, and, since c,,

> n-2 when n > 4, D contains at least n-1

nodes. Thus & must be (n-1)-connected, and K(RJ

= n- 1.

n

Corollary 3.37. Any two nodes in \ are joined by exactly n-1 node-disjoint paths.

Corollary 3.38.

IC@J = A@J

=t
ib)= n-1,

where K, k and 6 are, respectively, node

connectivity, edge connectivityyand minimum degree.
Proof. 8(RJ = n-1, since % is regular of degree n-1 . The rest of the equality follows

from the fact that, for any graph G, K(G) S MG) S &(G)[Theorem 5.1, H69].
Conjecture. % can be disconnected by removing n-1 nodes if and only if they are ail
neighbors of a single node.

CHAPTER FOUR

HAMILTONIAN PATHS IN THE
ROTATION GRAPH
Listing the objects of a given set is a well-known and often difficult
combinatorial problem. Often it is desirable to list the objects so that successively
generated objects are "close," either because of the way in which the objects are to be
used, or simply to facilitate their generation. For the set of binary trees on n nodes, we
consider two trees to be close if they differ by a single edge rotation, as described
earlier. Then, the problem reduces to identifjmg Hamiltonian paths in the rotation
graph %. If a sequence of binary trees, triangulations, or codewords for these objects,
corresponds to the ordering of nodes along an Hamiltonian path in &, we say the
sequence is Hmiltonian. Two Hamiltonian paths, or the corresponding codeword
sequences, are distinct if they are not reverses of each other, and do not correspond to
nodes on the same Hamiltonian cycle.
Lucas [L87]defines a binary tree coding scheme and gives an algorithm for
generating an Hamiltonian sequence of its codewords. Roelants van Baronaigien and
Ruskey [R87]suggest that Lucas's algorithm can be adapted to generate an
Hamiltonian sequence of the codewords resulting fiom Pallo's encoding scheme p85].

We give an algorithm, OzLex, which generates 2"' Harniltonian sequences of
codewords fkom each of the coding schemes of Pallo, Zerling [285], Lucas, and
Makinen m87],among many others. For each scheme, the algorithm must be
provided a set of functions which reflect an appropriate characterization of the set of
codewords.
or&r and gives the OzLex
Section 4.1 defines oscillating lexico~qhic
algorithm, and Section 4.2 explains how to generate sequences of codewords from the
Makinen, Zerling, Pallo, and Lucas coding schemes. Section 4.3 proves these
sequences are Harniltonian, while Section 4.4 shows they represent Zndistinct paths in

%. In Section 4.5, we discuss additional encoding schemes whose codewords can be
generated by the OzLex algorithm, usually in Hamiltonian order. We also show
relationships between codewords of diierent coding schemes which preserve the
shapes of underlying trees. Section 4.6 provides concluding remarks.

4.1 Oscillating Lexicographic Order
Let S, be a set of k-tuples w = w,w,. ..w,of non-negative integers, where the

minimum and maximum allowable values for w, can be determined ftom the prefix w' =
w,w, ...w,-,,and the minimal allowable change can be determined from w' and the
current value of w,. Then let min(i), mm(i), and delta(i) be integer-valued functions,
dependent only on i, w', and w,, which define respectively the minimum,maximum,

and incremental-change values of w,for d words in S, having prefix w,w,. ..w,~,
.

As an example, suppose w E S, if and only if w,, S w, S i, for 1 i; i 5 k, where,
for convenience, w, is defined to be zero. Then min(i) = w,-,;mm(i) = i; and &Zta(i) =
1. The words in S, can be generated in lexicographic order using hctions min, m a ,

and delta. When k = 3, the sequence will be (000,OO 1,002,003), (0 1 1,O 12,O13),
(022,023), (1 11, 112, 113), (122, 123), where words with the same 2-length prefix

are parenthesized, as an aid in comparing with alternative orderings, given later.
Successive words in lexicographic sequences often differ markedly. For
instance, (1, 1, 3,4, ..., k) is followed by (1, 2,2,2, ..., 2). Similar, but less drastic,
discontinuities occur whenever there is an i < k for which w, = m d ) ,for i S j i; k,
since, in the following word, these entries all have minimum values. Such sequences,

interpreted as binary tree endings, intuitively would not be Hamiltonian.
Roelants van Baronaigien and Ruskey [It871 describe an algorithm which
produces successive words with relatively small perturbations. Basically, rather than

wi reverting to its minimum value after the maximum is reached, the direction of
incremental change is simply reversed. Thus wi "oscillates" between opposite extreme
values for successive (i- 1)-length prefixes. Their algorithm, like Lucas's [L87],is
conceptually the same as the algorithm given in Figure 4.1 [see also L93], which we

have called OzLex, for "oscillating lexicographic order." Entries in a vector dir
indicate, by +1 or - 1, that the corresponding wi value currently is increasing or
decreasing respectively. If dir = +1,+ 1,+ 1 initially, OzLex generates the words of the

previous example as the sequence (000,001,002,003), (0 13,012,O1I), (022,023),

OzLex (pos)
if pos = k+ 1 then print (w)
else
ifdir,, = +1 then extreme t max (pos), w, c min (pos)
else extreme t min (pos), w, t max (pos)
OzLex (pos+l)
repeat
w, t w,, + dir, delta (pos), OzLex (pos+l)
until w,, = extreme
dirp c - dirp
endif
Figure 4.1. Algorithm to Generate Sequences in Oscillating Lexicographic Order.
A model of the execution of the OzLex algorithm is the recursion tree RT'

whose root is on level zero and corresponds to the inital call, when the argument, pos,
equals one. Its children, on level one and left to right, correspond to the recursive
calls made with pus equal to two, in the order in which the calls were made; etc. To
each edge between a node x on level i, and its parent on level i-1, i 2 1, we assign the
value of wi computed just prior to making the recursive call corresponding to node x.
The values in the first and last words produced by O z k are extreme,
maximum or minimum; i.e., for 1 S i 5 k, w, is maximum if and only if*

= - 1, and

otherwise is minimum. The final value of dir, is determined by the initial value and the
number of times it is negated, which occurs once for every node on level i-1 of RT,.

Thus, the initial and final values of dir, are the same if and only if the number of nodes
on level i-1 is even. From the recursion tree model, successively produced words w
and w* have a nearest common ancestor on, say, level i, and thus have a common
(i- 1)-length predix. In this case, wi* = wi + dir, &lfa(i), and, for i < j S k, w, and w,*
are both extreme. Finally, the value of dir, will have been negated for indices in the
latter range.
Theorem 4.1. Let RT, be the recursion tree corresponding to an instance of the

OzLex algorithm generating a set of words in !+. For 1 < i 5 k, the sequence of edge
values on the paths from the root to the nodes on level i, are the distinct i-length
prefixes of the words in S,.
Proof. We proceed by way of induction on i. When dir, = +1, the edge values

between the root and its children are min(l), min(l)+dela(l), ..., mm(1). When dir,
= -1, the same edge values appear, but

are reversed. No two of these words are equal,

and they are exactly the set of 1-length prefixes of the words of Sk.Thus the claim
holds for i = 1.
Assume, for some i > 1, that the claim holds for all nodes on levels less than i.
For any node on level i-1,the values on edges to nodes on level i are min(i), min(i) +
dir, &delra(i), ..., m 4 i ) . As is the case when i = 1, these values are distinct and are

valid i-length prefixes having the common (i-1)-length prefix defined by the parent
node. Further, each i-length path through a common parent on level i-1 is distinct

fiom those passing through any other node on level i-1 since, by the inductive
hypothesis, these paths have distinct (i- 1)-length prefixes.
Finally, every i-length prefix will appear. Otherwise, some prefix w,w,. ..w,,wi
exists, and no edge labelled wi connects the node corresponding to prefix w,w, ...w,,,
as guaranteed by the inductive hypothesis, to one of its children. This contradicts the
assumption that min, m a , and delta define all valid values of w, with p r e h

From Theorem 4.1, the paths fiom the root of RT, to leaf nodes correspond to
the words in S,; i.e., RT, has IS,I leaves. The execution cost will be distributed as
follows. To each internal node of RT,assign the costs of fbnctions min and m m
made in the corresponding call to the algorithm. The variable cost of the repeat until
construct, including the cost of fbnction delta, is distributed proportionally to the
children of the node, where it becomes a constant cost, assuming delta is O(1). Since
min(i) < m 4 i ) for 1 Ii 5 k, each internal node of RT, has at least two children;
therefore, the number of internal nodes does not exceed ISJ - 1 and is the maximum
number of times min and mm can be individually invoked. Also, again since min(i) <
mm(i), the first word produced by two executions of OrLex will be the same if and
only if their starting dir vectors are the same. Therefore, the sequence produced is
unique for each distinct starting vector. Since there are 2kpossible configurations for
dir, we have:

Corollary 4.2. The OzLex algorithm produces 2kdifferent sequences of a set S, of

k-length words in O(IS,I) time, exclusive of the time require to output the words,
assuming min, m a ,and delta are O(1) hctions.
For any integer x, (x, -x) is a complementarypair. If, for two dir vectors b =

b,4 . ..bkand b' = b,'b,'. ..b,', (b, b,') is a complementary pair for every i, 1 S i 5 k, we
say b and b' are complementary.
Theorem 4.3. Let b' be the final dir vector which results from an execution of the

OzLex algorithm. Then starting with dir = b' will produce the reverse sequence of
codewords.
Proof. Let dir = b be the starting vector, and then let z,, 3, . . ., 4,and z,', q',. . ., G'
be the sequences produced starting with b and b', respectively. We claim z/ =
for 1 S j 5 m, and that, when 2,' and kj+,
are printed, the status of the two dir vectors
is complementary. For j = 1, let w = q,and w' = z,'. First, after w is printed, the
algorithm exits through k levels of recursive calls. In this process, diriis
complemented for each i, resulting in the final configuration b', the starting
configuration for the alternate execution. Thus, at the time of printing w, dir was the
complement of b'. When w' is printed, dir has not been changed, i.e., is still equal to
b', as claimed. This, and the observations following Figure 4.1, show that w = w', and
the case for j = 1 is established.

By way of induction, assume for some j, 1 <j 5 m, that the claim holds for all
smaller values of j. Thus, z,-,' = %-,+,, and the current status of the dir vectors is
complementary. For convenience, let w = zj-,I= qj+,. Now let i be the largest index
for which (a) wi is not extreme; (b) wi is minimal and dir,'

= +l;

or (c) w, is maximal

and dir,' = - 1. If no such i exists, then, for 1 i; I S k, either w, is minimal and dir;
or w, is maximal and dir;
= m, a contradiction.

= +l.

=

- 1,

These are the conditions for termination, and thus j-1

Otherwise, these conditions hold for i < I I k. Prior to

producing w' = z;, the OzLex algorithm returns, complementing the corresponding dirl
values to the level where wi is incremented to w:. Then, for i < I S k, successive
recursive calls assign to w: a minimal or maximal value. Notice that w; will be
minimal if and only if the previous w, was minimal.
Now consider the invocation which has just printed w = z,-~+,.We have, for
the same i identified above, that either (a) wi is not extreme; (b) wi is minimal and dir,
= +1;or (c) wi is maximal and dirI= -1. Also, for i < I 5 k, either w, is minimal and

drr, = +1, or w, is maximal and dir, = - 1.

This implies that w, values are just beginning

to increment through their range. Therefore, in the previously produced word, they
had just finished incrementing from the other direction, i.e., for G-,+,,
dir, is the
complement of its current value and is therefore the complement of the corresponding
dir; value when producing z,'.
The entry wi changes by an incremental amount. Those with indices less than i
stay the same, while those with indices greater than i assume their respective extreme

values. Recall that drr, and dir: are complementary. Therefore, the direction of the
increment in the successor values of w, in the first execution will be the same as its
predecessor in the second. Since the increment is a function of the current value of w,,
and of w,w,. ..w,, ,which are the same in both executions, we may assume that the ib

entry of z,' equals the ih entry of q-,+,.
The P value of

for 2 > j was the result of the final execution in the repeat

until construct before exiting. Thus, these values were extreme dependent only upon
the first 2-1 values of %-,+,. Similarly, the P' entry of $ is an extreme value dependent
upon the same values. Thus 5' = G - , +for
~ 1 S j S m.
Corollary 4.4. Half the sequences producible by the O&x algorithm are reverses of

the other half
The properties established thus far apply to any tuple-sequences produced by

OzLex. Our interest, however, is binary tree codeword sequences as generated by the
algorithm. For n 2 1, the number of n-node binary trees is c,, the n* Catalan number,
n-1

defined by C,

=

1 and, for n 2 1, c,

=

cjc,l-j
i30

=

(:

1

(2n)I

(4tt-2)

=(MI) = 1
(*I) Cn.

when O z k x generates binary tree codewords, c, is the number of leaf nodes on level

n-1 in the recursion tree modelling the algorithm's execution. In fact, for 1 < i n-1,
the number of nodes on level i-1 is the number of binary trees on i nodes. Hence the
-1

ci, which is bounded below.

number of internal nodes is
i=l

-2

(n +2) C W ~ < X C ~
(n+
Lemma 4.5. For n 2 3, < -3)c-1
3n

i=l

3n

Proof. The first five Catalan numbers are 1, 1,2, 5, and 14, so the result holds for 3 5

x

n S 4. Using induction on n, assume that (n+ I> C-1 < Q-2 ci < (3n-3)C*l
(n + 2)
' for
(3n - 3)
i=l
IF1

every n > 4. Then, for n 2 5,

-

-2

Ci
i==l

=
t l

(4n - 1)
ci +C,I < (n + 2) Cwl+ cn-1 =
(3n - 3)
(3n-3)'*'

(4n-l)(n+l)
(n+3)
Cn Ic. ,which establishes the upper bound. For the lower
(3n - 3)(4n- 2)
3n
n-2

bound, when n 2 5,
i=l

ci + c,l

>

(n+ 1)
(4n - 2)
cn-1 +CIF1=
C*l=
(3n - 3)
(3n - 3)

(n+ 1)
(3n-3)'"

As n increases, both bounds, and the sum, approach cJ3. This implies the

number of internal nodes, and hence the number of times min and nrca are invoked, is
approximately one-third of the number of codewords generated. Also, the total
number of nodes, and therefore the number of times delta is invoked, is approximately

From a starting vector dzr = b,b, ...bk, it is possible to calculate the last binary
tree codeword produced by the algorithm. The imentry in the first word is maximal if

and only if bi = -1. Similiarly, if b' is the final configuration of dir, the i" entry in the
last word is maximal if and only if b,' = -1. The value of b,' is determined from b, and
the parity of the number of nodes on level i-1 of the recursion tree, i.e., from whether
c, is even or odd. Thus, by the next lemma, b, and b,' are complementary for indices 1,
3, 7, ..., 2 k - I~ n- 1, i-e.,Llog2nJ times.

Lemma 4.6. Let c, be the nh Catalan number, n 2 0. Then, c, is odd if and only if n is
one less than a power of two.
n-I

Proof: By definition, c, = 1 and c. =

which is even. Ifn is odd, c. =

(2

cic,li.

cic,li)

If n is even, C, = 2

L:kl
Z

cic-l-i,

+ ( c ~ : ~ )which
~ , is odd if md only if

i=O

"LiJ is odd. We argue by induction on n. The claim holds for n 5 1, since c, = c, =
1. Assume it also holds for 2, 3,4, ..., n-1, for some n 2 2. If n is even, c, is even and
the claim holds. If n is odd, by the inductive hypothesis C

~ and
I hence

c, is odd if and

only if Ln/2]= 2'- 1 for some integer k > 0. since n is odd, n mod 2 = 1, so n =

2(2k-1)+1 = 2"'-1, i.e., c, is odd if and only if n is one less than a power of two.
dir vector

seauence generated

Figure 4.2.OzLex Sequences of 3-Length Words.
Figure 4.2 gives the eight orderings produced by the O z k algorithm of the
words from the earlier example. As implied by Theorem 4.3, and the remarks

preceding Lemma 4.6, sequences with starting dir vectors b,b2b3and b,'b,'b,' are
reverses of each other if b, = b,', and (b, ,b, 3 and (b,, b;) are complementary pairs.

4.2 Generating Codeword Sequences
The OzLex algorithm produces sequences of codewords of many binary tree
encoding schemes. In this section, we formulate the hctions min, m a ,and delta for
the Makinen, Zerling, Pallo, and Lucas coding schemes, as summarized in Chapter
Two. In Section 4.3, we prove these sequences are Hamiltonian. We assume the
nodes of an n-node binary tree are labelled 1,2, 3, ..., n, as visited by an inorder
traversal, and that the corresponding codeword is w,w,. ..w,, . For convenience in
expressing codeword characterizations and the functions min, ntm, and alelta, among
other results, wois defined to be zero.
Makinen [M87]encodes t by setting w,,, for i = n, n-1, ..., 2, equal to the
number of left rotations required, at the bottom of the right arm of the induced subtree
t

,

to move node i to the root of to.,i.This is the same as letting w,, 1 S j S n- 1, be the

number of right edges in the path from the root to node j+l; i.e., setting w, = 0,where

r+l is the root oft, then, for each node j+l visited in a breadth-first traversal, setting
wj to w,, if j+ 1 is the left child of p+ 1, and to w,+ 1 if j+ 1 is the right child of p+ 1.
Figure 4.3 gives an example.

Figure 4.3. Binary Tree t and Its Makinen Encoding w.

Theorem 4.7 [M87].An tuple of integers w,w, ...w,-, is a codeword under the
Makinen coding scheme if and only 0 5 w, S w,-,+l,for 1 5 i 2 a-1.
Theorem 4.7 is the basis for the hctions given in Figure 4.4.
function min (pos)
return 0
hnction max (pos)
I* assume w, = 0 */
return wpl + 1
hnction delta (pos)
return 1
Figure 4.4. Min, M a , and Delia for Makinen's Coding Scheme.
Zerling [Z85]encodes t by setting w,,,for i = n, n-1, ..., 2, equal to the number
of left rotations required, at the root of the induced subtree t,,,, to move node i to the
root oft ,..,. Figure 4.5 gives an example. The "sufficiency " portion of Theorem 4.8 is
proved in [Z85].Er proves the "necessity" portion in [E87].

Figure 4.5. Binary Tree t and its Zerliig Encoding w.
Theorem 4.8 [Z85, E871. A tuple of integers w,.w,...w,, is a codeword under the
Zerling coding scheme if' and only if' 0 5 w,< i

-z
i-l

w k ,for

1 Ii 5 n- 1.

k=l

Theorem 4.8 is the basis for the fbnctions given in Figure 4.6. In order to
where, for 1 I
ensure that min, mm, and &ltu are q l ) , we maintain a vector sum,,,,,,
i

i In-1, sum, =

wk ,with sum,defined to be 0.

k=l

function rnin (pos)
s u s ts u s ,
return 0
function max (pos)
sum, t pos
return pos sun$-,
endif

-

function delta (pos)
su% t s s + dirp
return 1
Figure 4.6. Min, Mm,and Delta for Zerling's Coding Scheme.

The Pallo coding scheme encodes t by setting wi-,,for 2 S i 5 n, equal to the
number of nodes in i's left subtree. Figure 4.8 gives two examples. In p86], one is
added to each codeword entry.
Theorem 4.9 [P86]. An (n- 1)-tuple of integers w,w,. ..w,, is a codeword under Pallo's

encoding scheme if and only if, for 1 5 i S n- 1, (a) 0 S wi S i; and @) i-wi S j-w,, for

function min (pos)
return 0
fbnction max (pos)
return pos
function delta (pos)
I* assume w, = 0 *I
if dir[pos] = +1 then j t pos - w, - 1
else
j t pos - 1, difference c pos - w,
while j - w, > difference do j t j - w, - 1
endif
return wj + 1

Figure 4.7. Min, Ma,and Delta for Pailo's Coding Scheme.
Theorem 4.9(a), is the basis for the fbnctions min and nun in Figure 4.7. Pal10
also shows that a minimal increase in wi is w-i-l

+ 1;i.e., if w and w' differ only in

position i, and w,' exceeds wi by a minimal amount, then w,' = wi + w-,i

+ 1. Thus,

in fbnction &I&, also given in Figure 4.7, a minimal &crease requires that we

compute w, = w,' - ( ~ i - ~ ~1).
-l+
This difficulty can be overcome by making use of
Roelants van Baronaigien and Ruskey's claim [R87], proven as Theorem 4.10, that a
left rotation of the edge between node i and its parent in a binary tree corresponds to a
minimal increase in wi in its Pallo encoding.
Theorem 4.10 [R87]. Let t and t' be n-node binary trees with corresponding Pallo

encodings w and w'. Then t and t' differ by a left rotation of the edge between node
i+l and its parent in t if and only if w and w' differ only in position i, with w;
wi + W-;-l

=

+ 1.

Proof. Necessity: Assume i+ l is the right child of j+ 1. By definition, w, is the
number of nodes in the left subtree t2 of node i+l in t. When the edge (j+l, i+l} is
a

rotated left, t2 becomes the right subtree of node j+l, and j+l becomes the left child of
node i+ 1. Thus the number of nodes in (i+ 1)'s left subtree in t' must be the number of
nodes in t2, plus the number of nodes in the left subtree of node j+l ,plus one, since
j+ 1 now also lies in (i+ 1)'s left subtree; i.e., w,' = w, + wj + 1. Since there are w, nodes

in t2, and the nodes oft are numbered inorder, j+l

= (i-wrl)

+ 1 = i - w,, and is the

parent of node i+ 1 in t, i.e., w,' = wi +wkWi-l+ 1. For k + i+l ,w,'

= w,,

since the left

subtrees of every node except i+l are unaffected by the rotation.

Sufciency. By assumption, w and w' differ only in position i, and w,' - w, =
w-,l+

1> 0. We will prove, by induction on the codeword length k, that in this case

t and t' differ by a single left rotation of the edge between i+l and its parent. When k

= 1, there are c, = 2 codewords, so w = w, = 0; w' = w,' = 1; and t

and t' are

respectively the right and left linear trees on two nodes. Thus the claim holds.
Suppose, for arbitrary k > 1, that it also holds for 2, 3, ..., k-1, and consider w =
w,w2...wk.,wkand w' = w,'w;. ..wk-,'w; corresponding to (k+ 1)-node binary trees t and
t'. Then, w,w,. ..wk-,and w,'w,'. ..wk-]'are the Pallo encodings of induced subtrees t,.,
and t,,,,' respectively. Note also that node k+l lies at the bottom of the right arm in
both t and t', hence has an empty right subtree.
Suppose first that 1 < i < k. By the inductive hypothesis, t,.,, and t,;

differ by

a left rotation in t,, of the edge between i+l and its parent. Since wk= w,' by
assumption, node k+l must have left subtrees of the same size in both t and t'. This
implies k+l has the same parent in both t and t', which krther implies that t and t'

differ by the same rotation as t,,., and t , i , since under these circumstances the rotation
and
cannot involve an edge incident to k+l ,and removing k+l fiom t and t' gives t, ,.,

,

t .,:, respectively.

1

Otherwise, i = k; w,'
which it follows that t,.,

= t;,.

= wk

+ wl;,,~ + 1;and w,w,.. .wk-]= w,'w;...wk-]', from

Let w;

- wk=w

~ + 1 ~= 8 > ~0. Also,
- let~ v,, v2, ...,

v, z 2 1, be the sequence of nodes on the right arm oft,,,,and t,.,;, both rooted at v,,

and let vxbe the parent of k+l in t, 1 5 x 5 z. Node vxmust exist, or k+l roots t and
wk= k 2 w,', a contradiction. Let v, be (k+l)'s parent in t', where p = 0 means that
k+l roots t'. We need only show that p = x-1, since then w,'

- w, = 6, and t' results

from the left rotation in t of the edge between k+l and v, which moves vxto the left

subtree of k+ 1, making (k+ 1)'s parent vx-,
. If p = x, then t = t', implying w = w', a
contradiction. If p > x, then since k+l > p, every node in the left subtree of k+l in t'
lies in the left subtree t , of k+l in t, and t, also contains node v,, i.e., wk> w,',a
contradiction. If 0 5 p < x- 1, (k+ 1)'s lefi subtree in t' contains at least v,, and v,, and
the nodes in their left subtrees. Then, v,
W f i = W k - w t - ~ , a n d ~1,+wk--l+
'z

= k+l -wk-1, since v,

is (k+l )'s parent, so

1 +Wk= 6 + 1 +Wk,0rw,'-Wk>6,a

contradiction. Thus p = x-1, and the claim holds.
By reversing the direction of rotation in Theorem 4.10, we may also conclude:
Theorem 4.1 1. Binary trees t and t' differ by a right rotation of the edge between a

node i+l and its left child in j+l in t if and only if their Pallo encodings w and w' differ
only in position i, with w, = w;- (w,' + 1).
Figure 4.8 illustrates Theorems 4.10 and 4.11;any or all of to, t 1, t2, and t3

may be empty. Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 determine the root j+l of the left subtree of a
node i+l . By Theorem 4.1 1, w,, hence j+l, is needed to calculate a minimal decrease
in w,.

Lemma 4.12. If w = w,w,. ..w,-, encodes b i i tree t under Pallo's scheme, then t is
rooted at the largest r for which w,, = r- 1.

Proof: Let r be the root. Then every node fiom 1 to r-1 lies in the left subtree of r,
i.e., w,, = r- 1. Hence, for r+ 1 j 5 n- 1, w, < j, since at least node r does not lie in
(j+l)'s left subtree, i.e., r-1 is the largest index for which w,, = r-1.

>>> right

Figure 4.8. Effect on Pallo Encodings of a Rotation in the Corresponding Trees.

Lemma 4.13. Let w = w,w,. ..w,, encode binary tree t under Pallo's scheme. If node
i+l has a non-empty left subtree, its root is node j+l < i+l, where j is the largest index
for which j-w, = i-w,.

Proof: The left subtree of node i+l contains m = wi > 0 nodes. Then wi,,wi,.

..wi

corresponds to the induced subtree t--m+l..i+l, i.e., to node i+l and its left subtree t,
I

and wi,,wid,.

..w,, comsponds to ti

a rooted at j+l . By Lemma 4.12, j is the

largest index less than i for which w, = j-(i-m). Thus, i-wi = j-w,. 0
The knctions min, m a ,and cdelta for the Makinen and Zerling coding

schemes, as given in Figures 4.4 and 4.6, are O(1). Functions for the Pallo scheme are
shown in Figure 4.7. Min and nrm are O(1); the time complexity of delta is
determined below.
In [Z85], Zerling shows that the expected number of nodes on the left arm of a

k-node binary tree, over all c, such trees, is 2(k-1)/&+2)

E

O(1). By symmetry, this

average applies to the right arm as well. When generating Pallo encodings of n-node
binary trees t, OzLex performs a total of c,-1 rotations. For fixed i and j, 1 5 j < i, let
tjcTbe i's left subtree. Note that nodes {i+l, i+2, ..., n) either lie in its right subtree, or
are not descendants of i. Thus,

u, j+l, ..., i-1) and { 1,2, ..., j- 1) u {i, i+l ,..., n)

induces subtrees t,..,, and t*, the latter of which includes node i, the descendants of i in
i's right subtree, and the subtree containing nodes which are not i's descendants. Note
that t,.,, contains i-j 2 0 nodes. Then, for each possible t* when a rotation occurs
involving nodes i and j in t,,.,,every one of the ci4possible trees t,.,,, eventually will
appear as i's left subtree. Since the average length of the right arm oft,..,, is 0(1), and
since the number of iterations of the while loop in fbnction delta is one less than the

number of nodes on the right arm of the left subtree of node i, &lla will execute in
average O(1) time.
Thus, the OzLex algorithm requires O(c,) time to generate c, codewords fiom
the coding schemes of Makinen, Zerling, or Pallo. This claim also applies to
sequences of Lucas encodings, since tuples in Lucas's scheme have the same
characterization as in Zerling's, hence min, ntm, and delta are the same for both
schemes.

4.3 OzLex Sequences are Hamiltonian
We will prove that the codeword sequences of Section 4.2 are Hamiltonian.
Theorem 4.14. Sequences of Pallo binary tree encodings produced by the OzLex
algorithm are Hamiltonian.
Proof. The OzLex algorithm always changes the rightmost non-extreme codeword
value by a minimal amount. Then, since a minimal change in a Pallo encoding affects
only one position, successive codewords differ in a single position by a minimal
amount. Thus, by Theorems 4.10 and 4.1 1, they correspond to binary trees differing
by a single rotation.
To show that OzLex sequences of Makinen encodings are Hamiltonian, we will
pair them with Hamiltonian sequences of Pallo encodings, such that paired sequences
correspond to the same sequence of binary trees.

Theorem 4.15. Let S and S' be sequences, respectively, of Pallo and Makinen
encodings generated by OzLex fi-om complementary starting vectors. Then the
corresponding binary tree sequences are the same.
Proof: Let z = c,, for any n 2 2; S = s,q...s,; S' = s,'s; ...s;: T = t,b...tz; and T' =
t

. t . The starting vectors for S and S' are dir = b and dirt = b'. Suppose there is

an s, which is maximal in some position i, 1 < i 5 n-1 . Then, since g cannot be
increased in position i,
(a) i+ 1 has no parent, or is the left child of its parent.
Othenvise, by Theorem 4.10, the value in the ih position could be increased. Similarly,
if s, is minimal in position i, it cannot be decreased, and Theorem 4.1 1 implies that
(b) i+l has no left child.
Also, fiom the bijection between Makinen encodings and binary trees, as explained in
Section 4.2, if

< is minimal in position i, condition (a) holds in f '; while if $ is

maximal in position i, condition @) holds.
We show by induction on k that t, = t,', and that b and b' are complementary
when s, and %' are printed. When k = 1, s, and s,' are extreme, i.e., maximal or
minimal in every position, in the directions indicated by b and b' respectively; and,

since b and b' are complementary by assumption, if s, is maximal in position i, s,' is
minimal, and vice versa, for 1 5 i < n- 1. It follows, for each node i+ 1 in both t, and t,',
that either condition (a) holds, or condition (b) holds. Under these circumstances, if n
= 2, t, = t,'.

Assume, for induction on n, that n > 2, and t, = t,' when there are fewer

than n nodes. If condition (a) holds at node n, n roots both t, and t,', whereas if (b)
holds, node n lies at the bottom of the right arm of both. By assumption, the induced
subtrees t,.,, and t,,,' oft, and t,' are the same. Thus t, = t,' and, since b and b' are
unchanged when s, and s,' are printed, the claim in the first sentence of the paragraph
holds for k = 1.
Assume, for some k, 1 < k 5 z, that the claim holds for all smaller values of k.
By the inductive hypothesis, tk-,= h-,',and b and b' are complementary when

and

are printed. Let j, 1 ij 4 n- 1, be the largest index for which the value in position j

%-,I

of

is not extreme in the direction indicated by b,. Note that j must exist.

Otherwise, k,is extreme in the directions indicated by b, for every j; that is, the
conditions for termination exist and L,= s, a contradiction. Since L,= &-,' and b and
b' are complementary, j must also be the largest index such that the value in position j
of %-,' is not extreme in the direction indicated by b'. After q-,and %-,' are printed, and
before they are modified to produce q and %I,OzLex exits through n-j levels of
recursion, and b and b' are complemented in positions j+l, j+2, ..., n- I. Hence, b and
b' are still complementary when 5,and s,.,' are changed in position j, and either %-,
increases minimally while $-,I decreases minimally, or +-,decreases minimally while
increases minimally. By previous remarks, these changes correspond to a left

+-,I

rotation of the edge between node j+l and its parent in &-, and &-,I,or, alternately, to a
right rotation of the edge between j+ 1 and its left child. It follows that t,= &'. Thus,
as b and b' do not change again before q and

< are printed, the claim holds for k.

corollary 4.16. OzLex sequences of Makinen binary tree endmgs are Hamiltonian.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show Hamiltonian paths found in R,under the coding
schemes of Pallo and Makinen.
The correspondence L84,SS6] between n-node binary trees and triangulations
of vertex-labelled (n+2)-gons is explained in Section 3.1. A diagonal flip in a
triangulation, with vertices labelled counterclockwise 0, 1, ..., n+ 1, corresponds to an
edge rotation in the corresponding tree, with nodes labelled inorder 1,2, ..., n. In

[L87],Lucas gives a scheme for encoding these objects, such that, for 1 S i 5 n-1, wi is
the number of diagonals extending fiom vertex n-i to vertices along the path n-i+2,
n-i+3, ..., n+l . We omit w,, defined to be one plus the number of diagonals incident to
vertex zero, since it can be computed fiom w,w,...w,,. Lucas also shows that a
characterization of these codewords is identical to that previously given in Theorem
4.8, i-e.,she encodes triangulations using the same tuples Zerling uses to encode

binary trees. While Lucas's mapping to triangulations indirectly relates codewords to
binary trees, the bijection is distinct fiom that of Zerling. The left side of Figure 4.11
gives an example of Lucas's mapping.

Figure 4.9. Pallo Encoding Sequences Corresponding to Hamiltonian Paths in R,.
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Figure 4.10. Makinen Encoding Sequences Corresponding to Harniltonian Paths in R,.

To make encodings of triangulations consistent with our descriptions of the
Pallo, Makinen, and Zerling coding schemes, we redefine w,, for 1 S i 5 n-1, to be the
number of diagonals extending from vertex i+l in p to vertices along the path 0, 1, 2,
...,i- 1. This is equivalent to reflecting each diagonal of p across a line bisecting the

distinguished edge { 0, n+l ), to create a related triangulation p', also encoded by w, as
shown in the right half of Figure 4.11. We again omit w,,, defined to be one plus the
number of diagonals incident to node n+l . We will refer to this modified scheme as
the Lucas-S coding scheme, where "S" means "symmetric." If w, p, and t correspond
under Lucas's coding scheme, w in the Lucas-S scheme corresponds to p' and t' such
that (a) p' is symmetric to p, and (b) t' is symmetric to t, as reflected in Figure 4.1 1.

Figure 4.11. Lucas and Lucas-S Encoding Schemes Illustrated
We assume, for a diagonal (x, y) of a polygon triangulation, that x < y. In

[L87],Lucas gives an algorithm to construct the triangulation p corresponding to a
codeword w. Adapted for the Lucas-S encoding scheme, the algorithm is as follows:
p + (n+2)-gon triangulation with every diagonal incident to vertex n+l
for i + 1 to n-1 do
flip wi diagonals incident to n+l to create w, diagonals incident to i+l
endfor

In the binary tree t corresponding to the current triangulation, subtriangulation (i, i+l,
...,n+ 1) represents the right linear subtree with nodes labelled i+ 1, i+2, ...,n. Hence a

diagonal flip, as described, corresponds to a left rotation in t of the edge between i and
its parent, i.e., to a left rotation at the bottom of the right arm of the induced subtree
t,

,.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the construction, as used in the proof of Theorem 4.22.

A>\

1

\
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Figure 4.12. Constructing Triangulation p Corresponding to Lucas-S Encoding w.

Later, in Theorem 4.19, we will show that OzLex sequences of Lucas-S
encodings are Hamiltonian by pairing each such sequence with an Hamiltonian
sequence of Pallo encodings generated by OzLex, such that the two codeword
sequences correspond to the same sequence of binary trees. First we give two
preluninary results. When diagonal (a, c) or @, d) is bounded by the quadrilateral B =

(a, b, c, d), we say B is the barnding box of the diagonal. We assume the vertices of
B are in ascending order. For convenience, we use p[i] and lc[i] to denote,
respectively, the parent and the left child of node i in a binary tree. In L87], Theorem
4.17 is proven for the Lucas coding scheme.

Theorem 4.17. [La71 Let p and p' be (n+2)-gon triangulations with corresponding
Lucas-S encodiigs w,w,. ..w,,w,, and w,'wi.. .w,,'w,', where w, and wntare defined to
be the one plus the number of diagonals incident to vertex n+l in p and p' respectively.

Then p and p' differ by a single diagonal flip if and only if
(i) w and w'differ in exactly two position c and d, c < d;
k

(ii) ;I;wi<k-c, forc<k<d;and
i-1

(iii) one of the following conditions holds:
d

(1) W , ' = W ~ + ~ ; W , ' = W wi>d-c;or
,-~;~~~
ic+l
d

(2) wC'=w;l; w,' = wd+l; and
i=d-1

wi 2 d-C;

Corollary 4.18. w87] Let t and t' be n-node binary trees with corresponding Lucas-S

enwdings w and w' which differ as specified by (i), (ii), and (iii) in Theorem 4.17.
Then
a) t and t' differ by a right rotation of the edge (Ic[ctl], c+l) in t, if
and only if condition (1) of part (iii) in Theorem 4.17 applies; and
b) t and t' differ by a left rotation of the edge (p[c+l], c+l) in t, if and
only if condition (2) of part (iii) applies.
Proof. Figure 4.13 illustrates the following argument. Recall that the minimal change

in a codeword position is one. A minimal increase in wc occurs when diagonal D = (b,
d+l), with bounding box (a, b, e l , d+l), is flipped in p to produce p' with diagonal D'
= (a, C+ 1), since vertex d+ 1 loses a diagonal end, and vertex c+ 1 gains one; i.e., w' =

w, except that wc' = w,+l and w,'

= w,-1.

Note that w,, and w,, do not change, since

w,, in a Lucas-S encoding is the number of diagonals (i, i), j < i, incident to vertex i,

and b<d+l, a<c+l.
The changes in p and w correspond to a rotation in t of the edge between node

c+ 1 and its parent as follows. Triangulation (0,...,a, d+ 1, ..., n+ 1 ) contains the
distinguished edge (0,n+l) of p and p', so (a, d+l) must be the distinguished edge of
triangulation (a, ..., b, ..., c+l, ..., d+l). Thus b is the root of the subtree tree
wmesponding to (a, ..., b, ..., c+ 1, ..., d+ 1); c+l is the root of b's right subtree, i.e., is
b's right child; and triangulations enclosing symbols t 1, t2,t3, and t4 correspond,
respectively, to the subtree above b, the left and right subtrees of b, and the right

subtree of c+l. Then flipping D reorients edge (b, e l ) in t, making b the left child of
c+ 1 in t', i.e., corresponds to a rotation of @[c+l], e l ) , and a) holds.

Reversing the argument of the previous paragraph shows that flipping D' back
to its original position decreases w, by one; increases w, by one; and corresponds to a
right rotation of the edge [lc[c+l], e l ) . That is, b) holds.
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Figure 4.13. Illustration for Proof of Corollary 4.18.

Theorem 4.19. Let S and S' be sequences, respectively, of Pallo and Lucas-S
encodings generated by OzLex from the same starting vector. Then the corresponding
binary tree sequences T and T are the same.

Proof: The proof follows in the manner of the proof of Theorem 4.15. Let z = c,, for
any n 2 2; S = s,$ ...s,; and S'= s,'c ...si; T = t ,...~t; and T = t,'t;...
tZ8.The starting

vectors are dir = b, and dir' = b'. For 1 S k S z, if

is maximal in position i, 1 5 i 5

n- 1, Corollary 4.18 implies that,
(a) node i+l has no parent, or is the left child of its parent.

Similarly, if

is minimal in position i, Corollary 4.18 implies that

(b) node i+l has no left child.
As established in Theorem 4.15, if s, is maximal in position i, (a) holds in &; if s, is
minimal in position i, (b) holds.
We show by induction on k that t,

=ti,

and that b = b' when $ and

are

printed. When k = 1, s, and s,' are extreme in every position, and since b = b' by
assumption, s, and s,' are both extreme high or extreme low in position i, 1 5 i 5 n-1 .
In this case, induction on the number of nodes n, as in Theorem 4.15, shows that t, =
t

Then since b and b' are unchanged ffom their initial values when s, and s,' are

printed, the claim holds.
Assume, for some k, 1 < k 5 z, that the claim holds for all smaller values of k.
By the inductive hypothesis, tk-,= t,'
and b = b' when %, and %-,' are printed. Let j be
the largest index for which the value in position j in s,-, is not extreme in the direction
indicated by b,. As shown in the argument of Theorem 4.15, j must exist, and is also
the largest index in s-,'such that the value in position j in

is not extreme in the

direction indicated by b,'. After s,-, and s,-,' are printed, OzLex exits through n-j levels
of recursion before s,-, and

are modified in position j to produce s, and s,'

respectively, and b and b' are complemented in positions j+l, j+2, . . ., n-1. Hence b =
b' when both codewords increase minimally, or decrease minimally, in position j. As in
Theorem 4.15, these changes correspond to a lefi rotation of the edge between node
j+l and its parent in t, and t',or, alternately, to a right rotation of the edge between

j+l and its left child. Hence t,= \' and, since b and b' do not change before s, and
are printed, the claim holds for k.

<

0

Corollary 4.20. Sequences of Lucas-S binary tree encodings, as produced by the

OzLex algorithm, are Hamiltonian.
Since the Lucas-S encoding of a binary tree t is the same as the Lucas encoding
of a tree t' if and only if t and t' are symmetric, we also have:
Corollary 4.21. Sequences of Lucas binary tree encodings, as produced by the OzLex

algorithm, are Hamiltonian.
Figure 4.14 shows the Hamiltonian paths found in R, when OzLex generates
sequences of encodings under the Lucas-S scheme. These are the same paths as
depicted in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The same sequences of tuples decoded under the
Lucas scheme correspond to tree sequences which are tree-for-tree symmetric to those
of Figure 4.14.
We will prove in Theorem 4.22 that sequences of tuples from the Lucas-S
scheme, as produced by OzLex, are also Hamiltonian when decoded under the scheme
of Zerling. To this end, we first explain how to construct the binary tree
corresponding to a Zerling encoding, then define a hnction T,(p), which transforms a
triangulation p to a related triangulation p'.

Figure 4.14. Lucas-S Encoding Sequences Corresponding to Hamiltonian Paths in R4.

As previously explained, the Zerling encoding w = w,w, ...w,, of an n-node
binary tree t is found by setting w,,, for i = n, n- 1, ..., 2, to the number of left
rotations, at the root of induced subtree t, ,i oft, required to move node i to the
subtree's root. The process can be reversed to find the binary tree corresponding to w;
i.e., to construct t from w, start with a left linear tree on n nodes, and apply w, right
rotations at the root of induced subtree t,.,,,, i = 1,2, ..., n-1 . Figure 4.15 illustrates
the construction.

Figure 4.15. Constructing a Binary Tree from Its Zerling Encoding 1021.

Let p be an (n+2)-gon triangulation, and define T,(p), d E (0, 1) and 0 $ r 5
n+l, to be the (n+2)-gon triangulation p', such that (i, j) is a diagonal of p if and only if
(i', j') is a diagonal of p', where x E {i,j ) and x' = d(n+ 1-x+r) + (1-d)(x+r), with
arithmetic modulo n+2. Intuitively, the T, operator transforms a triangulation p into a
related triangulation p' by rotating its labels, possibly after first reversing their
direction; i.e., p' = T,,(p) has the "same" diagonals as p, if labellings are ignored, but
vertex x in p becomes vertex (abs[d(n+l)-x]+r) mod (n+2) in p'. Reversing the
direction of labelling is equivalent to reflecting the diagonals, as discussed previously,

and illustrated in Figure 4.1 1. The direction of the labels is reversed if and only if d =
1. Then, the labels are rotated r positions in the direction of descending labels.

Figure 4.16. Applying the T, Operator to a Triangulation
Figure 4.16 shows, p* = T,,,@), and p' = To.,
(p), for a 12-gon triangulation p,
and its corresponding 10-node tree t. Both p and t are represented by the 9-tuple w
under the LucasoS coding scheme. The tree t* corresponding to p* is symmetric to t,
i.e., w encodes p* and t* under the Lucas coding scheme. The tree t' corresponding to

p' is represented by the tuple w under the Zerling coding scheme.

Figure 4.17. To,,Applied to an Hamiltonian Triangulation Sequence.

Let W,be a sequence of (n-1)-tuples fiom the Lucas-S coding scheme, as
generated by OzLex, with L, the corresponding sequence of (n+2)-gon triangulations.
Then To,,&,) is the sequence T,,(p), for each p E Ln. The left side of Figure 4.17
shows W, and L, produced when dir =

+1,+1,+1 initially, with the corresponding

binary trees; the right side depicts T,,(L,) and the corresponding binary trees, which
are those represented by W, under Zerling's coding scheme. An implication of
Theorem 4.22, given below, is that this is the case for every W,,L,, and T,,(LJ; i.e.,
for n 2 2, a tuple sequence Wn, under the Zerling scheme, encodes the tree sequence
corresponding to T,,(Ld).

Theorem 4.22. Let w = w,w, ...wn-,be the Lucas-S encoding of an (n+2)-gon
triangulation p. Then w is the Zerling encoding of the binary tree corresponding to
T,,(P).

Proof. As previously explained, p can be constructed fiom an initial triangulation
having every diagonal incident to vertex n+l, as follows: for i = 1, 2, ..., n- 1, flip wi of
the diagonals incident to n+l to make them incident to vertex i+l . Also, as explained
above, the tree corresponding to w under Zerling's scheme is constructed from a left
linear tree on n nodes, by performing w, right rotations at the root of induced subtree
t

+

i = 1 2, .., n 1. Suppose f diagonal flips are required to construct p. Let h*

denote the triangulation after the km flip; wk*the Lucas-S encoding of p,*; and tk*the
binary tree corresponding to To,,(p,*).

We claim wk*encodes &* under Zerling's scheme. By way of induction, when

k = 0,wo* is all zeroes, and to*= T0,,(p,*)represents the left linear tree on n nodes, the
tree encoded by wo*under Zerling's scheme, so the claim holds. Assume 0 < k If,
and that w,*, under Zerling's scheme, corresponds to tm*,for 0 5 m < k. The kfi
diagonal flip moves diagonal D = (j, n+l ) in pk-,* incident to some vertex i+ 1, 1 5 j < i
5 n- 1, producing pk*and increasing wk-,
* by one in the ih position. By the inductive

hypothesis, w,-, * under Zerling's scheme encodes &,*, and, clearly, wk-,* = w,*,
except in position i, where wk*is one larger than wk-,*. We must show that flipping D
corresponds to a right rotation at the root of the induced subtree t, ,+,of h-,*.
Let B = (k,j, i+l, n+l) be the bounding box for D in n = pk-,*, as shown at the
left of Figure 4.18. The relabelling x'

* the corresponding tree.

= h-l

= To,,( x ) is shown at the right

of the figure, with

In d,the vertices of B are B' = (0,k+ 1, j+ 1, i+2),

and D is relabelled D' = (0, j+l ) . Since {0, n+l ) is the distinguished edge of x', (0,
i+2) is the distinguished edge of the subtriangulation (0,..., k+l, ..., j+l ,..., i+2),

+,

which represents the induced subtree t,, of T'. Thus j+l is the root oft,,,,

and k+l

the left child of j+l . Then, when D' is flipped, the Lucas-S encoding of x' decreases by
one in position j, and increases by one in position i+l . By Corollary 4.18, these
changes corresponds to a right rotation of the edge (k+ 1, j+ 1),i.e, to a right rotation

at the root oft,,.,, Thus z' as modified is t*,and therefore h* is encoded by wk*
under Zerling's coding scheme.

Figure 4.18. Illustration for the Proof of Theorem 4.22.
Corollary 4.23. Sequences of Zerling binary tree encodings, as produced by the OzZex

algorithm, are Hamiltonian.
Figure 4.19 illustrates the construction of Theorem 4.22. Figure 4.20 shows
the Hamiltonian paths found in R4when O z k generates sequences of binary tree
encodings under the scheme of Zerling. These paths dBer fiom the ones found
previously, as shown in Figures 4.9,4.10, and 4.14, which all depict the same tree
sequences.

Figure 4.19. Illustration of the Construction of Theorem 4.22.

Figure 4.20. Zerling Encoding Sequences Corresponding to Harniltonian Paths in R,.

4.4 2" Hamiltonian Paths in %
As defined earlier, two Hamiltonian paths in & are distinct if they are not

reverses of each other, and do not extend to a cycle. Recall that W,is a sequence of
(n-+tuples fiom the Lucas-S coding scheme, as generated by the OzLex algorithm.

Two sequences Wnand W,'are distinct if they are not reverses of each other. Define

LZ, to be the set containing every distinct Wn.
Lemma 4.24. The cardinality of LZ, is 2n-2,
and when n 2 4, W,E

LZ,decoded under

either the Zerling or the Lucas-S coding scheme, corresponds to an Hamiltonian path
in % which does not extend to a cycle.
Proof. By Corollary 4.2, the OzLm algorithm produces 2"' different sequences Wn,

and by Corollary 4.4, half of these are reverses of the other half. Thus, ILZ,I = 2P2.
From Lemma 4.6, when n 2 4, the first and last tuples in Wnare extreme in
opposite directions in positions one and three. That is, if' w,w,. ..w,, and w,'w;. ..w,,'

are the first and last tuples in W,,,
then possible values for the prefix pair (w,w,w,,
wl'w;w,') are ((000, 102), (003, 1OO), (020, 1 1l), (020, 1 1 O)), and the reverses of

these four pairs, as reflected in Figures 4.14 and 4.20. Thus, by Theorems 4.17, if W,
is decoded under the Lucas-S scheme, the trees corresponding to the fist and last
codewords differ by more than a single rotation, since their triangulations differ by
more than a single diagonal flip. Also, Theorem 4.22 implies W,has the same
property when decoded under the Zerling coding scheme, since the triangulation

corresponding to a Zerling encoding is the same as the triangulation corresponding to
a Lucas-S encoding, with the labels shifted clockwise one position. It follows that W,,
decoded under either scheme, corresponds to an Harniltonian path in R,, which cannot
be extended to a cycle.
Every sequence in LZ, has exactly n tuples with prefix F2.
For a given
sequence, these n tuples are always generated consecutively, and, for a given coding
scheme, the corresponding sequence of n binary trees is defined to be a distinguished
subsequence. The trees at either end of a distinguished subsequence are called
bracketing trees. Under the Zerling scheme, the bracketing trees of a distinguished

subsequence are the right linear tree on n nodes t,and the left linear tree on n nodes,

kL;the n-2 trees between are produced fiom t,in order by left rotations at the root.
Under the Lucas-S coding scheme, the bracketing trees are k, and a tree rooted at
node n, and having the right linear tree on n-1 nodes as its left subtree; the n-2 trees
between are produced in order from

by left rotations at the bottom of the right mm.

Thus, when n 2 3, these two distinguished subsequences are distinct. Also, since t,
and tLLare center trees, as defined in Chapter Three, they can be rotated into each
other using as few as n-1 rotations if and only if rotations occur at the roots of the
trees, as described above. It follows that when n 2 4, strictly more than n-2 trees
separate t,and kLin any tree sequence corresponding to a sequence of (n-1)-length
Lucas-S encodings generated by OzLex.

Lemma 4.25. For n 2 4, LZ, represents 2"' Hamiltonian paths in %.
Proof. Let T, and Tz be tree sequences corresponding, under the Lucas-S and Zerling
schemes respectively, to any two codeword sequences W,and W,'in LZn. We do not
discount the possibility that W,, = W,'.By Corollaries 4.20 and 4.23, TLand Tz are
Hamiltonian sequences. From Lemma 4.24, for n 2 4, there are 2n-2
distinct sequences
TL,and 2n-2
distinct sequences T,.

Then, since t,and t, are separated by exactly n-2

trees in Tz and by more than n-2 trees in TL,TL+ T,, and the claim of the lemma
follows. 0.
Let T = (t,, t,, ..., tk)and T' = (t,', G', ..., ti) be binary tree sequences. If ti and
ti' are symmetric, for 1 5 i < k, then T and T are symmetric sequences. If T and T' are
Hamiltonian sequences, the corresponding paths in % are symmetricpaths. Let TLZ,,,
n 2 4, be the set of zn-ltree sequences corresponding to the Hamiltonian paths in %
represented by LZ,, as guaranteed by Lemma 4.25, and then let SLZ, be the set of tree
sequences symmetric to those in TLZ,.

Lemma 4.26. For n 2 4, SLZ, represents 2*' Hamiltonian paths in %.
Proof. Since tree sequences in S u n ,and distinguished subsequences, are symmetric
to their counterparts in TLZ,, the argument proceeds as in Lemma 4.25.

Theorem 4.27. For n 2 4, R,, contains at least 2, distinct Hamiltonian paths.

We will show that TLZ,, n SLZ, = 0. Let T E TLZ, and T' E SLZ,. Then define T,'
E

TLZ, to be the sequence symmetric to T', and consider that T = T' if and only if T

and T,' are symmetric sequences. But T and T,' cannot be symmetric, as follows. If
either T or T,' corresponds to a sequence of Lucas-S encodings, no sequence in TLZ,
has a subsequence symmetric to a distinguished subsequence from Lucas-S encodings.
If both T and T,' correspond to sequences of Zerling encodings, then if the

distinguished subsequences are not aligned, and in opposite order, T and T,' are not
symmetric. If the distinguished subsequences are aligned as indicated, then the
corresponding tuple sequences from LZ, were generated from starting bit vectors
which are the same except in the last position, as reflected in Figure 4.20, for n = 4. In
that case, the pairs of trees occuring immediately before the distinguished
subsequences, and immediately after, cannot be symmetric. Thus T + T', and TLZ, n
SLZn= 0.

4.5 Other Coding Schemes
We will identify other codeword sequences producable by the O d e x
algorithm. Most are Hamiltonian, but no new Hamiltonian path in R,, is identified. For
the few schemes where codeword sequences are not Hamiltonian, we are able to map
the sequences to previously identified Hamiltonian tree sequences.

We assume the reader is familiar with Chapter Two, which provides additional
information about, and documentation for, the coding schemes mentioned in this
section.

4.5.1 Tree Permutation Inversion Tables
Encoding binary trees as tree permutations is explained in Section 2.2. The
nodes of a binary tree are labelled 1, 2, ..., n as visited by a labelling traversal. Then,
the codeword for the tree is these labels as visited by a generating traversal. For
example, an inLR/preLR encoding is produced by labelling a tree inorder, then reading
off the labels in preorder. Since exactly one of the traversals must be an inorder
traversal, there are 16 possible labelling/generating traversal pairs.
Four classes of tree permutations have been identified, with permutations of
each class produced fi-om a set of binary trees using any one of four traversal pairs
associated with the class. The permutations themselves are characterized, for each
class, in terms ofprohibitedsubsequences of length three, with subsequence members,
not necessarily adjacent, occuring from left to right. For example, the inLR/preLR
traversal pair produces Class One permutations, where a permutation is in Class One if
and only if it contains no (mid-hi-20)-subsequence (i, j, k ) for which k < i < j, as
defined in Chapter Two. Let p and p' be inLR/preLR encodings of n-node binary trees
t and t', such that the value i, 1 5 i 5 n occurs in p' a minimum distance right or left of i
in p, avoiding a prohibited subsequence, while all other values occur in the same order

in both codewords. Then t and t' differ by a rotation of an edge incident to node i.

Figure 4.2 1 gives several examples.
Any permutation, including a tree permutation, can be uniquely represented by

a number of different inversion tables F73]. For instance, an encodiig w,w,.. .w, of a
permutation p of 1,2, ..., n can be formed by letting w, be the number of values in p
that are Zmger than the value i, and to its rzght; i.e., if p = p,p, ...p,, then wi = l{p, I p, >
p, = i, and k > j)l. Similar inversion tables record the number of larger values to the
lefl, smaller values to the rzght, and smalZer values to the lefl. For convenience, we
refer to these inversion tables as rightMm, lefMax, righiMn, and 1eftMin encodings,
respectively. As an example, the rightMax encodiig of the permutation 321546 is
333 110; the leftMax encoding is 2 10100; the rightMin encoding is 0 12010; and the
leftMin encoding is 000335. Thus, these four inversion tables are encodings of any
tree corresponding to permutation 32 1546.
A leftMax encoding can be derived fiom a rightMax encoding by subtracting

each ia entry from n-i. As above, 333 110 is the rightMax encoding of the permutation
32 1546. The leftMax encoding is (5-3)(4-3)(3-3)(2- 1)(1-1)(0-0) = 2 10100. In a
similar manner, we can obtain a lefiMin encoding fiom a rightMin encoding by
subtracting each i' entry from i- 1; e.g., from rightMin encoding 012010, we get
l e M n encoding (0-0)(1- 1)(2-2)(3-O)(4-1 X5-0) = 000335. Formally, nghUI8xi+
l e M q = n-i, and lefbih, + rightMin, = i-1 . We say encodings related in these two

ways are, respectively, m m complements and min conpZemen~.The relations lefthlin,

+ leftMax, = k- 1, and rightMin, + rightMax, = n-k, also hold, where i = p, in p.
Rotem m78] represents a binary tree as a rightMax encoding b,b2...b, of the
inLR/preLR permutation p corresponding to the tree; i.e., for 1 S i S n, bi is the
number of values in p to the right of and larger than i. Figure 4.21 gives the Rotem
encodings for six trees. As shown in [R78],b,b2...bnis a codeword if and only if b,

=0

and, for 1 5 i S n-1, n-i 1 b, 2 b,+,2 0. A reversed Rotem encoding w,w,... w,, is
obtained when wi = b,, for 1 S i < n- 1, with wo= b,

= 0 omitted.

Then, w,, 5 w, S i,

with wo defined to be zero. As established in Section 4.1, the OzLex algorithm will
provide sequences of these encodings when min(i) returns w,, ,m d i ) returns i, and
&Zta(i) returns 1.

Figure 4.2 1. Corresponding Tree Permutations, Binary Trees, and Rotem Encodings.

Theorem 4.28. Let b = blb2...b, belong to the set of Rotem endings, and, for 0 S i 5

"-1, define w = w,w,. ..w,-, where w, = i-b,,. Then w is a Makinen encoding.
Proof Since 0 5 b, 5 bi $ n-i, for 1 5 i 5 n- 1, it follows that 0 S w, S w,-, +1, for 1 S
k S n- 1, with w, defined to be zero. Hence, by Theorem 4.7, w is a Makinen

encoding. I7
Theorem 4.28 says that a Makinen encoding w is the rwerse of the max
complement of some Rotem encoding b, with b,,omitted. Since it can be shown that w
and b encode symmetric binary trees, OzLex sequences of reversed Rotem encodings

are W t o n i a n . The tree symmetry also suggests a method for constructing the tree
corresponding to a Rotem encoding, which is based on an algorithm to decode a
Makinen encoding of the symmetric tree: from the right linear tree, for i = n- 1, n-2, ...,
1, perform n-i-b, left rotations of the edge between node i and its right child. For any
codeword, this O(n) algorithm produces the same tree as the algorithm given in [R78].

Figure 4.22. Reversed Rotem Encodings Corresponding to an Hamiltonian Path in R,.

Figure 4.22 depicts the Hamiltonian sequence of reversed Rotem encodings
generated by the OzLex Algorithm fiom initial dir = +1,+ 1,+ 1. The tree sequence also
corresponds to the sequence of Lucas encodings generated fiom the same dir,and is
symmetric to the sequence represented by Pallo or Lucas-S encodings generated when

dir = +I,+ 1 ,+I initially, and by Makinen encodings when dir = - 1,-1,-1.
Theorem 4.29. Let w' = w,'w,'.. .w,'be a rightMin encoding of an inLR/preLR tree
permutation p corresponding to b i i tree t. Then w = w,w, ...w,, = w:w,'...w,' is the
P d o encoding oft.
Proof: Our argument is illustrated in Figure 4.23. Since t is labelled inorder, then

traversed in preorder to generate p = p,p,.. .p,, the labels of nodes in the lefi subtree of
any node k are smaller than k, and lie immediately to the right of k in p. The other
values right of k correspond to nodes in the right subtree of k, which are larger than k,
and to those nodes in the subtree above node k which are also larger than k, since no
mid-hi-lo subsequence exist. That is, (p, I p, > p, and j > k) u (p, I p, < p, and j > k
and p, liesin k's left subtree) = {p, 1 j > k). Thus, w,'= I{p, ( pj <pi, andj > k)l, for 1 5

k 5 n, and is the number of nodes in the left subtree of node k. Let w, = w,,,', for IS i
5 n-1 . Then, wi is the number of nodes in the left subtree of node i+ 1 ;i.e., w is the

Pallo encoding oft.

A t nodes left of k in p, and smaller than k,or right of
y nodes smaller
than k, and
k

k in p, and larger than k
(k = i+l)
nodes larger than k,
and right of k in p
k wi nodes
P
*tl* < t 2 T t 3 , C t l J
F

Figure 4.23. Illustration for Proof of Theorem 4.29.
By Theorem 4.29, ifw is a Pallo encoding of a binary tree, Oewis the rightMin

encoding of the same tree. Thus, lefiMin encodings are min complements of Pallo
encodings; we call this scheme the Palid scheme, where "C" denotes "min
complement."
Permutation
Class
One
WpreLR
Two
inLR/preRL
Three
inLR/postLR
Four
inLWpostRL

LeftMin
RightMin
LeftMax
Inversion Tables Inversion Tables Inversion Tables
PalloC
Pallo
Reversed
Makinen
Makinen
Reversed Rotern Reversed PalloC

Reversed Rotem Makinen
Pallo

PalloC

RightMax
Inversion Tables
Rotem
Reversed Pallo

Reversed Pal10

Reversed PalloC

Rotem

Reversed
Makinen

i

Figure 4.24. Permutation Inversion Tables and Corresponding Encoding Schemes.

Thus, codewords defined by the Rotem, Makinen (with codewords reversed),
Pallo, and PalloC coding schemes are inversion tables of Class One inLR/preLR tree

permutation. In addition, Class Four permutations are reverses of Class One
permutations; Class Three permutations inverses of Class Two permutations; and
Class Two permutations reverses of Class Three permutations m85, E901. Thus the
codewords of these four schemes are also inversion tables of permutations in every
other class, with the codewords in some cases reversed, as shown in Figure 4.24.
An implication of Figure 4.24 is that the Pallo, Makinen, Rotem, and PalloC

encoding schemes are variations of an underlying encoding strategy which represents
binary trees as inversion tables of tree permutations. As a consequence, simple
bijections exist between Pallo, PalloC, Makinen, and Rotem encodings, such that the
binary trees represented by two related codewords are either the same, or symmetric.
As an example, decode any Pallo encoding to get a binary tree t, then encode t as an

inLR/postLR permutation p, and as an inLR/preLR permutation p'. The right&
inversion table of p is the Makinen encoding oft, as is the l e M n inversion table of p'.
This mapping between Makinen and Pallo encodings is noted in [L93]. However, the
connection with tree permutations is not mentioned, and it is claimed that the
relationship is "based solely on the properties of the [codewords] and not of the
corresponding trees."
A second implication of Figure 4.24 is that a sequence of codewords S, as

defined by any of these four schemes and generated by OzLex, is in correspondence
with many different tree sequences, as follows. Let T be the tree sequence
corresponding to S. Map S to a different tree sequence T created by encoding T as a

encodings z = z,% ...%, where 0 < z, < ... < q,and zi S 2i-1, both of which are
discussed in Section 2.1.2.
Sequences of reversed ZaksZ' encodings generated by OzLex are not
Hamiltonian, as decoded in [Z82]. However, let w' = wltw,'...w,,' be such that w; =
2n-i%, for 1 5 i 5 n-1. Then, 0 5 w,' S w,,,' 5 n-i; i.e., w' belongs to a set of reversed
Rotem encodings, as characterized in Section 4.5.1. Moreover, when ZaksZt
encodings are in oscillating lexicographic order, the corresponding Rotem encodings
are in the same order. Thus a bijection exists between Rotem and ZaksZ' encodings,
such that sequences of codewords defined by the ZaksZ' scheme, as generated by
OzLex, are in correspondence with Hamiltonian tree sequences. Figure 4.25 also gives
the reversed Rotem encoding corresponding to each reversed ZaksZ' encoding.

Figure 4.25. Reversed ZaksZ' Encodings (Bold) Generated by OzLex, dir = +1,+I,+ 1.

To see more clearly the meaning of the bijection described in the previous
paragraph, let T be a tree sequence corresponding to a ZaksZ' encoding sequence S
generated by Ozkx. Encode T as a sequence of tree permutations P using the
postLR/inLR traversal pair, then decode P using the inLR/preLR traversal pair. We
claim the result is the Hamiltonian tree sequence encoded by Rotem encodings
corresponding to S according to the bijection described above, as illustrated in Figure
4.26 for the ZaksZ' sequence of Figure 4.25. Note that other combinations of

encoding/decoding traversal pairs exist which will effect the same transformation.

4.5.3 Additional Pallo Coding Schemes
As explained in Section 2.1.4, a PalloRaccaP encoding p,p,. ..p, is formed from
a preorder traversal of an n-node binary tree by setting pi to the number of nodes
visited when the imempty subtree is encountered p85]. Then, i S pi 5 p,+,5 n, for 1 S

i1

Since p, =n, it may beomitted. Let wi = p,,, for 1 S i Sn-1; i.e., w,w, ...w,-,

is the reversal of a PalloRaccaP encoding. Then, n 2 wi-,2 w, 2 n-i, for i 5 i 5 n-1,
with w, defined to be n. OzLex generates sequences of these encodings ifmin(i)

-

returns n-i, m ( i ) returns w,,, and &lta(i) returns 1. Let w l = n pi, for 1 S i 5 n.
Then, n-i 2 wit2 w,,,' 1 0,with w,'

= 0; i.e., w,'w,'...

encodings, as previously characterized.

w,,' belongs to the set of Rotem

ZaksZ' Tree Sequence

Labelled Postorder

PostLWinLR Permutations
For ZaksZ1Tree &qwmce

Cmesponding U p r e L R Trees
with Reversed Rotem Encodtngs

Figure 4.26 Transforming a ZaksZ' Sequence into a Reversed Rotern Sequence.

Since p, is the number of nodes on the left arm of the tree encoded by p, a
minimal change represents a rotation of an edge incident to node one, as illustrated in
Figure 4.27. More generally, the mapping between PalloRaccoP and Rotern encodings
described above, together with the fact that corresponding encodings represent the
same binary tree, implies that OzLex sequences of reversed PaUoRaccaP encodings are

Harniltonian, and correspond to the tree sequences represented by sequences of
reversed Rotem encodings.

Figure 4.27. Minimal Change in Position One of PdloRaccaP Encoding,

and Associated Rotation in Corresponding Binary Tree.
As explained in Section 2.3-2, a PalloRaccaL encoding p,p,. ..p, is formed &om

a preorder traversal of an n-node binary tree [P85]. A counter i is initialized to zero,
and is incremented if and only if; in the preorder traversal, a pointer I to a left subtree

is encountered. Then, whenever i is incremented, pi is set to one plus the number of
nodes in the subtree pointed to by I. Intuitively, pi is equal to one plus the number of
nodes in the i& subtree reached by following a left pointer. An example of the mapping

is given in Figure 4.28, where the nodes of the tree are labelled in the order visited,
and each lefi pointer is labelled with the associated codeword value.

Figure 4.28. Binary Tree with PalloRaccaL Encoding 32 1211.

ForOSkSn, 1 s p , l n + l - k , and, w h e n O S j S i < j + p , , i + p i Ij+p,,with
p, defined to be n+l . Note that p,, = 1 always, hence may be omitted. Let wi = p,-1,
for 1 5 i I n; i.e., w,w,. ..wn-,is p,p,.. .pn-,reversed, with each value decremented by
unity. Then, 0 5 w, i, for 1 S i < n-1 ;and, when i-wi 5j Ii, then j-w, 2 i-w,; i.e.,
w,w,. ..w,, belongs to the set of Pallo encodings, as characterized in Theorem 4.9.
Thus, the functions for generating sequences of Pallo encodings may be modified to
produce reversed PalloRaccaL encodings. However, w and p represent different
binary trees, such that the sequence of reversed PalloRaccaL encodings is not
Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, the bijection between Pallo and PalloRaccaL encodings
implies a correspondence between Hamiltonian tree sequences and PalloRaccaL
codeword sequences as generated by Ozlex. Recall the similar bijection between
Rotem and ZaksZ' encodings in Section 4.5.2.
In p86a], Pallo defines a lefr sequence encoding p,p,. ..pn of an n-node binary
tree. For 1 5 i < n, 1 5 pi 5 n+l-i ,and pi 5 p,+,+l. Since pn= 1, it may be omitted.

Let w, = pi-1, for 1 S i Sn-1. Then, 0 ~ w5n-i,
, and w, Swi+,+l,for 1 S i Sn-1; i.e.
w,w,. ..w,, belongs to the set of reversed Makinen encoding. Thus, OzLex can
generate sequences of reversed encodings fiom F86al. It can be shown that the
sequences are in Harniltonian order, and correspond to the same tree sequences as

OzLex sequences of Makinen encodings.

4.6 Concluding Remarks
When the OzLex algorithm generates Harniltonian sequences of binary tree
encodings, we say the coding scheme is rotational, since successive codewords
represent trees differing by a single rotation. The rotational coding schemes we have
discussed share two properties. First, they have the prem property; i.e., if w =
w,w,. ..w,, encodes an n-node tree t under a rotational coding scheme, then any
i-length prefix w,w,. ..w, of w, 1 i 5 n-1, encodes an (i+l )-node induced subtree oft.
Second, a minimal change in the rightmost position of a codeword prefix corresponds
to a rotation in the corresponding binary tree. We call this the minimum distunce
property. Thus far, every scheme we have discussed whose encodings are generated
by 0-

has the prefix property.
If a coding scheme has both the prefix property and the minimum distance

property, sequences of its codewords produced by OzLex must be Hamiltonian. That
is, the scheme is rotational, because a minimal change effected by OzLex occurs only
in the last position of a codeword prefix; and as no proper prefix is modified when

changes involving a longer prefix are possible, an i-length prefix, when modified,
corresponds to a subtree t,,.,, in which a rotation involving node i is always possible.
However, neither the prefix nor the minimum distance property is required for the
O a k algorithm to generate codeword sequences. For instance, ZaksZ' and

PalloRaccaL encodings can be generated, and both have the prefix property but lack
the minimum distance property, as evidenced by the fact that OsLer sequences of
these encodings are not Hamiltonian. Also, consider the set of zeroprefix bitstrings
w,w,...w,, as discussed in [282], i.e.,bitstrings with m zeroes and m ones, such that

every prefix contains at least as many zeros as ones. Figure 4.27 gives hctions to
generate these encodings, but neither property holds.
finction min (pos)
if pos - 1 - ZZ'
~i < n/2 then return 0
else return 1
function max (pos)
if pas - 1 - ~ 7
wi >'Lbos- 1)/2jthen return 1
else return 0
fbnction delta (pos)
return 1
Figure 4.29. Mzn,Ma,and Delta for Generating Zeroprefix Bitstrings.
The problem of characterizing rotational coding schemes is unsolved.
Howwer, of the schemes we have discussed, those with the prefix property are either

rotational, or a simple mapping relates their codewords to a set of codewords defined

by a rotational scheme. Examples of the latter situation are the bijection between
Rotem and ZaksZ' encodings given in Section 4.5.2, and the bijection between Pallo
and PalloRaccaL encodings of Section 4.5.3. In such cases, the link between
rotational schemes and tree permutations seems relevant, and suggests the following
conjecture. Let T be the tree sequence, not necessarily Hamiltonian, corresponding to
ony codeword sequence S which can be generated by OzLex;the codewords of S need

not have the prefix property. We suspect T always has a mapping to some
Hamiltonian tree sequence T

#

T created by encoding T as a permutation sequence P,

using one traversal pair, then decoding P to a different tree sequence T' using another
pair.
Another unsolved problem is counting, or bounding, the number of
Hamiltonian paths in &. We have no upper bound. Our lower bound of 2nin
Theorem 4.24 counts only those distinct paths represented by codeword sequences
generated by OzLex. The algorithm generates these sequences such that successive
codewords correspond to trees diiering by a rotation which shortens, or lengthens, an

arm of an induced subtree. Rotations are systematically continued on that arm,and in
the same direction, as long as possible. With Lucas or Lucas-S, Pallo, Makinen, and
reversed Rotem encodings, among others, rotations occur at the deepest node on the

arm. With Zerling encodings, they occur at the highest node on the arm, i.e., at the
root. Strategies for rotating in the "middle" of an arm, or on alternating arms, appear
complex to manage, yet & contains Hamiltonian paths reflecting such strategies. In

Appendix Two, we present an algorithm which generates (n+2)2n sequences of
codewords representing, for n 2 5, (n+2)2"' distinct Hamiltonian paths. Thus the
lower bound of Theorem 4.24 is not tight.

CHAPTER FIVE
ON FINDING SHORTEST PATHS IN R,,
The problem of finding a shortest path between two arbitrary nodes in R,,is
equivalent to finding the minimum rotation distance between two n-node binary trees, or
the minimum number of diagonal flips necessary to transform one (n+2)-gon triangulation
into another. Standard graph searching algorithms solve the shortest path problem for
arbitrary graphs in a time polynomial in the number of nodes. Such solutions, for &,
would be exponential in n, since there are c,

=

'

,
() nodes. Pallo, in [P87],gives a

branch-and-bound search algorithm to compute the rotation distance between two binary
trees, and estimates its average running time as O(n4). Krivanek [K89]gives an O(n log n)
heuristic, based on flipping diagonals in the corresponding triangulations. It is possible to
show the result is not always optimal, although optirnality is the claim of the author.
We give two heuristics which find a path whose length is less than twice that of a
shortest path, both of which also proceed by transforming triangulations. Section 5.1
defines extreme triangulations, establishes some of their properties, and presents several
related results. In Sections 5.2, we present Findpath-1, the first of the two procedures,
and analyze it. Section 5.3 formulates and analyzes FindPah-2, the second procedure.

Section 5.4 describes a class of triangulations pairs for which FindPath-2 sigruficantly
outperforms FindPah- 1. Section 5.5 is a brief conclusion.

5.1 Extreme Triangulations
Recall that the diameter of R,, is D(RJ, and dist(v, vy is the length of a shortest
path between nodes v and v' in %. If v and v' correspond, respectively, to (n+2)-gon
triangulations p and p', and to n-node binary trees t and t', then dist(p, p') denotes the
minimum number of diagonal flips to transform p into p', and dist(t, t 3 is the minimum
number of rotations to transform t into t'; i.e., dist(p, p') = dist(t, t3 = dist(v, 9).If dist(v,
v') = D(Q, then v and v' are diametrai nodes [B90a]; in that case, we say that t and t' are
extreme trees, and p and p' extreme triangulations. Each of the three pairs is an extreme
pair, or extreme for short. The internal degree 4 of vertex i in an (n+2)-gon

triangulation, 0 S i S n+l, is the number of diagonals incident to i. The composite degree
c 4 of vertex i, in a pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations, is d, + d,'. The number of vertices
with cd, = j, 0 S j 5 n-1, is CD,

Theorem 5.1. Triangulations corresponding to extreme nodes in % have no common
diagonal.

Proof. Assume diagonal d is common to extreme triangulations p and p'. By Lemma
3.4(b), no shortest path from p to p' flips d. Let p* be p with diagonal d flipped. By

Lemma 3.4(a), there exists a shortest path from p* to p' which flips d first. Thus dist(p*,
p') = l+dist(p, p'), contradicting the assumption that p and p' are extreme.

Since a common zero-degree vertex implies a common diagonal, we have:
Corollary 5.2. Extreme triangulations have no common zero-degree vertex.

Figure 5.1 shows exact values for D(R,,) ,for 1 S n 5 16, as reported in [S86].
From the figure, if D R ) = 2n-6 for n 2 17, when (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p' are
extreme, dist(p, p') = 211-6, for n 2 11. We repeatedly use this implication.

Figure 5.1. Exact Values of TI@,,), 1 5 n 5 16.
Am-tontatch diagonal in a pair of triangulations is a diagonal in one of the

triangulations which can be flipped to make it common with a diagonal in the other.
Theorem 5.3. If D R )= 2n-6 for n r 17, and if n 2 4 and n

(5,9,11), then extreme

(n+2)-gon triangulations contain no flip-to-match diagonal.
Proof. Let D(R,,) = 2n-4, where by assumption i,= 6 for n 2 17, and otherwise inis taken

from Figure 5.1. Suppose p and p' are extreme (n+2)-gon triangulations with a
flip-to-match diagonal d, without loss of generality, in p. By Lemma 3.4(a), the

triangulation q which results &om flipping d lies on a shortest path fiom p to p', i.e., dist@,
p') = 1 + dist(q, p'), and q and p' share a common diagonal d'. Then, for some k, 1 5 k 5
n-k, d' divides q and p' into subtriangulations of size k+2 and n-k+2, and we have D(%)
dist(p, p') s 1 + D(&j

=

+ DR,).~ h u s2n-in
,
I 1+ 2k-ik + 2(n-k)-kk = 2n +I - (i,+i-,), or

i$ik+in-k- 1. 1fk13,fiomFigure5.l7ik24,andsincei,S6forn2 1 , i k + i , S 7 , or

kkS 3.
= 3,

This implies, again fiom Figure 5.1, that n-k 5 2 < k, a contradiction. If k = 2, 4

and i,,2
5 i, - 2, which occurs only when n = 3. Again, n-k = n-2 < 2 = k is a

contradiction. If k = 1, D(R,,) = 1 + D(R,) + D R , ) = 1 + DR-,),which occurs only

Since contradictions with n E {5,9,11) occurred only when k = 1, we also have:

Corollary 5.4. The restriction that n e {5,9,11) in Theorem 5.3 applies only if flipping a
diagonal divides p into two smaller triangulations with sizes 3 and n+l.

Corollary 5.5. For n 2 4, except when n E {5,9,11), X D R ) = 2n-6 for n 2 11, extreme
triangulations have no vertex with composite degree less than two.

Proof. By Corollary 5.2, extreme triangulations can share no zero degree vertex, so cdi 2
1, for 0 5 i < n+l. By Corollary 5.4, unless n E {5,9,11), no flip-to-match diagonal exists.

This precludes composite degree one vertices, so cd, 2 2.

Theorem 5.6. Assume D(RJ

= 2n-6 for n 2

17. Then, for 0 S i S n+l ,vertex i in

extreme (n+2)-gon triangulations has cd, 5 4.

Proof. From Figure 5.1, D(R,,) 2 2n-6, for 1 S n 5 16. Suppose, in an extreme pair of
(n+2)-gon triangulations, vertex i exists such that cdi 2 5. Then, as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, the maximum number of diagonal flips to transform one triangulation into
the other, by way of center triangulation pi, is 2(n-1)-cd, = 2n-2-cd, 5 2n-7. Thus D(RJ 5
2n-7, a contradiction.
An immediate consequence of Corollary 5.5 and Theorem 5.6is:

Theorem 5.7. For n 2 12, if D(%) = 2n-6for n 2 17, the composite degree of evety
vertex i of extreme (n+2)-gon triangulations is given by 2 5 cd, S 4, for 0 5 i S n+l .

Theorem 5.8. If 1 S n,S 10, n # 9, then cdi S 3 in extreme (n+2)-gon triangulations, for 0

Proof. Suppose, in an extreme pair p and pl, that a vertex i exists such that cd, 2 4. Then
dist(p, p3 5 dist(p, pi) + dist@,, p') S 2n-2-4 = 2n-6. From Figure 5.1, for 1 S n S 10,

D(%) 2 2n-5, unless n = 9, contradicting the assumption that p and p' are extreme.

Theorem 5.9. If n 2 10,extreme (n+2)-gon triangulations have at least n-10 vertices i, 0
5 i < n+l,

such that cdi= 4.

P m f . By Theorem 5.6, d,5 4. Suppose there are k 2 0 vertices such that cd, = 4, and
the diagonals incident to these k vertices have already been placed. Since 4(n-1) diagonal
ends are incident to n+2 vertices, there remain 4(n- 1)-4k ends to be placed incident to
n+2-k remaining vertices, and the composite degree of each these vertices must be three
or less. It follows that 4(n- 1-k)/(n+2-k) < 3, which holds only if k 2 n-10.

Figure 5.2. Triangulation Pairs Containing a 2,2-Diagonal.
Consider triangulation p and p' in Figure 5.3 (a). Diagonal (4, 11) is incident to
composite degree two vertices which can be eliminated using three flips, by flipping
(4,11) first, then (4,101 and (3,111. We define such a diagonal to be a 2,2diagonal. If

two triangulations contain a 2,2-diagonal (i, j), one additional diagonal is incident to
vertex i, and one to vertex j. The two additional diagonals need not lie in the same

triangulation, as illustrated in Figure 5.3 (b), where (4, 6) is a 2,2-diagonal in
triangulation q, and (3, 6) lies in q, while (4, 12) lies in q'.
Theorem 5.10. If D(R) = 2n-6 for n 2 17, then for n 2 7, except when n E (9, 121, no

pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations is extreme if it contains a 2,2-diagonal.

Proof. From Figure 5.1, and the assumption that D(R,,) = 2n-6, for n 2 17, we may
conclude that D(R,,) = D 0 + 4 for n 2 7, except when n E (9,121. Let (i, j) be a
2,2-diagonal in triangulations p and p'. Flip {i,j), then the remaining diagonals incident to
i and j. This isolates i and j, which can be removed, giving n-gon triangulations q and q'.
Thus, dist(p, p3 S 3 + dist(q,q9)5 3 + D

m < D W , so p and p' are not extreme.

We summarize the properties of extreme triangulations established above. Where
applicable, 0 5 i n+l .
An extreme pair has no common diagonals.

An extreme pair has no common zero-degree vertices.
For 1 5 n 5 10, every vertex i in an extreme pair has cd, 5 3.
For 4 < n S 10, except if n E {5,9), every vertex i in an extreme pair has cd, 2 2.
For n 2 10, an extreme pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations has at least n- 10 vertices
with composite degree four.

If D(%)

= 2n-6,

for n 5 17, the following properties hold.

For n 2 1, every vertex i in an extreme pair has cdi 5 4.
For n 2 12, every vertex i in an extreme pair has cdi 2 2.
If n 2 4 and n +t (5,9,11), an extreme pair has no flip-to-match diagonals.
Moreover, the restriction n P (5,9,11} holds only if a diagonal which can
be flipped is incident to a vertex with composite degree one.
For n 2 7, except when n E (9, 121, no pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations is
extreme if it contains a 2,Zdiagonal.

The proof of Theorem 5.9 implies that, if n 2 10 and a pair of (n+2)-gon
triangulations has only composite degree three and composite degree four vertices, then
CD,

= n-10

and CD, = n+2-(n- 10) = 12. Such a pair, if it has no common diagonal, is

defined to be a degree-medialpair. Figure 5.2 gives two examples of degree medial pairs,
for n = 10. In these pairs, every vertex has composite degree three. Appendix One proves
that degree-medial pairs exist for n 2 10, except when n = 11, and shows how to construct
them. We conjecture that dist(p, p') 2 2n-6 for a degree-medial pair of (n+2)-gons, with
equality holding when n > 10. If this conjecture is true, D R ) = 2n-6 for n 2 11.

Figure 5.3. Two Degree-Medial Pairs of 12-gon Triangulations.

Two (n+2)-gon triangulations that have exactly n-1-k common diagonals, 0 5 k 5
n-1, are said to d@er by k diagonals. That is, each triangulation has exactly k
non-matching diagonals, i.e., diagonals which do not match diagonals in the other

triangulation.

Theorem 5.1 1. Let (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p' d i e r by k diagonals, 0 Ik S n-1 .
Then k 5 dist@, p') S 2k - i, where i, is given by

Proof. Each non-matching diagonal in either p or p' must be flipped at least once, so
dist(p, p') 2 k. We will prove the upper bound by induction on k, making use of the
known values of D R ) given in Figure 5.1. If k = 0, then p = p', dist(p, p')

= 0 = 2k

- i,

and the claim holds. Assume, for some k in the range 1 5 k 5 n-1 that when p and p' differ
by m < k diagonals, dist(p, p3 5 2m - k, with 8, as given in the statement of the claim.
Now suppose p and p' differ by k diagonals. By Lemma 3.4(b), no shortest path from p to
p' flips any of the n-1-k matching diagonals. If removing vertices isolated by matching
diagonals in p and p' results in (k+3)-gon subtriangulations q and q' with k non-matching
diagonals, then dist(p, p') = dist(q, q') < D(&+,). In that case, from Figure 5.1, the claim
holds for k 1 9; and, for k 2 10, dist(p, p') 5 2(k+l)-6

= 2k

- 4,by Theorem 3.1.

Otherwise, the k non-matching diagonals do not lie in a (k+3)-gon. Then, for
some i satisfying 1 5 i S n-1, a common diagonal divides p and p' into (i+2)-gons r and r',
and (n-i+2)-gons s and s', having x and k-x non-matching diagonals respectively. If k = 1,

then dist(p, p') = 1, and the claim holds. Otherwise, we may assume, without loss of
generality, that 1 x i; k-x. Then, by the induction hypothesis, dist(p, p')

= dist(r, r')

+

dist (s, s3 5 2 x 4 + 2(k-x)-ik+= 2k - (&+ibX),
where and ik-xare as given in the statement
.

of the claim. When k-x 2 x 2 2, then i,, 2

2 2, and dist(p, p') S 2k - (i+i,J

2k-i,, since i, 5 4 for k 2 0. When x = 1, then k-x 2 1 and

= 1, and

1 2k-4 S

dist(p, p') S 2k -

(i+ik-r)= 2k-(1+ik-J 5 2k-i,, since (i,-,+ 1) 2 i,, for k 2 1.

Procedure FindPah- 1, given in Figure 5.4, finds a path between two nodes in R,.,
by flipping diagonals in the corresponding (n+2)-gon triangulations. First, diagonals are
repositioned until no flip-to-match diagonals remains. Next, p and p' as modified are
divided into z 5 k+l non-trivial subproblems along k S n-1 matching diagonals, such that
no subproblem pair contains a matching or flip-to-match diagonal. Each non-trivial
subproblem pair has at least six vertices, since pairs of 3-gons are triangles, and every pair
of distinct 4-gon and 5-gon triangulations contains a flip-to-match diagonal. Finally, each
subproblem pair is solved independently by proceeding through a center triangulation
corresponding to a vertex of maximal composite degree. By Lemma 3.4, Findpath- 1

produces an optimal solution whenever it is unnecessary to construct a path through a
center triangulation.
Findpath-1 (p, p')
/* p and p' are (n+2>gon triangulations *I

1. Reposition diagonals in p and p' until no flip-to-match diagonal remains.

2. Along k 2 0 matching diagonals, divide p and p' into d S k+l subproblems

(rl, r,'), (rz,r;), ..., (rd7ri), such that there are no matching or flip-to-match
diagonals, and each subproblem (r,, r,') consists of (n;t2)-gons, n, h 4.
3. For each pair (r,, ri'), 1 5 i 5 d, construct a path through a center triangulation
corresponding to a vertex of maximum composite degree in r, and r,'.

Figure 5.4. Procedure FindPah- 1.
Note that we must check both input triangulations for flip-to-match diagonals in
step one, as illustrated in Figure 5.5, where diagonal (0,6 ) in p can be flipped to match
'1, 7) in p', but p' has no flip-to-match diagonal. As defined in Chapter Four, the

bounding box of a diagonal is the quadrilateral surrounding the diagonal.

Figure 5.5. p Has a Flip-to-Match Diagonal, but p' Does Not.

Theorem 5.12. Findpath-1, when given two (n+2)-gon triangulations, produces a path
between the corresponding nodes in %.

Proof. As explained above, flip-to-match diagonals can be detected and repositioned in
step one, and the triangulation pair can be subdivided in step two into one or more
subproblems. Then, in step three, each subproblem pair (r, r') can be solved, since for any
vertex i in a (k+2)-gon triangulation having less than k-1 diagonals incident to it, 0 S i 5
k-1, some diagonal always exists which can be flipped to increase the degree of i by one.
Eventually, all diagonals in both r and r' will be incident to vertex i, i.e., r and r' will have
been transformed into the same (k+2)-gon center triangulation pi. Since each diagonal flip

corresponds to a rotation in a binary tree, the sequence of diagonal flips produced
represents a path between nodes in % corresponding to the given triangulations.
For efficient searching, updating, and division, we represent an (n+2)-gon
triangulation with an adjacency list structure constructed on a doubly-linked circular list,
each node of which corresponds to a vertex i, and has a wrresponding list of diagonal
neighbors in ascending order. Each sublist is also circular and doubly-linked, as well as
having links between node j on i's list, and node i on j's list. Creating this structure fiom a
lexiwgraphically ordered list of the diagonals takes O(n) time, and the diagonal list can be
obtained in O(n) time using a bin sort, since there are n+2 vertices and n-1 diagonals.
Flip-to-rnatch diagonals in an (n+2)-gon triangulation may be detected in q n ) time

from a list of n-1 candidates prepared by traversing its data structure. Each candidate is
the diagonal which would result if some existing diagonal (i, j} were flipped, and can be
determined in O(1) time fiom the adjacency list, since either the diagonals adjacent to {i,

j), or the polygon edges (i-1, i) and (i, i+l ), with arithmetic modulo n+2, are in the
bounding box of (i, j), hence give the candidate diagonal. Now bin sort the candidates of
one structure, and compare them to the similarly sorted diagonals of the other structure, to
detect common entries in O(n) time. Finally, when a diagonal is flipped, the data structure

P representing its triangulation can be updated in O(1) time, using pointers from the sorted
candidates back to their counterparts in P,and the links between diagonals in P.
Detecting common diagonals in an (n+2)-gon triangulation pair requires an O(n)
traversal of their adjacency list structures. Dividing the adjacency list structures into
subproblems along a common diagonal can be done in O(1).

Theorem 5.13. FindPah- 1, with (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p' represented as
explained above, executes in O(n log n) time.

P m f . In step one, a list L of flip-to-match diagonals in p can be constructed in O(n)
time, as explained previously. Repositioning each such diagonal requires O(1) time per
diagonal. Note that flipping a diagonal d cannot invalidate other entries on L, since only
diagonals in d's bounding box have their own bounding boxes changed. The diagonals in
d's bounding box, if flipped, would intersect d after it is repositioned. After a diagonal is
flipped, if new flip-to-match diagonals have been created in its bounding box, then
reposition each one, and repeat the process until no more occur. By the same logic,
flipping such diagonals cannot invalidate the remaining entries on L. The diagonals lying
in a bounding box can be identified in O(1) time. Each can be verified as a flip-to-match,
or rejected, in O(1og n) time by using a binary search on the sorted diagonals of p'.

Updating the data structure for p also requires O(1) time per diagonal. Next, repeat the
process for flip-to-match diagonals in triangulation p'. Since p as modified contains no
flip-to-match diagonals, and since any diagonal flip in p' matches an existing diagonal in p,
new flip-to-matches in p cannot result from modifying p'. Iff 5 n-1 diagonals are flipped,
each in no more than O(1og n) time, then step one of Findpath-1 requires O(f log n) time
E

O(n log n).
As shown previously, detecting common diagonals in step two takes O(n) time,

and subdividing along common diagonals requires O(1) time per diagonal. Then, since
there are k 5 n-1 common diagonals, step two is qn).

In step three, we consider the size of a subproblem to be the number of diagonals
in one triangulation. There are d 5 k+l subproblems of sizes s,, %, ..., s, to be solved.
d

Since k In-1 ,

si S n - d. Solving a subproblem of size s, < n takes less than si + 3 + 2 s,

i=l

log s, time, since q+3 vertices must be examined to find a vertex of maximum composite
degree, and less than 2si diagonals flips are required, each in worst case O(log s,) time, as
d

shown in the discussion of step one. Then,
i= 1

(si+ 3 + 2silog si) <

d

d

1-1

i=l

I= si + 3d + 2 log n

si

5 (n-d) + 3d + 2 log n (n-d) E O(n log n), so solving all subproblems in step three

requires at most O(n log n) time.
Thus, since the time required to execute steps one, two, and three is no more than
O(n log n), O(n), and O(n log n) time respectively, Findpath-1 is O(n log n), and the
claim of the theorem holds.

Let compDistl(p, p') be the length of a path constructed by Firadpath-1 with input
triangulations p and p'.
Theorem 5.14. If p and p' are (n+2)-gon triangulations which differ by k diagonals, then
compDist l(p, p') I 2k - i, where i, is as given in Theorem 5.1 1.
Proof. We argue by induction on k, where, when k = 0, p = p', and FindPah-1 computes

a path of length zero; i.e., compDist 1(p, p')

= 0 = k.

For k = 1 or 2, there is a

flip-to-match diagonal, and compDistl(p, p') = k. Thus, for 0 5 k 5 2, compDist 1(p, p')

=

2k - k = 2k - i, and the claim holds.
Assume, for some k, 3 5 k 5 n-1, that when p and p' differ by m < k diagonals,
compDistl(p, p') S 2m - i,with i,as in Theorem 5.1 1. If there are flip-to-match
diagonals, one is flipped to create triangulations q and q' with k-1 non-matching diagonals.
Thus, by Lemma 3.3(a) and the inductive hypothesis, compDist1(p, p') = 1+compDist 1(q,
q')

< 1+2(k-1)-ik-, = 2k-(ik-,+1)

2k-i,, since ik-,+1 2 4, for k 2 1. If a common diagonal

exists, the argument follows in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5.11.
Otherwise, k = n- 1, and compDist1(p, p') S 2n-2-ma. = 2k-max, where max is the

maximum composite degree of p and p'. The average composite degree of a vertex is
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4k/(k+3), so max 2 - . Also, max 2 4 if n = 9, by Corollary A1.14 in Appendix
One. Hence,

a) if k = 8, or k 2 10, max 2 4 and compDist l(p, p') 5 2k-4;

b) if4 S k 1 9, and k # 8, max 2 3 and compDistl(p, p? S 2k-3;and

c) if k = 3, max 2 2 and compDist1(p, p') 5 2k-2.
Thus the claim holds.
By Theorem 5.1, extreme (n+2)-gons triangulations differ in k = n-1 diagonals.

Assume D(%)

= 211-6,

for n 2 17. Then, fiom Figure 5.1, and the assumption, D(%) = 2k

- i,= 2n - 2 - 4, for n 2 1. Thus, fiom Theorem 5.14, we also have:
Corollary 5.15. If D(Q

= 2n-6,

for n 2 17, Findpath-1 is optimal for extreme pairs of

triangulations.

Theorem 5.16. For any pair of triangulations p and p' which differ by k > 0 diagonals,
FindPath-1 constructs a path whose length is less than twice the optimal.
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 1, k 5 dist(p, p'). Then compDist1(p, p') 4 2k-i, < 2dist(p, p'), for

kr 1 . 0

As shown in Section 5.4, Findpath-1 does not always construct a path of optimal
length. In this section, we modii the procedure to possibly find a shorter path, without
the risk of constructing a longer one.

When no matching or flip-to-match diagonal exists, before constructing a path
through a center triangulation, we will try to reduce the size of the problem efficiently.
First, if a 2,2-diagonal exists, use three flips to remove the vertices incident to it, unless
doing so decreases the maximum composite degree. This step is repeated i 2 0 times,
until no suitable 2,2-diagonal remains, and 3i flips have reduced the problem size by 2i
vertices. Next, iteratively perform single flips, increasing the maximum composite degree
by one for each flip, until a flip-to-match occurs. As shown later, in some cases this
approach results in a significantly shorter path.
Recall that d, is the number of diagonals incident to vertex j in a triangulation.

Theorem 5.17. Let {i,j) be an edge in two (n+2)-gon triangulations. If {i, j} is a polygon
edge, or a diagonal with cd, = d,, then cd, flips are needed to relocate the diagonals
incident to j, producing (n+l)-gon triangulations where vertex i has composite degree

cdi+cdj-2.
Proof. If (i, j) is a polygon edge, there is always a diagonal d incident to j such that {i,j)
is in its bounding box. Flipping d increases c 4 by one and decreases cd, by one. After cd,
such flips, i will have composite degree 4+cdj, and j will be isolated by diagonal {i, k) in
both triangulations, where k is the other polygonal neighbor of j. When vertex j is
removed, (i, k) becomes a polygon edge in the resultant pair of (n+l)-gon triangulations,
and vertex i has composite degree cd,+cd,3.

Otherwise, {i,j) is a diagonal in one of the triangulations. Since cd, = dj in this
triangulation, vertex j is isolated in the other triangulation. Flipping the cd, diagonals
incident to j, diagonal (i, j} last, then removing j, again gives a pair of (n+l)-gon
triangulations with composite degree cd,+cd,-2 at vertex i.

Figure 5.6. Illustration for the Application of Theorem 5.17.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the application of Theorem 5.17. The aim is to flip diagonals
to increase the maximum composite degree, i.e., to choose vertex i such that cdi is
maximum. Vertex three is the only vertex with maximum composite degree six. Vertices
two and four have composite degree three, and are connected to vertex three by a polygon
edge; either can be isolated and removed in three flips, making cd, = 7. Vertices 18 and
23 have composite degree three, and both are c o ~ e c t e dto vertex three by a diagonal.

Since every diagonal incident to vertex 18 lies in p, and every diagonal incident to vertex
23 lies in p', either vertex can be isolated and removed in three flips, again while increasing

a$ by one. By contrast, vertex 14 has composite degree three, but not all its incident
diagonals lie in the same triangulation. As a result, isolating and removing vertex 14,
using three diagonal flips, will leave cd, = 6. A similar assertion applies to vertices 13, 14,
19, and 22, with composite degrees four, three, five, and five respectively.

An edge {i, j} in a pair of triangulations is good if (a) i has the mmcimum
composite degree of any vertex; (b) i and j satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.17; and (c)

j has minimum composite degree of any vertex in an edge with the first two properties.
Since j has minimum composite degree, it can be removed using the fewest flips, allowing
the slowest possible progression toward a center triangulation. Hopefblly, this allows the
most chances for creating flip-to-match diagonals as the problem size is systematically
reduced. When {i,j} is a good edge, ifmore than one diagonal {k,j} can be flipped to
make it incident to vertex i, we choose one such that cd, is minimum. Since at least one of
(i, i+ 1} and(i, i-1 }, with arithmetic modulo n+2, is incident to a good edge whenever i has

maximum composite degree, a good edge can always be found.
Findpath-2, as given in Figure 5.7, is a modification of Fi-th-

1 which applies

the strategies explained above. It differs from FimPuth-1 only in step three. The proof
that FindPath-2 constructs a path for every input is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.12,
which assures that steps one and two can be completed. In step 3.1, it is possible to
detect and flip a 2,2-diagonal, if one exists, reducing the problem size. Otherwise, in step
3.2, a good edge {i,j} always exists, as previously explained, and can be detected.
Flipping diagonals to make them incident to vertex i eventually will create a flip-to-match.

Step 3.3 can be completed, since it parallels steps one and two. Thus, in step three, the
size of the current problem will always be reduced, and a path ultimately will be found.
Findpath-2 (p, p')
/* (p, p') are (n+2)-gon triangulations */

1. Reposition diagonals in p and p' until no flip-to-match diagonal remains.

2. Along k matching diagonals, divide p and p' into z 5 k+l subproblems
(r,, r,'), (r,, r,'), ..., (r, rz'), such that there are no matching or flip-to-match
diagonals, and each subproblem (r,, r,') consists of (ni+2)-gons, ni 2 4.
3. For (p, p') E Q, where Q initially is the set of subproblems fiom Step 2:
3.1. If a 2,2-diagonal exists then
While a 2,2-diagonal exists, and removing it does not decrease
the maximum composite degree
Flip the 2,2-diagonal and its two incident diagonals.
Remove two composite degree zero vertices thus created
Endwhile

3.2. Else

Select a good edge {i,j}.
Repeat
Flip a diagonal incident to j to make it incident to i.
Until a £lip-to-match diagonal occurs
3.3 Reposition diagonals in (p, p') as modified, until no flip-to-match
diagonals remain, then subdivide @, p') along matching diagonals,
adding each subproblem of size n 2 4 to Q.

Figure 5.7. Procedure Findpath-2.
Let compDist2(p7p') be the length of a path constructed by Findpath-2 with input

triangulations p and p'.

Theorem 5.18. CompDist2(p7p') 5 compDist 1(p, p3.
Proof. Since Findpath-1 and FindPath-2 are the same in steps one and two, we need
only show that CompDist2(p7p') 5 compDist 1(p, p') when step three applies. In this case,
compDist 1(p, p') = 2n-2-m, where m is the maximum composite degree of (n+2)-gon
triangulations p and p'. When 1 5 n 5 3, a flip-to-match diagonal exists unless dist(p, p')

=

0;i.e., step three does not apply.
We claim that compDist2(p7p') 5 2n-2-m = compDist l(p, p'), for n 1 4. By way
of induction on n, when n = 4 and there is no matching or flip-to-match diagonal, the
composite degree of every vertex is m = 2, as established in the proof of Lemma 3.9.
Thus a 2,Zdiagonal always exists, as illustrated in Figure 3.5, which depicts the four
distinct triangulations of a hexagon. Then, three flips are required to reduce the problem
to two 4-gons pl and p 1', which differ by at most one diagonal flip, and compDist2@, p')
=3

+ compDistZ(p 1, p 1') 5 4 = 2n-2-m, so the claim holds.
For arbitrary n 2 5, assume the hypothesis also holds for 5, 6, ..., n- 1. In step 3.1,

if a 2,Zdiagonal exists, FindPah-2 uses 3i flips, i 5 1, to reduce p and p' to (n+2-2i)-gon
triangulations q and q' without decreasing the maximum composite degree m. Then,
compDist2(p7p') = 3i + compDist2(q7q') 5 3i + 2(n-2i)-2-m

= 2n-2-(m+i),

by the

inductive hypothesis. Since i 2 1, wmpDist2(q, q') < compDistl(p, p') = 2n-2-m, and the
claim holds.

Otherwise, step 3.2 applies and, by Theorem 5.17, a diagonal always exists which

can be flipped to make it adjacent to a vertex having maximum composite degree m. Let i
be the number of flips required before a flip-to-match diagonal d is created, with p and p',

as modified, having maximum composite degree m+i at some vertex x. At this point, d is
flipped in step 3-3, and p and p' can be divided into subproblems s and s', and u and u', of
size k and n-k respectively, 1 5 k < n-1 . Additional diagonal flips in step 3.3 proceed
according to steps one and two, hence produce the same results as Findpath-1; i-e., we
need consider only the results of flipping d.
If d is flipped incident to vertices other than x, we may assume without loss of
generality that vertex x lies only in u and u'. In this case, by the inductive hypothesis,
compDist2(p, p') = i+l + compDist2(s, s') + compDistZ(u, u') 5 i+l + 2k-2-0 +
2(n-k)-2-cd,

= i + 2n-3-(m+i) = 2n-3-m

< 2n-2-m. Otherwise, d is flipped to be incident

to vertex x, making c4,= m+i+l. In that case, when the problem is subdivided, s and sf
have maximum composite degree y, and u and u' maximum composite degree z,such that
y+z 2 (m+i+ 1)-2 = m- 1. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, wmpDist2(p, p') 5 i+ 1 +

compDist2(s, st) + compDist2(u, u') S i+l + 2k-2-y + 2(n-k)-2-2 = i + 2 n - 3 - 0 5
2n-2-m. Thus compDist2(p, pl) S 2n-2-m when step three applies, and the claim holds.

Theorem 5.19, Corollary 5.20, and Theorem 5.21 are direct consequences of
Theorems 5.18 and 5.13.

Theorem 5.19. If p and p' are (n+2)-gon triangulations which differ by k diagonals, then

compDist2(p, p') S 2k - ik,where ikis as given in Theorem 5.1 1.

Corollary 5.20. If D(&) = 2n-6, for n 2 17, Findpath-2 is optimal for extreme pairs of

triangulations.
Theorem 5.21. For any pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p' such that dist(p, p') > 0,

Findpath-2 constructs a path whose length is less than twice the optimal.
Theorem 5.22. Findpath-2 executes in O(n2 log n) time.
Proof. We assume the same representation of a triangulation as used in FindPah-1.

From Theorem 5.13, steps one and two are O(n log n). Suppose there are d subproblems
of size s,, %, ..., s, created in step two by subdivision along d-1 < n common diagonals.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.13, the size of a subproblem is the number of diagonals in
d

one of the two triangulations, and
i=l

si 5 n - d.

When solving a subproblem of size s, in step three, suppose first that 2si diagonals
are examined to determine that no 2,2-diagonal exists, i.e., that steps 3.2 and 3.3 apply.
Then, in step 3.2, si + 3 vertices are examined to find a good edge, and then f, 2 1
diagonals are flipped before a flip-to-match situation occurs, each in log s, time, as
established in the proof of Theorem 5.13. Thus, it takes Zs, +si + 3 + f log s, = 3si + 3 + $
log s, time to complete step 3.2. In step 3.3, local infomation allows repositioning the
first flip-to match diagonal in constant time, and then g, 2 0 additional flip-to-match
diagonals are repositioned, in g,log si time. Next, d' = g, + 2 new subproblems with sizes

s,', si, ..., s,' are created by subdivision along d'-1 common diagonals, each in constant
time, so 1 + g,log s, + g,+ 1 time is required to create the the subproblems. Thus, the
total time to solve a subproblem of size s, in step 3, assuming steps 3.2 and 3.3 apply, is
3si + 3 + $ log si + g,log s, + g, + 2 = 3si + 5 + f, log s, + g,log s, + g,plus the time to
solve the d' subproblems.
Let T(s,) be the time complexity of subproblem s,. Then, if steps 3.2 and 3.3 apply,
d'

T(s,) = 3s, + 5 + f; log s, + g, log si + g, +

~(s:). Since fewer than 2si diagonals can be
k=l

repositioned in step 3.2, f: < 2si. Similarly, no more than s, - 1 diagonals can be flipped to
match in step 3.3, so g, < s,. Thus, 3s, + 5 + f; log si + g,log S, + g,S c' S, log S, for some
dl

st). If T(s,) E O(sf log s,), then c' s, log s, +

constant c' > 1, and T(si)S c' si log s, +
k=l
d'

cx
k=l

lo^ sl

csf log s,, for some constant c > 1. Also, because at least one diagonal
d'

has been eliminated,
k=l

s: S si - 1. Then,

d

'

k=l

d

'

( S ; ) ~ S{
~O
I log
~ s i x (s:)~< log S, (s, - 1)2 =
k=l

log s, (sf - 2s, +I), since the sum of the squares of d' 2 2 positive integers cannot be as
d'

large as the square of their sum. Thus, we must show that c' si log s, + c

s; 5 c' si log s,
k=l

+ c log s, (sf - 2s, +1) 5 c si2log si ,or c' s, log s, 5 c log s, (24 - l), which holds, for c = c',
when s, 2 1; i.e, it takes O(sf log si)time in step 3 to solve a subproblem of size s,, when
steps 3.2 and 3.3 apply.
The same claim holds when steps 3.1 and 3.3 apply, since then t, 2 0 2,2-diagonals
are processed in step 3.1, each in constant time, for a total time of 2si + ti. Each diagonal
processed removes two other diagonals, so ti S si / 2, and the time required to process all

-

diagonals is not greater than 2 3 , . Then, in step 3.3, the size of the problem is S, 2, and
fkom observations in the previous paragraph, the total time required to solve a subproblem
d'

I

of size si is T(si) = 2.59, + 1 + g,log (s, - 2tJ + I;T (st). Since Tt(si)is strictly less than
k=l

T(si), step three is also O(s: log si) for a problem of size s,, when steps 3.1 and 3.3 apply.
d

Finally, since
d

d

st log si < log n
i=l

si i n - d, to solve all d subproblems in step 3 takes

is1

I
:sz 5 (n - d1210gn
i=l

E

0(n2log n) time, in the same way that

d'

I:( ~ : ) ~ sil oE~O(sflogsi),as shown above. Then, since steps one and two are O(n log
k=1

n), and step three is O(n2 log n), Findpath-2 executes in 0(n2log n) time, and the claim
of the theorem holds.

5.4 A Class of Triangulations Where

FindPath-2 Outperforms FindPath-1
We will show that, for n > 7, there exist pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations for
which Findpath-1 constructs a path approximately 1/3 longer than the path Findpath-2
constructs. Theorem A1.18 is proved in Appendix One.

Theorem A1.18. For each n 2 4, there exist pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations such that 2
S cd,S 4, for 0 S i S n+l; there are no matching or flip-to-match

triangulation contains a 2,Zdiagonal.

diagonals; and each

By the proof of Theorem A1.18, one triangulation has 2,2-diagonal (0, j}, and the
other has 2,2-diagonal {i, k), where j = r(n+2)/21, and i and k are as given in Figure 5.8.

When n 2 7, there are four vertices with composite degree two (0, i, j, and k), four with
composite degree three, and n-6 vertices with composite degree four. When vertices i and
k are removed using three diagonal flips, the result is two n-gon triangulations such that

(0,j') is a 2,2-diagonal in one, and {it,k') a 2,2-diagonal in the other, with j'

= r 1 2 1 and

values of i', k', and n' = n-2 conforming to Figure 5.8. For instance, when n is even and
four divides n, i = (n+4)/4 and k = (3n+8)14. Then when {i, k} is flipped to {i', k'} = {i-1,
k+l), and vertices i and k isolated and removed, the resulting (nt+2)-gontriangulation pair
has j'

= n/2, = (n'+2)/2,

it = (n+4)/4 - 1 = 1 4 = (nt+2)/2,and k' = (3n+8)/4 + (3n+12)/4 =

(3nt+6)/4= 3(nt+2)/4. Similar results are obtained when two but not four divides n, when
n is odd, or when vertices 0 and j are eliminated.

I
i (T)
k (k')

n (nt) even
I
n (n') odd
(n+2)div4=O
ndiv4=O
(n+3)div4=0 (n+l)div4=0
(n+2)/4
(n+4)/4
(n+3)/4
(n+5)/4
3(n+2)/4 = 3i (3n+8)/4 = 3i- 1 3(n+3)/4 = 3i (3n+7)/4 = 3i-2

I

Figure 5.8. Data for Explanation of Theorem A1 .18.
Since there are no matching diagonals, no flip-to-match diagonals, and maximum
composite degree four, FinriPath- 1, for n 2 7, constructs a path of length 2n-6.By
contrast, Findpath-2 will repeatedly remove a 2,2-diagonal until the problem has been

reduced to a pair of 5-gons for odd n, or a pair of 4-gons for even n. At this point, exactly
two flips, or one flipp,respectively, will finish the path. Thus, FindPath-2 constructs a path
of length L(3n-4)/2J < 3 d 2 , and we have:

Theorem 5.23. For each n 2 7, there exist (n+2)-gon triangulation pairs between which

FindPath-1 constructs a path of length 2n-6, while Findpath-2 constructs a path of length
less than 3d2.
Figure 5.9 shows sequences of triangulations created by FindPah-2, with input as
described above, for n = 1 1 (right side) and n = 12 (lee side). The vertices of the
reduced-size triangulations are not renumbered after a 2,2-diagonal has been removed.
Figure 5.10, reproduced from Appendix One, shows the same triangulations with vertices
relabelled sequentially, starting with zero. A dotted line indicates the relocated position of
the 2,2-diagonal currently being processed. The paths created by Fi@th-2

have length

L(3n-4)/21 i.e., length 14, for n = 1 1; and length 16, for n = 12 . FindPah-1 creates paths

of length 16 and 18, respectively, an increase of L(n-7)/2j = 2.

Figure 5.9. Triangulation Pairs Where FindPah-2 Outperforms FindPath- 1.

Figure 5.10. Relabelled Triangulations of Figure 5.9.

5.5 Concluding Remarks
To our knowledge, the complexity of the shortest path problem in R,, is not
known. Culik and Wood declare the problem open in [C82]. Pallo [P87]does not
determine the worst case complexity of his algorithm to compute the rotation distance
between two binary trees, but it appears to be exponential in n. Krivanek's heuristic [K89]
requires time polynomial in n; as previously explained, his claim of optimality is in error.
In [P88], Pal10 considers the related open problem of finding the rotation distance between
rooted, unordered binary trees. Other rotation metrics in binary trees are treated in [C82]
and @89]; in Pallo [P90];and in Bonnin and Pallo [B92].
Characterizing extreme nodes in % seems difficult. In a degree-medial pair, the
smallest composite degree is three, so the first match occurs after no less than three flips.
However, it is not clear that the fewest flips to produce a first match lie on a shortest path.
Figure A1.16, in Appendix One, depicts a pair of 13-gon triangulations where the fewest
flips to obtain a match, two, appear to begin a non-optimal solution, because the
transformation reduces the maximum composite degree fiom four to three, producing a
degree medial pair of 12-gon triangulations, which we conjecture lie D(R,,,) = 211-5 = 15
= 16.
flips apart. In that case, at least 17 total flips will result, while D(R,,)= 211-6

It may not be possible to use properties of triangulations to characterize extreme
nodes in q,or to estimate distance precisely. Our fkrther investigations in this direction,
given in Appendix One, focus on plane triangulations with minimum degree five, and on
their duals, cubic polyhedra with no face smaller than a pentagon. The diiculty of the

Four-Color Problem, whose solution uses properties of similar plane maps [A77; B79;
B83; S77a], gives some doubt that this approach will succeed easily.

Both Findpath-1 and FindPath-2 produce optimal subpaths so long as common
diagonals, or flip-to-match diagonals, exist. Thus, the only (n+2)-gon triangulation pairs
of interest have neither matching nor flip-to-match diagonals. Such pairs lie no less than n
flips apart, since at least two diagonals must be moved to get a match, leaving n-2
diagonals still non-matching. As illustrated in Chapter Six, for n 2 4, there exists
(n+2)-gon triangulations p and p', with no matching or flip-to-match diagonals, where
dist(p, p') = n. At the other extreme, by Theorems 5.1 and 5.3, if D(R,,) = 2n-6, for n 2
17, there exist pairs with the same property such that dist(p, p') = 211-6,when n 2 12.
Ow bound on the performance of Findpath-1 and FindPath-2, "less than twice the

optimal," implicitly assumes that every (n+2)-gon triangulation pair without a matching or
flip-to-match diagonal corresponds to nodes v and v' in R,,where dist(v, v') = n, and that
the pair's minimum composite degree is small. In fact, if dist(v, v') is approximately equal
to D(R.,,), our procedures are nearly optimal. Hence, we expect that F i d a t h - 1 and
Findpath-2 will often give results better than the claim.
For example, since the pair of 23-gon triangulations shown in Figure 5.1 1 has no
matching or flip-to-match diagonals, at least one diagonal will be moved twice, and they
must lie at least n = 2 1 flips apart. As illustrated in the figure, they lie no fbrther apart
than 22 flips. Since they have maximum composite degree 11, at vertex zero, FindlPath-1
computes a path of length 2n-2-11 = 29. Findpath-2 will find good edges 10, 1), (0, 101,

(0, 13} , and (0, 221, and initially will flip either diagonal (2,221 or { 10, 13), but not ( 1,
lo}, since cd,, = cd, = 3, while cd, = 8. Then 12 successive flip-to-match situations will
be recognized, leaving a pair of 12-gon subtriangulations, with vertices numbered 0, 1, ..,
11, and having no matching or flip-to-match diagonals. In this pair, vertex 11 has the
maximum composite degree of eight. The good edges are (0, 11) and { 10, 11), and
either diagonal (0, 10) or (0, 2) will be flipped, leading to 8 successive flip-to-matches,
for a total path length of 1 + 12 + 1 + 8 = 22. However, the bound guarantees no better
than 2n-1 = 41 flips for this pair.

As a second example, consider the 23-gon triangulations q and q' shown in Figure
5.12. Again, there are no matching or flip-to-match diagonals, so dist(q, q') 2 n = 2 1;and,
as shown by the path illustrated in the figure, dist(q, q') 5 21. The maximum composite
degree is 19 at vertices zero and 12, so Findpath-1 computes a path of length 2n-2- 19 =
2 1, which is optimal. Findpath-2 finds good edges (0, 1)and (0,221 corresponding to
vertex zero, and ( 11, 12) and { 12, 13) corresponding to vertex 12. Regardless of
whether vertex zero or vertex 12 is chosen, either diagonal ( 1, 13 1,or diagonal ( 11,221,
will be flipped first. Then, 20 successive flip-to-matchs will be discovered, and a path of
length 21 will result. That is, both FindPah-1 and Findpath-2 construct paths of optimal
length, although again the bound guarantees no fewer than 41 flips.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We showed that R,has radius n-1; characterized the n+2 nodes in its center;
showed it is the union of n+2 copies of %,; proved it is (n-1)-connected; and gave
properties of extreme nodes in terms of their corresponding triangulations. Three open
problems are:
Determine if the diameter is 2n-6 for n 2 17.
Characterize extreme nodes.
Prove or disprove the conjecture that % can be disconnected by removing as few
as n-1 nodes only if they are all neighbors of the same node.
Relevant to the second problem, we proved the existence of degree-medial triangulation
pairs for n = 10 and n 2 12, and conjectured that these pairs correspond to extreme nodes.
A related open problem is to prove or disprove the conjecture that degree-medial pairs, in

addition to having no common diagonals, also have no fiip-to-match diagonals.
We also gave two algorithms, OzLex and Trans&, to generate binary tree
codeword sequences corresponding to Hamiltonian paths in % and concluded from the
sequences they produce that the graph, for n 2 5, contains at least (n+2)2*' Harniltonian
paths which do not extend to cycles. We suspect this lower bound is not tight. Its proof

suggests that R, should contain at least n+2 Hamiltonian cycles, as produced fiom a
known Hamiltonian cycle by converting it to a corresponding sequence of triangulations,
then rotating the labels on each triangulations k times, 1 5 k i n+l. In R,this operation
yields n+l

= 5 additional cycles, for a total of six; reversing the direction of the labels, then

rotating them, results in the same six cycles. Some open problems are:
Determine if the lower bound for paths is tight; if it is not, give an algorithm to
generate paths not found by TransOlc.
Find a lower bound for the number of cycles.
Find upper bounds for the number of paths and cycles.
Give a simple algorithm to generate Hamiltonian cycles.
Characterize coding schemes with codewords which OzLer generates in
Hamiltonian order.
In investigating Hamiltonian sequences generated by OzLex, we discovered
bijections between the codewords of various coding schemes such that, in most cases but
not all, related codewords represent the same binary tree, or symmetric binary trees. In
the few instances where the underlying trees are dissimilar, we discovered mappings to
related trees, via tree permutations, such that codeword sequences which are not
Hamiltonian under one coding scheme become Hamiltonian when decoded under another
scheme. Unlike our other conclusions, sometimes such insights, as presented in Chapter
Four, Section 4.5, are not rigorously formulated. We believe this area is promising for
further investigation, with emphasis on similarities between binary tree coding schemes.

We gave two heuristics, FindPah-1 and FindPah-2, to compute paths between
two nodes in %, and showed that both find paths whose length is less than twice the
optimal. We believe both procedures will do much better, but were unable to prove a
stronger bound. We also demonstrated the existence, for n 2 7, of pairs of triangulations
for which the path computed by Findpath-2 is approximately 25% shorter than the path
computed by Findpath-1. We did not determine the complexity of finding a shortest path
in R,,, but suspect the problem is NP-Hard. Three open problems we deem to be of great

interest and importance are:
Prove the conjecture that the shortest path problem for R, is NP-Hard, or
alternately find a polynomial time algorithm to solve the problem.
Find a non-trivial lower bound for the minimum distance between nodes in %.
Find, or bound, the expected distance between arbitrary pairs of nodes in &, i.e.,
the expected rotation distance between two n-node binary trees.
In approaching the second problem, the fact that there are no matching or flip-to-match
diagonals in corresponding triangulations is not very usefbl, since there exist such pairs (p,
p') where dist(p, p3 = n, as depicted in Figure 6.1, as well as pairs where dist(p, p') =

D@,,). Alternative approaches might consider the total number of diagonal crossings, or

the maximum and minimum composite degrees of triangulation pairs. With respect to the
last two problems, solutions should make it possible to estimate more precisely the

average and worst-case performance of heuristics for the shortest path problem.
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Figure 6.1. Dist (p, p') = n, With No Matching or Flip-to-Match Diagonals.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX ONE

PROPERTIES OF TRIANGULATION PAIRS
WITH NO COMMON DIAGONALS
AND MINIMUM COMPOSITE DEGREE TWO
Recall that cd,, 1 S i S n+l , is the composite degree of vertex i in a pair of
(n+2)-gon triangulations, and that CDj, 0 5 j

n-1,is the number of vertices with

composite degree j, i.e., with cd, = j. Assume there are no common or flipto-match
diagonals. As explained in Chapter Four, such pairs constitute "difficult" input to a
procedure which seeks a shortest path between the corresponding nodes in %. Thus one
wonders if such pairs exist for given values of n and CD,.In Section A1 .l, we give a
general method usefbl for proving the existence of triangulation pairs with no common
diagonals, and with CD, = 0 if j 5 2, i.e., with no flip-to-match diagonals incident to
composite degree one vertices. Section A1.2 applies the method to show the existence of
such pairs with certain properties we deem to be of interest. The proof method of the first
section is interesting in its own right, and we hope the existence proofh in the second
section provide additional insight into the shortest path problem for %.

Al.1 The Existence Theorem
As explained in [H69, Chapter 111, a graph embedded in a surface S is drawn on S
so that no two edges intersect. A graph is pimar if it can be embedded in the plane, and it
is a plane graph if so embedded. Each region of a plane graph, including the exterior or

unbmnrded region, is aface. A graph is mmcimaZplrmm if no edge can be added without
losing planarity. A maximal planar graph of order v 2 3 has 3v-6 edges and 2v-4
triangular faces, and is a triangulation ofthe plme. An outeqdmar graph can be
embedded in the plane so that all its nodes lie on one face. It is mmciltull arteqdlanar if no
edge can be added without losing outerplanarity. A maximal outerplanar graph of order v
2 3 has 2v-3 edges and v-2 triangular faces. A plane embedding of a maximal outerplanar

graph such that every node lies on its outer face is a trirgdation of apoZygon.
Define the edge-union graph E,(p, p') of (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p', n 2 4,
to be the plane graph constructed by drawing the diagonals of p' in the outer face of p. By
its construction, En(p,p') has n+2 nodes, 3n edges, and 2n faces. When it is clear which
triangulations are used to construct an edge-union graph, for convenience we write E,(p,
p') as En. The definition allows Ento have multiple edges when p and p' have common
diagonals. Thus an edge-union grqh is either a graph or a multigraph. Otherwise, the
term graph, here and throughout, means a simple graph without loops or multiple edges.
Recall that 2 I;CD, 5 4 in a degree-media2 pair of triangulations. Figure A1 - 1 illustrates
constructing the edge-union graph E,, of a degree-medial pair of 12-gon triangulations.

Figure A1 .l. Forming the Edge-Union Graph E,,(p, p') of Two 12-gon TrianguIations.
Theorem Al.1. If two (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p' have no common diagonal, then

E,(p, p') is a simple graph which triangulates the plane.
Proof. By its construction from two maximal outerplanar graphs with n+2 common nodes

and edges, Enis a plane graph which has n+2 nodes, 2(n-l)+(n+2) = 3n edges, and n+n =
2n faces. Letting v = n+2, Enhas v nodes, 3(v-2) = 3v-6 edges, and 2(v-2) = 2v-4 faces,
i-e.,Enis a maximal plane graph. Since p and p' have no common diagonals, Enhas no
multiple edges. Thus it is a simple triangulation of the plane.

a

Theorem A1.2. The edge-union graph E,,(p, p'), n 2 2, is 3-connected if and only if p and
p' have no common diagonal.

Proof. If a common diagonal {i,j} exists, 0 5 i +j $ n+l , removing nodes i and j will
disconnect En.Otherwise, by Theorem A1 .l, Enis a simple triangulation of the plane with

n+2 2 4 nodes. By a result of Whitney [Theorem 11.4, H691, every maximal planar graph
with at least four nodes is 3-connected.
Every 2-connected plane graph can be embedded in the plane so that any specified
face is the exterior [Theorem 11.3, H691. Thus there can be more than one plane
embedding of a planar graph. Moreover, a graph can be embedded on the sphere if and
only if it can be embedded in the plane [H69]. Nevertheless, some planar graphs have
unique embeddings on the sphere. Theorem A1.3 is given as Theorem 11.5 in w69].
Theorem A1.3. Every 3-connected planar graph is uniquely embeddable on the sphere.

Since, by Theorem A1.2, En@,p') is 3-connected if there is no common diagonal in
p and p', we have:
Theorem A1.4. E,(p, p') is uniquely embeddable on the sphere if p and p' have no
common diagonal.

As explained in w69, Chapter 111, the geomehic ha1 G* of a plane graph G is a
plane graph constructed by placing a node in each face of G, including the exterior face,
then connecting two nodes when their corresponding faces have a common edge. Thus G

and G* have the same number of edges, and if G has order v and f faces, G* has order f

and v faces. If'G is 3-connected, Theorem A1.3 implies that G* is uniquely embeddable
on the sphere, in which case (G*)* = G.

If G is a triangulation of the plane on k nodes, its dual G* must be cubic planar

with 2k-4 nodes, 3k-6 edges, and k faces, such that every node lies in three and every
edge in two faces. Thus the dual E,(p, p')* of the edge-union graph of (n+2)-gon
triangulations p and p' is a cubic plane graph having 2n nodes, 3n edges, and n+2 faces.
Each face of En*corresponds to a node v of Enand is a de&-gon, where kg,, is the degree
of node v; i.e., deg, = 4+e+2, where vertex v has internal degree 4. and 4' in p and p'
respectively. Figure A1.2 illustrates constructing the dual E,,* of the edge-union graph
E,, of Figure A1 .l. Since El, has 12 nodes of degree five, E,,* has 12 pentagonal faces.

Figure Al.2. Constructing the Dual El,* of an Edge-Union Graph E,,.

Theorem A1.S. If two (n+2)-gon triangulations, n 2 4, have no matching diagonal, then
the dual of their edge-union graph is unique and has no multiple edges.

Proof. By Theorem A1.2, if (n+2)-gon triangulations p and pf have no matching diagonal,
then En(p,p') is 3-connected. In that case, by Theorem A1.3, Enis uniquely ernbeddable
on the sphere, hence has a unique dual that is a simple graph.
Although the dual En@,p')* of En(p,p') is unique if the underlying (n+2)-gon
triangulations have no common diagonal, the mapping between the pair (p, p') and En,or
EnL,is not a bijection. For instance, the edge-union graph E,, of the pair of 12-gon
triangulations in Figure A1 .1 is the icosahedron, a polyhedron consisting of 20 triangles.
Its dual E,,*,shown in Figure A 1.2, is the dodecahedron, with 12 pentagonal faces. Both
of these graph correspond to every degree-medial pair of 12-gon triangulations. Figure
5.2 in Chapter Five depicts two such distinct pairs.

A polyhedron is convex if the straight line segment joining any two of its points lies

entirely within it. The 1-skeleton of a polyhedron is a graph consisting of the nodes and
edges of the polyhedron. [H69, Chapter 111 Lemma A 1.6 is given as Theorem 11.6 in

Lemma A1.6. A graph is the 1-skeleton of a convex 3-diiensional polyhedron if and
only if it is planar and 3-connected.

Lemma A1.7. Let G* be a 1-skeleton of a cubic convex polyhedron with n+2 faces.
Then G* has 2n nodes and 3n edges, and its dual (G*)* = G is unique; has n+2 nodes, 2n
triangular faces, and 3n edges; and is a triangulation of the plane.

Proof. By Theorem A1.6, G* is planar and 3=connected,hence by Theorem A1.3 has a
unique spherical embedding, so G must be 8 unique plane graph with no multiple edges.
Nodes in G correspond to faces in G*, so G has n+2 nodes. Then, since G* is cubic,
every face of G is a triangle, i.e., G is a triangulation of the plane. A plane triangulation of
order v has 3v-6 edges and 2v-4 faces [H69, Chapter 111. Thus E has 3(n+2)-6 = 3n
edges and 2(n+2)-4 = 2n faces. Faces and edges in the G correspond respectively to
nodes and edges in G*, so G* has 2n nodes and 3n edges.

Theorem A1.8. Let E* be a plane embedding of the 1-skeleton of a cubic convex
polyhedron with n+2 faces having k,2 0 faces that are (i+2)-gons, 1 S i S m, with the
largest face being an (m+2)-gon. Then if a closed curve can be drawn which intersects
each face exactly once, there exists a pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations having no matching
diagonal, and CD,= k,composite degree i vertices.

Proof. By Lemma A1.7, the dual E of E* is a triangulation of the plane with n+2 nodes,
2n faces, and 3n edges. Since nodes in E correspond to faces in E*, a node in E has the

same number of edges incident to it as the corresponding face of E* has edges
surrounding it; i.e., E has

nodes of degree i+2.

Faces of E* correspond to nodes of E, so the closed curve in E* corresponds to an
Hamiltonian cycle C in E. Let Enbe a plane embedding of E. The cycle C partitions the
edges of Eninto three sets S,, S, and So containing, respectively, those lying on C, those
lying in the inner face of C, and those lying in C's outer face. The edge sets Siu S, and So

u S, induce connected subgraphs p and p' on n+2 nodes in En.As C contains n+2 edges,
(Sil+ ISoI= 2n-2 and, since E is a triangulation of the plane, lSil = ISoI= n-1. Thus p and p'

each have n+2 nodes, (n+2)+(n-1) = 2n+l edges, and 2nf2 = n faces. Letting v = n+2, p
and p' have v nodes, 2(v-2)+1 = 2v-3 edges, and v-2 faces, i.e., p and p' are maximal
outerplanar graphs, hence triangulations of (n+2)-gons.
Thus Enis the edge-union graph En(p,p'), and E* is En(p,p')*. Then, since En(p,
p') has k,nodes of degree i+2, p and p' have k,composite degree i vertices.
To construct p and p' from En@,p')*, draw the closed curve CC intersecting each
face and, beginning with an any face, number the faces 0, 1, ..., n+l along along the m e .
The curve intersects n+2 edges of En*,while n-1 edges Si*lie inside CC, and n-1 edges
So* lie outside. Draw convex (n+2)-gons p and p' with vertices labelled 0, 1, ..., n+l;

then, ife, E Si*lies on faces i and j, draw diagonal {i, j) in p, while ife, E So*lies on
faces r and s, draw diagonal {r, s) in p'. If CC can be drawn in more than one way, as it
often can, then En*potentially corresponds to more than one distinct pair of
triangulations. Also, shifting the labels one face or more along CC, reversing the direction
of the labels along CC, or permuting a labelling of CC, all potentially change the

triangulations corresponding to En*.In Figure A1.3, a closed curve is drawn in E,,* of
Figure A1.2, and labelled so that the 12-gon pair of Figure A 1.2 will be constructed. The
diagonals of p correspond to the edges of El,*, darkened for emphasis, which lie inside the
curve and are not intersected by it.

Figure A1.3. Drawing Curve in Polyhedron El,* of Figure A1.2 to Construct p and p'.
We wilJ refer to Theorem A1.8 as the hzstence Theorem. It would be nice if the
theorem could be simplified to remove the requirement that the closed curve CC exist in
E*. This would be equivalent to saying that every graph which triangulates the plane

contains an Hamiltonian cycle. Unfortunately, although it appears that most plane
triangulations are Hamiltonian, it is known that this is not univerdy the case.
Whitney [W3 11 proved that a plane triangulation E has an Hamiltonian cycle
unless it contains a triangle which does not bound a face of E. If E is 4-connected, it

cannot contain such a triangle, hence is Hamiltonian. Tutte [T56]proved the more
generd result that every 4-connected planar graph is Hamiltonian. It is also known that a
minimal disconnecting set D of size k for E induces a k-cycle [S77, p. 1841. Thus Tutte's
result implies Whitney's [S77, p. 1881, since if every triangle bounds a face, the smallest k
for which D can induce a k-cycle is four, and E must be 4-connected.

Figure A1.4. Hamiltonian (E) and Non-Hamilt onian @) Plane Triangulations Which Are
3-Connected but Not 4-Connected:

fi* and fi Are Geometric Duals.

Although four-connectedness is sufficient for a plane graph to contain an
Hamiltonian cycle, it is not necessary. There exist many 3-comected but not 4-connected
plane triangulations which are Hamiltonian. Figure A1.4 gives an example E of order 12

with minimum degree four. Removing nodes {a ,b, c) or {x ,y, z) disconnects E, yet an

Harniltonian cycle exists, as indicated by the darkened edges. Whitney's example [W311of
a non-Hamiltonian plane triangulation fi is also shown in Figure A1.4, along with its dual

*

One way to see that I? is non-Hamiltonian is to venfy that no closed curve can be

drawn intersecting each face of i?* exactly one time.
Whitney's non-Hamiltonian plane triangulation fi in Figure A1.4 has minimum
degree three, while the 3-connected Hamiltonian plane triangulation E has minimum
degree four. We are unable to find a non-Hamiltonian plane triangulation with minimum
degree four. If a plane triangulation E is the dual of a cubic convex polyhedron having no
faces which are 3-gons, it has minimum degree four. We conjecture that, in this case, E is
Harniltonian, hence, by the proof of Theorem A1.8, is the edge-union graph of a pair of
triangulations having minimum composite degree two. This includes every pair of
triangulations of interest to us, since if the triangulations have a composite degree one
vertex, a flip-to-match diagonal exists.
Although there is no "general way of determining whether there exists a convex
polyhedron having as face f, triangles, f, quadrilaterals, ..., and $, n-gons" [G63],Euler's
formula says that v-e+f = 2 in a plane graph having v nodes, e edges, and f faces [H69].It
follows, for a cubic convex polyhedron E* with largest face an m-gon, that

where v, is the number of faces which are k-gons [B83]. It is known [G67,p. 2541 that
for every sequence of non-negative integers (v,, v, v , v,, v,, ..., vm) satisfying (I), there

exist values of v, such that a polyhedron exists with vi i-gons, 3 S i S m. Thus the dual E
of any E* is a triangulation of the plane with vi vertices of degree i. Suppose every such E
m

with v,

= 0 is Harniltonian, as conjectured.

Then, for n =

I:vk - 2, E is E,(p, p') for some
k==4

pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations which have no common diagonal, no vertices with
composite degree less than two, and CD,, = vi wmposite degree i-2 vertices, 4 S i 5 m.

A1.2 Properties of Triangulation Pairs Having cd, 2 2 V i
We will prove the existence of pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations having a specified

number of vertices with specified composite degree. In some cases, the claim holds for all

n 2 q,,for some small rb; in others, it holds for an infinite number of values of n, but not
for all. Recall that two (n+2>gon triangulations with no common diagonal are a
degree-medial pair if n 2 10, and there are 12 vertices of composite degree three and n-10
of composite degree four. Our first result shows that degree-medial pairs exist except
whenn= 11.
Grunbaum and M o t h [G63]prove the existence of (k+l2)-faced cubic .
polyhedra with 12 pentagons and k hexagons for non-negative k # 1. We present their
result as Lemma A1.9.

z

b'

Figure A1.5. Maps Used to Construct Polyhedra with 12 Pentagons and k

Hexagons.

Lemma A1.9 [G63]. For k 2 0,cubic polyhedra exist with 12 pentagons, k hexagons,
and no other faces, except when k = 1, when no such polyhedron exists.

Summary of Proof. The dodecahedron is the polyhedron with 12 pentagons and k = 0
hexagons. It is known that no 13-faced cubic polyhedron exists with 12 pentagons and
one hexagon. For k 2 2, the required polyhedra can be constructed by combining the plane
maps shown in Figure A1.5; to combine two maps, identify the nodes of the 12-cycles of
their outer faces so that the resultant map is cubic. When k = 2, two copies of map w are
combined on the sphere, each copy occuping an hemisphere, with their exterior faces as
the "equator." For k = 3, maps w and x are combined. For k = 4, 5,6, and 7, appropriate

pairs, respectively, are (x, x), (x, y), (y, y), and (y, z). Other pairings are possible; e-g.,

combining maps w and y also gives a polyhedron with four hexagons. To obtain
polyhedra with 6i + j hexagons, i 2 1,2 $ j

$ 7,

i "belts" of map b are "inserted" at the

equator of the maps constructed as above when 2 S k I 7. Again, the 12-cycles must be
combined sothat the resultant map is cubic.
Figure A1.6 illustrates the construction given in Theorem A1.9. At the top, maps
w and y of Figure A1.5 are combined to give a polyhedron with 12 pentagons and four
hexagons. At the bottom, maps w and z are combined with i = 2 copies of map b to give
12 pentagons and 6i+S = 6*2+5 = 17 hexagons. The edges of the "equatorial area" are
darkened for emphasis in both examples.

Theorem A1.lO. For n = 11, no degree medial pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations exists.

Proof. Assume p and p' exist as described. By definition there is no common diagonal so,
by Theorem A1 .I, E, ,(p, p') is a simple triangulation of the plane with 12 degree five
vertices and an n-10 = 1 degree six vertex. Thus its dual En@,p')* is a cubic plane map
with 12 pentagons and one hexagon. By Lemma A1.9, no such map exists, a
contradiction.

Figure A1 -6. Polyhedra with 12 Pentagons and (a) Four and @) 17 Hexagons.
Lemma A l . l l . Let E* be a plane map with 12 pentagonal and k hexagonal faces, k 2 2,

constructed according to the proof of Lemma A1.9. Then a closed curve can be drawn
intersecting each face of E* exactly once.

Proof. Figure A1.7 depicts portions of the closed curve drawn in each map (w, x, y, z,b)
of Figure A1.5. Each curve portion in any map in {w, x, y, z) exits the 12-cycle through
edges separated by two nodes. We refer to these edges as exit edges. Any two maps a, c
E

{w, X, y, z) can be combined to create a map M, as in the proof of Lemma A1.9, so that

the exit edges coincide on the "equatorial" 12-cycle: simply redraw the curve portion in
either a or c to move both exit edges right or left one edge along the 12-cycle, then unite
the ends of the curve portions intersecting the same exit edges. Now reroute the closed
curve thus created in M to make it pass through any two adjacent edges on the outer face,
thus intersecting the outer face.

As constructed, M contains a closed curve CC which intersects every face once
and cuts the "equatorial" 12-cycle of M exactly twice, such that two nodes lie between the
edges intersected on the 12-cycle. Map b has curve portions with two exit edges on the
inner lZcycles, and two on the outer, separated by two nodes in both cases. Thus it is
possible to insert a copy of map b into M, as in the construction of Lemma A1.9, such that
the exit edges of b coincide with the exit edges of maps a and c. This breaks the closed
curve CC in four places. Now the four ends of the curve portions of map b can be united
with the broken ends of CC, so that CC as modified is still closed. Inserting a copy of
map b in this manner may be repeated as many times as desired.

a

Figure A1.7. Illustration for the Proof of Lemma A 1.11.
Theorem A1.12. Degree-medial pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations exist for n = 10 and n 2
12, but not for n = 11.

Proof. Figure A1 . 1 depicts a degree-medial pair of 12-gons. By Theorem Al. 11, no such

pair exists when n = 11. By Lemma A1.12, plane maps with 12 pentagonal and n- 10
hexagonal faces exist for n 2 12, such that a closed curve can be drawn intersecting each
face exactly once. Thus, by the Existence Theorem, a corresponding pair of (n+2)-gon
triangulations exists with no matching diagonal, and 12 composite degree three and n- 10
composite degree four vertices.

Figure A1.8. Drawing Closed Curve CC in Polyhedra ofFigure A1.6.

Figure A1.9. Constructing a Degree-Medial Pair of 16-gon Triangulations Corresponding
to the Polyhedron of Figure A1.8 (a).

Figure A1.10. Constructing a Degree-Medial Pair of 29-gon Triangulations
Corresponding to the Polyhedron of Figure A1.8 (b).

Figure A1.8 illustrates closed curves drawn in the plane maps of Figure A1-6,
using the method explained in the proof of Theorem A1 .11. Figure A1-9illustrates
construction of a degree-medial pair of 16-gon triangulations from the polyhedron of
Figure A1.8(a). Non-intersected edges of E* enclosed by CC are darkened for emphasis;
asterisks denote hexagons and composite degree six vertices. Figure A1.10 illustrates
construction of a degree-medial pair of 27-gon triangulations fiom the polyhedron of
Figure A1.8(b). Darkened edges and asterisks have the same meaning as in Figure A1.9.
For 4 5 n < 10, pairs of triangulations analogous to degree medial pairs have no
common diagonals and only composite degree two and composite degree three vertices.

If t is the number of composite degree two vertices, since there are 4(n-1) diagonal ends,
we have 2t + 3(n-2-t) = 4(n-1); i.e., there must be 10-n composite degree two, and 2(n-4)
composite degree three, vertices. We will prove such 2,3&gree-medial pairs exist
except when n = 9. Our definitions allow categorizing a pair of 12-gon triangulations with
all composite degree three vertices either as degree-medial or as 2,3-degree-medial.

Theorem A1.13. For 4 S n 5 8, and for n = 10, there exist pairs of 2,3=degreemedial
(n+2)-gon triangulations. When n = 9, no such pair exists.
Proof. Figure A1.12 depicts an example of such a pair for 4 S n 5 8. Figure 5.2 in
Chapter Five gives examples for n = 10; see also Figure A1 .1. Assume such a pair p and
p' exists when n = 9. By definition, there is no common diagonal so, by Theorem A1 .l,

E9(p, p') is a triangulation of the plane with 2(n-4) = 10 degree five nodes and 10-n = 1

degree four node. Thus its dual E,(p,p')* must be a cubic polyhedron with ten pentagons
and one quadrilateral. But it is known [G67, Table 13.3.11that no such polyhedron exists,

a contradiction.

Figure Al. 11. Pairs of 2,3-Degree-Medial (n+2)-gon Triangulations, 4 I n I 8.

Corollary A1.14. A pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations, n = 9, with no common or
flip-to-match diagonal, has a vertex with composite degree four or greater.

Proof. We may assume the minimum composite degree is two, since no common or
flip-to-match diagonal exists. The average composite degree of a vertex is 4(n-l)/(n+2) =
32/11 >2, soCD,>Oforsomej>2. ByTheoremA1.13, nopairof 11-gon

triangulations exists having only composite degree two and three vertices. Thus there

must be at least one vertex with composite degree at least four.
We will try to provide insight into why a polyhedron with ten pentagons and a
quadrilateral does not exist. Such a polyhedron is two nodes, three edges, and one face
"smaller" than the dodecahedron. To form a polyhedron with 11 faces from a
dodecahedron, remove the edges {a,b}, {a, a'}, {a, a"), {b, b'), and {b, b"), them add
edges {a', a") and (b', b"), as shown in Figure A1.12.. This results in a cubic polyhedron
made up of eight pentagons, one hexagon, and two quadrilaterals. The edge incident to
the nodes removed is darkened for emphasis. Since every fme of the dodecahedron is a
5-cycle, removing the nodes incident to any edge produces the same result.

Figure A1.12. Removing a Face from the Dodecahedron.
A similar result occurs when adding two node, three edges, and a face to the

dodecahedron, as shown in Figure A1.13. The new nodes a and b are inserted in existing
edges e and e' and connected by a new edge {a, b). To preserve planarity, the new nodes

must be inserted into two edges which lie in the same pentagon; othenvise a subgraph
homeomorphic to & , will result. If e and e' are adjacent, the resultant polyhedron has a
triangle, three hexagons, and nine pentagons. Othewise the resultant polyhedron has ten
pentagons, two hexagons, and a quadrilateral. Since every face of the dodecahedron is a
pentagon, the number of faces and their sizes in the resultant polyhedron is the same
regardless of which pentagon is altered. These fists seem to give insight into why a cubic
polyhedron with twelve pentagons and a hexagon does not exist.

Figure A1.13. Adding a Face to the Dodecahedron.

Recall from Chapter Three that two labelled polygon triangulations are distinct if
no rotation of the labels of one triangulation makes it the same as the other.
We believe 2,3-degreemedial pairs of triangulations are extreme pairs. The claim
holds for n = 4 and n = 5, using the fact that D(R3 = 4 and D&)

= 5,

as given in Figure

5.1 in Chapter 5. Figures 3.4 and 3.10 in Chapter Three are usefbl for verifying the claim

when n = 4. When n = 5, Figure A1.14(a) is usehl; it shows the six distinct triangulations

of 7-gons. Figure A1 .14@) shows extreme pairs of 7-gons which make use of every
triangulation of Figure A1.14(a) except the center triangulation. Each extreme pair
depicted is a 2,3-degree-medial pair. For both R, and &, every triangulation not in the
center belongs to some extreme pair.

Figure A1.14. (a) Distinct Triangulations of 7-Gons; (b) Extreme Pairs of 7-Gons Using
Every Distinct Triangulation Except the Center Triangulation.
There exist extreme pairs of 7-gon triangulations which contain a composite
degree one vertex. To get an extreme pair of 6-gons fiom the pair of triangulations of
Figure A1 . 1S(a), flip the diagonal incident to the composite degree one vertex, indicated
by an arrow, and remove the isolated vertex. By Lemma 3.4, this flip produces a
triangulation which lies on a shortest path between the triangulations. In addition, if
degree-medial pairs are extreme as conjectured, then the pair of 13-gon triangulations in
Figure A1.15(b) is also extreme, yet contains a composite degree one vertex. To get a

degree-medial pair of 12-gon triangulations, again flip the diagonal incident to the
composite degree one vertex.

Figure A1.15. Extreme 7-Gon Triangulations Which Are Not 2,3-Degree-Medial, and
Conjectured Extreme 13-Gon Triangulations Which Are Not Degree-Medial.
Next we consider pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations, n 2 11, which have no
matching diagonals, and for which CD, > 0 if and only if 2 5 j 5 4. Such pairs are
2,3,4&greepairs. We will prove the existence of 2,3,4-degree pairs for an infinite

number of values of n. Figure 5.5 in Section 5.2of Chapter Five exhibits a 2,3,4-degree
pair of l4-gon triangulations which is not an extreme pair. An open question is whether
some 2,3,4-degree pairs me extreme. We conjecture this is the case, as follows.
Suppose a 2,3,4-degree pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p', n 2 11, has
exactly one vertex i such that cd, = 2, and i is connected by polygon edges to composite
degree three vertices, and by diagonals to composite degree four vertices j and k. If
diagonals (i, j) and {i, k) lie in separate triangulations, when they are flipped, i is isolated

in both triangulations, and may be eliminated. The result is a degree-medial pair of
(n+l)-gon triangulations q and q'. If q and q' are extreme, as conjectured, and if D(R,,) =
211-6 for n 2 17, then D R ) = D(%,)+2 for n 2 12, and since q and q' achieved fiom p and
p' using two diagonal flips, one might suspect that p and p' also extreme.

Figure A1.16. 2,3,4-Degree Pair of 13-gons With One Composite Degree Two Vertex.
An example when n = 11 is given in Figure A1.16. An arrow points to the

composite degree two vertex i = 1, and asterisks denote the composite degree four
vertices j = 3 and k = 12. Flipping the diagonals incident to vertex i, then eliminating i,
gives the degree medial pair of 12-gon triangulations. Under the assumption that these
12-gon triangulations are extreme, eliminating vertex i in this partictllm example does not
produce a shortest path between the corresponding nodes in R,,,since D@, ,) = D(R,,)+l,

as shown in Figure 5.1. It is also true that eliminating vertex i decreases the maximum
composite degree of the resultant triangulations from four to three. As explained in
Section 5.2 of Chapter Five, this outcome is avoided by algorithm Findpath-2.
We will show that 2,3,4-degree pairs similar to those in Figure 5.17 exist for an
infinite number of values of n 2 11.

Theorem A1.15. For values of n = 11+5i, i 2 0,pairs of triangulations of (n+2)-gons with

no matching diagonals exist, having one composite degree two vertex r, ten composite
degree three vertices, and n-9 composite degree four vertices, such that vertex r is
connected by polygon edges to composite degree three vertices, and by diagonals to
composite degree four vertices j and k, and {r,j) and {r, k) lie in different triangulations.

Proof. Construct cubic convex polyhedra E* by combining the cubic plane maps w and x
shown in Figure A1.17 with i belts of map b, in the manner of the proof of Lemma A1.9.
Here the cycles being combined are 10-cycles instead of the 12-cycles of the earlier proof
Since map w consists of six pentagons; map x of four pentagons, two hexagons, and a
quadrilateral r; and map b of five hexagons, E* will have one quadrilateral, ten pentagonal,
and 2+5i = n-9 hexagonal faces. As explained in the proof of Theorem A1 .11, the curve
portions represented by the dotted lines in Figure A1.17 can be adjusted to produce a
closed curve CC intersecting each face of E* exactly once. Thus, by the Existence
Theorem, (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p' exist, with no matching diagonal, having one
composite degree two vertex r, ten composite degree three vertices, and 2+5i = n-9

composite degree four vertices. Since CC cuts the two edges of r adjacent to pentagons,
and the other two edges of r are adjacent to hexagons j and k, vertex r in is connected by
polygon edges to composite degree three vertices, and by diagonals to composite degree
four vertices. Since hexagon j lies inside CC and hexagon k lies outside, diagonals {r,j)
and {r, k} lie in different triangulations.

Figure A 1 . 1 7. Plane Maps for Construction of Theorem A 1.1 5.
Figure A1.18 illustrates the construction of (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p', n =
11 +5i = 16, i = 1, having one composite degree two, ten composite degree three, and n-9
= 7 composite degree four vertices, and the adjacency properties required by

Theorem

A1.15. The composite degree three vertices are indicated by asterisks, and arrows points

to the composite degree two vertex. Darkened edges enclosed by the dotted line
correspond to diagonals in triangulation p. When diagonals {4,9) and {4,6) are flipped
and vertex four removed, the result is a degree-medial pair of 17-gon triangulations.

Figure A1.18. Construction to IUustrate the Proof of Theorem A1.15.
There exist pairs of triangulations of (n+2)-gons having no wmmon diagonals such
that CD, > 0 if and only if j E {2,4). These are 2,44gree pairs. We prove, for n 2 4,
that 2,4-degree pairs exist with exactly six composite degree two vertices, unless n = 5.

Theorem A1.16. For n 2 4 and n + 5, there exist 2,4-degree pairs of (n+2)-gon
triangulations having six composite degree two vertices, n-4 composite degree four
vertices, and no matching diagonals. When n = 5, no such pair exists.
Proof. Grunbaum and Motzkin [G63]have shown the existence of cubic polyhedra with

six quadrilateral and n-4 hexagonal faces, for n 2 4 and n + 5. When n = 4, the desired
graph is the cube. Its dual is the octahedron, an 4-regular convex polyhedron with six
vertices and eight triangular faces, which corresponds to every pair of 6-gon triangulations
having CD, = 6. When n = 5, no such polyhedron exists, so no triangulation of the plane
with six degree four and one degree five vertices exists, as it would be the dual graph of
the polyhedron. Thus there can be no pair of 2,4-degree 7-gon triangulations with six
composite degree two vertices and one composite degree four vertex.
For n 2 6, the polyhedra are constructed from the plane maps of Figure A1.19. By
identifjrmg vertices of the 12-cycles, as in the proof of Lemma A1 .11, two maps a, c E
f d, e, $ g) are combined on the sphere with one or more "belts" of map b between them.
Various combinations of the two maps result in polyhedra having 2,4, 5, 6, 7 or 9
hexagons. Belts increase the number of hexagons by six. Selecting the proper maps a and
c, and the number of "belts," is straighforward; details are given in [G63].
Figure A1.19 also depicts portions of curves intersecting each face of a map
exactly once. As explained in the proof of Lemma A1 .11, when a and c are combined
with zero or more copies of map b, the curve portions can always be adjusted so that the
result is a closed curve intersecting every face of the polyhedron exactly once. Since each

polyhedron has six quadrilateral and n-4 hexagonal faces, by the Existence Theorem, pairs
of (n+2)-gon triangulations exist with no matching diagonal, and six composite degree
two and n-4 composite degree four vertices, n 2 6.

Figure A1.19. Cubic Maps Used in the Proof of Theorem A1.16.
Figure A1 -20 illustrates constructing p and p', 2,4-degree (n+2)-gons, n = 17,
according to the proof of Theorem A1.16. The dual E,&, p')* of the edge-union graph of
p and p' is constructed £iom maps f and g, and one copy of map b in Figure A1.19.

Darkened edges in E,,* correspond to diagonals in p. Asterisks indicate quadrilateral
faces of E,,* and vertices of p and p' with composite degree two.

Figure A1.20. Constructing a 2,4-Degree Pair of 19-gons According to Theorem A1.16.

Next we show that, for n 2 24, pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulation exist such that CD,

> 0 only for 3 S j 5 5. Although these pairs p and p' have no vertex with composite

degree smaller than three, if D R ) = 211-6 for n 2 17, they cannot be extreme pairs, since
dist(p, p') S 2n-2-5 = 2n-7 on a path through a center triangulations p,, where cd,

= 5.

Theorem A1.17. For n 2 24, there exist pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations, with no

common diagonal, having 14 composite degree three vertices, n-14 composite degree
four vertices, and two composite degree five vertices.

Proof. By Lemma A1.9, cubic polyhedra En*exist with 12 pentagons and n-10 hexagons
for n 2 12. Each polyhedron is constructed by combining two maps from (w, x, y, z}, as
shown in Figure A1.5, with zero or more copies of map b as "belts" between them. By its
construction, En*,n 2 24, contains at least two adjacent "belts" B and B' of map b
containing 12 contiguous hexagons.
As illustrated in Figure A1.2 1, let a, b, c, and d be four of these hexagons such that

a and d are adjacent and lie in B; b and c are adjacent and lie in B'; and a is adjacent to b,
and b and c adjacent to d [Figure A1.21(a)]. As in the proof of Lemma Al. 11, a closed
curve CC intersects every face of En*exactly once in such a way that a and d lie together
on CC, b and c lie together, and CC does not intersect the edges lying between a and b, b
and d, or c and d [dotted lines, Figure A1.2 1(a)]. Thus {a, d) and { b, c) are polygon
edges in the pair of (n+2)-gon triangulations p and p' corresponding to En*by the
Existence Theorem, and {a ,b), (b, d) and (c, d) are diagonals in the one of the
triangulations.

Without loss of generality, let the three diagonals lie in p [Figure A1.21(b)]. Since

a, b, c, and d are all hexagons, the corresponding vertices have composite degreee four
Flipping diagonal {b,d) to (qc) in p makes vertices a and c composite degree five and
vertices b and d composite degree three without affecting the composite degree of any
other vertex. The result is a pair of (n+2)-gon triangulation having two composite degree
five, 12+2 = 14 composite degree three, and n-10-4 = n-14 composite degree four
vertices. The corresponding change in E* makes a and c 5-gons, and b and d Fgons
[Figure A1 .21(c)].

Figure A1.2 1. Illustration for the Proof of Theorem A1 .17.
If n is large, the transformation on cubic polyhedra used in the proof of Theorem
A1.21 can be applied repeatedly on a polyhedron corresponding to a degree-medial pair of
triangulations to construct "large" faces without creating a face smaller than five. In
Figure A1.22, it has been applied twice to the map of Figure A1.6 to create E2,*of 29-gon
triangulations having a composite degree six vertex and minimum composite degree three.

Figure A1 -22. 29-gon Triangulation Pair with 3 5 cdi S 6, for 0 5 i S 28

We will show, for n 2 4, the existence of pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations with a
2,2-diagonal but no common or flip-to-match diagonal, and with vertices having

composite degree between two and four inclusive. The n-1 diagonals of the triangulations

are paths on n nodes, and in each triangulation, a 2,2-diagonal divides the triangulation
into sub-triangulations of the same size, or diering in size by one vertex.
A &, q, r)-rlragodpath in an (n+2)-gon triangulation is a path consisting of all

n-1 diagonals. Specifjmg any subpath (p, q, r) of length two uniquely defines such a path.

Theorem A1.18. For each n E? 4, there exist pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations such that 2
5 cdi S 4 for 0 S i

n+l, there is no matching or flipto-match diagonal, and each

triangulation contains a 2,2-diagonal.
Proof. Let p and p' be convex (n+2)-gons with vertices labelled counterclockwise
0,1,2,. ..,n+1. Triangulate p by drawing the (1, n+ l,2)-diagonal path D, and p' by drawing
the (0, j, 1>diagonal path D', where j = r(n+2)/21. By the construction, there is no
matching or flipto-match diagonal, and no vertex with less than two or more than four
diagonals incident to it. Moreover, we may obtain related triangulations by rotating the
vertex labels, or reversing the direction of the labelling. Thus more than one such pair
exists for each n. We now prove that both p and p' contain a 2,2-diagonal.
For 1 5 i < k S n+l, every diagonal {i, k) of D divides p into subtriangulations A =
(0, 1, ..., i,k, ..., n+l) and B = ( i i+l, ..., k); i.e., A is the subtriangulation "above" {i, k),
and B the subtriangulation "below." When IAl= 3, {i, k) = { 1,n+l) isolates vertex 0.
When IBJ= 3, if n is even, {i, k) = {d2, (n+4)/2) isolates vertex (n+2)/2; otherwise {i, k)
= {(n+I)/2, (n+5)/2) isolates vertex (n+3)/2. Thus {0,j) in p' is a 2,2-diagonal. Now

consider (i, k) such that, when n is even, IAI = IBI, and when n is odd, if four divides n-1,
IAI = lBl+l, while otherwise (A1= IBI-1. That is, for even n, A and B are the same size,
while for odd n, A is one vertex larger than B when four divides n, and otherwise A is one
vertex smaller than B .
If n is even, A is an (n+4)12-gon and we have (i+l) +(n+l-k+l)

= (n+2)12,

or 2i =

2k-n-2. Then if four divides n, u has an odd number of diagonals, and d is drawn in path
D fiom n+3-i to i; i.e., k = n+3-i, so i = (n+4)14 and k = (3n+8)/4 = 3i-1. Otherwise two

but not four divides n, u has an even number of diagonals, and d is drawn from i to n+2-i,
i.e., k = n+2-i, in which case i = (n+2)/4 and k = 3(n+2)14 = 3i. If n is odd, A has an odd
number of diagonals, so d is drawn from n+3-i to i and k = n+3-i. lf four divides n- 1, IAl
= 181-1, so A is an (n+3)/2=gon. Then (i+l) +(n+l-k+l) = (n+3)/2,

or 2i = 2k-n-3,so i =

(n+3)/4, and k = 3(n+3)14 = 3i. Otherwise two but not four divides n-1, IAl= (BI+l, and
A is an (n+5)12-gon. In this case, (i+l) +(n+l-k+l) = (n+5)/2, or 2i = 2k-n-1, so i =
(n+5)14, and k = (3n+7)14 = 3i-2.
It remains to show that (i, k) is a 2,2-diagonal, i.e., that di = 4 = 0 in p'. By its
construction, the subpath (j, 1j- 1,2,...,b- 1, j+2-b, bj+l -byb+l j-b,. ..) of the diagonal path
D' isolates vertex x = jl2 if j is even, and vertex x = (i+1)12 ifj is odd. When n is even, j

(n+2)12 . Then, if n is divisible by four, j is odd and x = (j+1)12

= (n+4)/4 = i.

=

OtheMrise

two but not four divides n, and j is even, so x =jl2 = (n+2)14 = i. When n is odd, j =
(n+3)12. Then ifn-1 is divisible by four, j is even, and x = j12 = (n+3)/4 = i. Otherwise

n-1 is divisible by two but not by four, j is odd, and x = (j+1)/2 = (n+5)/4 = i. A
symmetric argument shows that vertex k is also isolated by a diagonal of D'.

For 4 S n I 13, Figure A1.23 illustrates (n+2)-gon triangulation pairs constructed
according to the proof of Theorem A1.18. For n 2 7, the construction of Theorem A1.18
produces four composite degree two and four composite degree three vertices, with the
remaining n-6 vertices having composite degree four. Thus we have:

Corollary A1.19. For n 2 7, 2,3,4-degree pairs of (n+2)-gon triangulations exist with a
2,2-diagonal in each triangulation, but with no matching or flip-to-match diagonals.

Figure A1.23. Examples of Triangulations Constructed According to
the Proof of Theorem A1 .18.

APPENDIX TWO

Rn HAS (n+2)2"' HAMILTONIAN PATHS
We will give an algorithm to generate (n+2)Znsequences of Lucas encodings
w,w,. ..w,-, representing, when n 2 5, ( n + 2 ) ~Hamiltonian
'
paths in %. In such an
encoding of an (n+2)-gon triangulation p and its corresponding binary tree t, wi equal to
the number of diagonals extending from vertex n-i in p to vertices on the path n-i+2,
n-i+3, ..., n+l, with wnequal to one plus the number of diagonals incident to vertex zero

[L87]. Since wncan be computed from w,w, ...w,,, it may be omitted. The vertices of p
are labelled counterclockwise 0 to n+l, with (0, n+l) being the distinguished edge; thus
the nodes oft are labelled inorder 1 to n.
Recall fiom Chapter Four that a diagonal d in p is an ordered pair (x, y), such that
0 5 x < y 5 n+l, and that d's bounding box consists of the four vertices of the quadrilateral

enclosing d, ordered ascending. The operater T&) maps the set of (n+2)-gon
triangulations into itself; if p' = Tdr(p),vertex i in p' is labelled (abs[d(n+l)-i]+r) mod
(n+2). Intuitively, p is transformed into p' by reversing andlor rotating the labels on the
vertices of p. As in Chapter Four, W,, is a sequence of cn(n-1)-tuples defined by the Lucas
coding scheme and ordered by the OzLex algorithm; Lnis the corresponding (n+2)-gon
triangulation sequence; and T,,(L,) is the sequence containing TJp) for every p E Lnin
order. Let W, be the sequence of Lucas encodings corresponding to TJL,).

As d E

{0,1) and 0 5 r 5 n+l, and since OzLex produces 2"' orderings of L,, the set containing
every sequence W, has cardinality 2(n+2)2"'

= (n+2)2".

We will modifl the OzLex

algorithm to enable it to produce each sequence in this set, and prove that, when n 2 5, the
sequences represent (n+2)2"-' Hamiltonian paths in %.
We call the modified algorithm Transox, for "transformed oscillating lexicographic
order." While an implementation of Trans& lacks the simplicity of OzLex, the basic idea
of the algorithm is equally straightforward. For specified input values of dir, d, and r,
codeword sequences W,, and W, are both generated, but only W, is output. When
Trans& updates the current codeword w E Wnto produce its successor w', it determines
the bounding box B = (a ,b, c, d) for the diagonal D being flipped in the corresponding

, to find the
triangulation p E Ln. Then the vertices of D are transformed under T
corresponding diagonal DTbeing flipped in T,(p).
E

This information is used to update w,

W; corresponding to T,(p), to create its successor w,'.

It is also necessary to maintain

the binary tree t corresponding to w. The next theorem explains how to find B and D
fkom w and t; its corollary explains how to update t to produce the binary tree t'
corresponding to w'. For convenience, p[i] denotes the parent of node i in a binary tree;
rc[i] is the right child of i.

Theorem A2.1. Let w = w,w,. ..wn-,wnand w' = w,'~,'...w,,'w,' be Lucas encodings of
triangulations p and p', and binary trees t and t'. Also, let w and w' differ only in positions
i and j, i < j, such that w'

= wi+l

and w,' = w,-1 (or w,' = w,-1 and w,' = wj+l), as in

Theorem 4.17 and Corollary 4.18. Then the bounding box (a, b, c, d) for the diagonal flip
which transforms p to p' can be found by setting 1) a = n-j; 2) b = n-i; 3) c = p[n-i] in t if
w,' = w,,+l, or c = rc[n-i] if w; = w,,-1; and 4) d = 1 + c + the number of nodes in the
right subtree of node c in t.

ProoF: The following argument is illustrated in Figure A2.1. Vertices n-j and n-i must be
in the bounding box, since one vertex is losing a diagonal end, and the other is gaining

one. A codeword value w, 2 0 in a codeword, 1 S i 5 n-1, means there exist wn-i
diagonals (i ,y) in the corresponding triangulation, such that y > i; if i = n, then there are
wn-1 such diagonals incident to vertex i = 0.Thus n-j and n-i must be the two smallest
vertices in the bounding box, and since j > i, a = n-j and b = n-i. By an argument
symmetric to the proof of Corollary 4.18, if w,,-~is increasing, diagonal (n-j, c) is being
flipped to diagonal (n-i, d), corresponding to a right rotation of the edge {n-i, p[n-i]) in t,
and p[n-i] is in the bounding box. Otherwise diagonal (n-i, d) is being flipped to diagonal
(n-j, c), corresponding to a left rotation of the edge (n-i, rc[n-i]) in t, so rc[n-i] is in the
bounding box, i.e., c = p[n-i], or c = rc[n-i], depending on whether wi is respectively
increasing or decreasing. To find vertex d, note that subpolygon (a, ..., d) corresponds to
induced subtree t,.., in t and t'. Thus, subpolygon R = (c, ..., d) must correspond to the
right subtree t, of node b. If t, has r nodes, there must be r-1 diagonals in R,from which it
follows that R has r+2 edges and that d = c + (r+l).

Corollary A2.2: Let (a, b, c, d) is the bounding box of a diagonal flipped in triangulation
p with corresponding binary tree t. Flipping (a, c) to (b, d) corresponds to rotating edge

{b, c} right in t. Flipping (b, d) to (a, c) corresponds to rotating edge{b, c) left.
A

a = n-j

right {n-i, p[n-i])

-

left (n-i, rc[n-i])

Figure A2.1. Finding the Bounding Box of a Triangulation Diagonal Flip.

Theorem A2.3. Let w = w,w,. ..w,, and w,'w,'. ..w,,' be successive codewords generated
by the OzLex algorithm. Then either (a) w and w' differ only in position i, such that wi =
wi+1, or w,' = w,-1, and w, = 0 for i < k 5 n-1; or (b) w and w' differ only in two positions

i and j, i < j, such that w, = 0, for i 4 k <j, and either w,' = w,+l and wj'= w,-1, or w,' =

w,1 and w,' = w,+ 1.

Proof. Let i be the smallest value such that wi zw,'. The minimum change in wi is always
+1 or - 1, and w, can change only if codeword values to its right are extreme. If there is no
j > i such that w, is maximal, then w,

= w,' = 0, for i < k S n-1,

and (a) holds.

Otherwise, let j > i be the smallest index where w, is maximal. If w,' = wi+l,
suppose w, # w,-1 . Then w,' = w, -

j-1

w,

+ 1, and either w' is not a legal encoding, or w,

c ~ 1

is not maximal, a contradiction. A symmetric argument shows that if w,' = w,-1, then w, =
wj+l. In either case, w,' = 0 for i < k <j, so (b) holds.
TransOx maintains the current codewords w and w, in vectors w,,

and wt,,,,,.

The vertices of the bounding box B = (a, b, c, d) for the diagonal being flipped in
triangulation p correspondiig to w are maintained in vector b,.,. When w, is updated to
produce w,', applying Theorem A2.1 requires that the sizes of subtrees be known for
nodes in the binary tree t corresponding to w. Information about t is maintained in five
vectorsparent,,. lefl,,-. and right ,. which store parent-child pointers; and ISize,., and
rSzze,,, which store left and right subtree sizes. Rod is a pointer to t. We maintain t on
arrays, rather than using dynamic memory allocation, since this simplifies findiig the
symmetric successor or predecessor of a node. For implementation languages that
support dynamic allocation of arrays, this approach need not result in wasted storage.
Trans& also uses vectors dir,,, and sum,,.,,, which have the functions as in Ozkx.
Function NextCudword, an iterative version of Ozkx, produces the next
codeword w' from the current codeword w E W,. It searches w &om right to left to find

the rightmost nonextreme value w,, 1 S i 5 n-1, in the process negating the value of dir,,
for n- 1 2 j 2 i+ 1. Then it increases or decreases w, minirnirndy, i.e., by unity, according
to the current value of d%,and uses Theorem A2.3 to find and modify the value w, right
of w, which changes minimally in direction diri. The two values i and j are returned in b,
and b2respectively, since, as shown in the proof of Theorem A1 .l, they are the two
smallest vertices in B. As a signal to Trans& to stop emitting codewords, NextCodeword
returns TRUE if the next codeword w' was generated, and FALSE otherwise, i.e., if the
current codeword w is the last one in the sequence.
The procedure M a k e c h o r d constructs w = w,w, ...w,-, corresponding to the
i

initial value of dir,,, , and sets sum, =

wj ,for 1 5 i < n- 1. A third routine, M h T r e e ,

j=i

uses an algorithm symmetric to the one explained in Chapter Four, and illustrated in
Figure 4.12, to construct the binary tree t which corresponds to w. The procedures
RotateLefli) and RotateRighr(i) perform, respectively, a left rotation of the edge (i,
p[i]}in t, and a right rotation of the edge (lc[i], i).

A sixth routine, Ma@ TrmfomedC&ord,

constructs the initial transformed

codeword wT= wt,wt2...wt,, corresponding to w. The procedure computes and appends
codeword value wt,, then, for i = 1 ,2, ..., n, constructs, in triangulation p corresponding
to w, wi diagonals from vertex n-i to the nearest available vertices along the path n-i+2,
n-i+3, ..., n+l . Recall that diagonals are ordered pairs (x, y), x < y. Each diagonal (n-i, y)

, to its counterpart ((n-ih, y,) in pT= T,(p).
drawn in p is transformed under T

Then the

'k codeword value in wTis incremented, k = n - (n-i), since position k in wTis the number

of diagonal emanatingfrom vertex n-k in pT. A stack is used to keep track of the next
available vertex y to which a diagonal can be drawn.
TrrmsOx itself first obtains input values for n, dir, d, and r; performs necessary
initialization using the routines described above; and prints the first transformed codeword
w,. It then calls NextCodeword iteratively, until all codewords have been produced, to
find the successor w' to the current codeword w E W,,and vertices a and b of bounding
box B in p corresponding to w. The current binary tree t is used to find vertices c and d,
according to Theorem A2.1. From B, and the current dir,, the old and new positions of
diagonal D being flipped to D' are detemined, using Corollary A2.2. Then the edge {b,
c) is rotated in the appropriate direction in t to produce t'. Now the vertices of D in both
orientations (a, c) and (b, d) are relabelled under T
, to determine the old and new values
(5 y) and (x', y') of the diagonal DTbeing flipped to D; in p, = T,(p).

Finally, the

successor w,' of the codeword wTof the previous iteration is constructed by decrementing
wTin position n-x, and incrementing it in position n-x'.
The constant NULL denotes the null pointer. Figures A2.2 through A2.6 give the
implementation details for Tram& and the routines it uses. As given, Transox outputs a
sequence of transformed Lucas codewords w,, but it is straightforward to modify it to
produce the binary trees t, corresponding to wT. Since n-1 diagonals are drawn in

MakeTransfornsedCodeword,each in constant time, the routine is in O(n).
Makecodeword and MakeTree are also O(n), while rotateRight and rota?eLe+are O(1).

An analysis similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that NextCodword requires O(1)

average time. Thus, since TransOx calls each O(n) procedure only once, while the
routines it calls iteratively execute in constant time, or average constant time, it constructs
cncodewords, or their corresponding binary trees, in O(cJ time.

As shown in Chapter Four, a sequence of codewords produced by OzLex
corresponds to a sequence L,, where successive triangulations differ by a single diagonal
flip. Hence the codeword sequence corresponding to T,(Ln), as generated by TrarziOx,
is Harniltonian. Figures A2.7 and A2.8 show, for n = 4, the 2(n+2) = 12 codeword
sequences output when dir = +1,+ 1,+ 1 initially. Eight of these 12 sequences represent
Hamiltonian paths in R, not found by the O z k algorithm. Each sequence can be
permuted in 23= 8 ways by the TransOx algorithm, so 2(n+2)2"'

= 96 sequences are

produced, of which half are reverses of the other half Of the 2(n+2)2n-2= 48 remaining
when reverses are eliminated, only 36 turn out to correspond to distinct Hamiltonian paths
in %. This occurs because, when L, is produced from a starting dir having prefix +I,- 1
(or prefix - 1,- 1, which gives reverse sequences), T,,(L,) and T1,(&2bq,21(L4)are reverses
of each other. Figure A2.9 gives an example.

Algorithm TransOx
I* w,.,-~is Current codeword w; wt,,, is its transformation wTunder T,,*/
I* b,..,is the bounding box B for the diagonal D being flipped to D' *I
I*oldD,.., and newD,, store D and D' respectively */
get n, d, r, dir I* codeword size; T
, operator values; initial dir vector *I
MakeCodeword /* creates w and sum corresponding to dir *I
MakeTm I* creates the b i tree t corresponding to w *I
MakeTnnsformedCodeword 1" creates the initial transformed codeword w,*/
print wt,",, I* output the first codeword wT*/
while NextCodeword do I* ifNextCodeWord returns true, w t successor(w) *I
I* update w , t, B, D, and D' *I
if dir,,A12,= 1then
b3 e parent,,,,, b4 t l + b , + r S i z ~ ~ ~
ddD, + b,, o l d 4 c b,, newD, e b,, newD, t b,
RotateRight (b2)
else
4 t rightw2,,b4 t l+b,+rSiz%[,]
oldD, t 4, oldDz t b,, newD, t b,, newD, + b3
RotateLeft (b,)
endif
I* transform D and D' under T4; reorder vertices if needed *I
fori-lto2byldo
oldDi t (abs(d*(n+l)-oldDi)+r) mod (n+2)
newDi t (abs(da(n+l)-newD,)+r) mod (n+2)
endfor
I* order the transformed diagonal ends */
if oldD, > 01dD2then swap (oldD,, ddD,)
if newD, > newD2 then swap (newD,, newD,)
I* produce successor of transformed codeword w, *I
I* w, decreases at n-oldD,, increases at n-newD, *I
w
~
~
~ "t-[ll-l'
I
]
wL""wl]+-~ * - ~ 1 +1
,
print wt,,, I* output the next codeword w,' *I
endwhile
Figure A2.2. Algorithm Tramox.

Function Nextcodeword
I* find rightmost position i such that w, can increase or decrease */
i + n-1,
while (TRUE) do
I* if i = 0, no successor to current wdeword w exists */
if (i = 0) then return FALSE
if dir, = 1then
if i = 1and then wi = 0 then exit loop
else if w, < i sum,, then exit loop
else if w, > 0 then exit loop
dir, t - dir,
i i -1
endwhile
I* update codeword w and sum */
jei+l
/* j > i, if it exists, is the leftmost position such that w, is maximal */
if dir, = 1then
I* w, is increasing */
w, C w,+l, sum, t sum,+l
I* find j where w must decrease, if it exists *I
while j < n and then wl = 0 do {sum, + sum,+l, j +j+l}
if j < n then wl +- wl-1
else
I* wi is decreasing */
W, t w,-1, sum, + sumrl
I* find j where w must increase, Sit exists *I
while j < n and then w, = 0 do {sum, t sumj-1, j +j+l)
if i < n then wj e wl+l
endif
/* return first two vertices in bounding box b*/
b,=j,b2=i
I* a successor codeword was created *I
return TRUE

-

3

Figure A2.3. Function N e x t C ~ o r d .

Procedure Makecodeword
I* create w and sum corresponding to initial value of dir,.,,, */
I* Nextcodeword keeps sum updated *I
if dir, = 1 then w, t sum,t 0
else w, t sum, t 1
for i from 2 to n-1 by 1 do
if dir, = 1then w, t 0, sum, t sum,,
else w, t i sum,, sum, t i
endfor

-

Procedure MakeTree
I* create the tree corresponding to initial codeword w *I
/* start with left hear tree t */
f o r i = 1 t o n by 1do
parent, t i+l, right, t NULL,left, t i-1
rsize, = 0, ISize, = i-1
endfor
/* root points to t *I
root t n, parent, t NULL
I* modify t to make it correspond to codeword w */
for i from 1to n-1 by 1 do
for j from 1 to wi by 1 do
RotateRight (n-i)
endfor
endfor

Figure A2.4. ProceduresMakePmams and Make Tree.

Procedure MakeTransformedCodeword
I* create transformed codeword w, corresponding to initial *I
I* codeword w under T
,
; w, is stored in vector wt,, *I
I* c,., is a local vector used to expand w,,,, to length n *I
for i from 1to n-1 by 1do
c, C w,,wt, t 0
endfor
/* c, is diagonals from vertex n in triangulation p corresponding to w *I
c, t n-sum,,
push (stack, n+l)
for i from n-1 down to 0 do
if C,,~= 0 then push (stack, i+l)
else
a t (abs(dh(n+l)-i)+r) mod (n+2)
for j fmm 1to c,, by 1 do
v t pop (stack)
b e (abs(d*(n+l)-v)+r) mod (n+2)
ifagbthenk t a ; e l s e k tb
wt, t w t , + l
endfor
push (stack, v)
endif
endfor

Figure A2.5. Procedure MuhTmnsformedrCodeword.

Procedure RotateLeft (i)
P left rotation of edge between node i and its right child */
newRoot t right,, newRight t leftdd,
newparent + parent,
I* update l& and right subtree sizes */
rSize, t ISize,,
ISize-&
t lSize,+rSiu,+l
I* make parent connections for newRoot *I
I* root points to the root of tree t *I
parent-R& t newparent
if newparent = NULL then root t newRoot
else if right,
= i then rightc newRoot
eIse left,
t newRoot
I* make left child connections for newRoot */
leftwRM t i, parent, newRoot
I* make right child connections for i *I
right, t newRight
if newRight < > NULL then parentti

+

Procedure RotateRight (i)
I* right rotation of edge between node i and its parent */
newRight t parent,, newLeft c right,, newparent t parent-/* update left and right subtree sizes *I
rlsize,,
t rSize,, ISizemW + rSize-RleM+1
/* make parent connections for i */
I* root points to the root of tree t */
parent, t newparent
if newparent = NULL then root t- i
dse if right,=
newRight then right--,
ti
else left-ti
I* make right child connections for newRoot */
right, e newRight, parentti
/* make left child connections for newRight *I
left-~~~ht
+ newLeft
if newLeft < > NULL then parent-kfi + newRight

Figure A2.6. Rotation Procedures.

Figure A2.7. Paths Found by Trans& in R, Under To, 0 Ir 1 5, when dzr = +I,+ 1,+I.

Figure A2.8. Paths Found by TrmOx in R4Under T,, 0 S r S 5, whendzr = +1,+1,+1.

Figure A2.9. Trans& Sequences, dir = +1,-1,+ 1, Which Are Reverses of Each Other.

As previously defined, L, is the (n+2)-gon triangulation sequence corresponding to

a tuple sequence W,, ordered by OzLex, hence by Trans&; T 4 Q is the sequence T,(p)
for each p E Ln,with WTthe corresponding sequence of Lucas encodings. A center
trim~[arionpi E Pn= { p, ,p,, ...,p,, ),as defined in Chapter Three, has n- 1 diagonals
incident to node i; the corresponding codeword is a center codeword. Let w, be the set
containing all 2"' sequences L, generated by TrmzsOx, and then let T,(oJ

be the set of

(n+2)2" codeword sequences W, produced by Trans&. We argue about the positions of
center triangulations in sequences Ln,LnlE

w, to prove that, for n 2 5, half the sequences

in T4,(wn)represent distinct Hamiltonian paths in %. The basic idea is as follows.
If LnE onhas a center triangulation of rank r, and L,' E ondoes not, then two
corresponding codeword sequences W, and W; in T4(o,) cannot have the same
codeword in position r, since the set Pnis closed under T,.

Moreover, even if pi in Lnand

pjtin L,', 0 S i, j 5 n+l, are pairwise aligned for each of n+2 pairs (pi, p,'), only certain

permissible pairings of the subscripts i and j allow W, and W,' to have matching

codewords in the each of the n+2 corresponding positions. We will show that permissible
pairings cannot exist for every pair (pi, p;), unless Ln= Ll, d = d and r = r'.

Lemma A2.4: The Lucas encodings w,w,... wn-,of center triangulations, n 2 3, are:
p* = 0"'
p, = W2(n-1)
p, = Wi-' (n-i)~ 1i'2,for 2 < i 5 n- 1
pn= 01b2
pdl = 1"'.

Proof: The claim follows from the definition of a codeword, and from the fact that a
center (n+2)-gon triangulation pi has n-1 diagonals incident to vertex i.
Lemma A2.4 is illustrated in Figure A2.10, for 3 I n 5 8.

Figure A2.10. Lucas Encodings of Center Triangulations.
When Trans& generates W, corresponding to L, from starting bit vector dir =

+1,+ 1,b,b4...b,-,,bi E {+ 1,-1), for 3 S i 5 n- 1, codewords with prefixes (00, 0 1, 02, 11,
10) are generated in order. When dir = +1,-1,b3b4...b,,, the ordering is (02, 0 1,00, 10,
11); dir = - 1,+ 1,b,b,. ..bn-,gives the ordering (10, 11,02, 0 1, 00); and dir = - 1,-1,b3b4...b,,
the ordering (1 1,10,00,01,02). Note that codewords with prefix 00, those with prefixes
01/02, and those with prefix 1, are generated as distinct subsequences. For convenience,
we refer to the corresponding triangulation subsequences as S-00, S-OX, and S-1
respectively. Since codewords with prefixes 01/02 correspond to triangulations with a

diagonal isolating vertex n-1, and codewords with prefix 1 to triangulations with a
diagonal isolating vertex n, there are c,, triangulations in S-OX, and c,, in S-1. Thus there
must be c, - 2cn-,triangulations in S-00. By similar reasoning, there are c,, codewords
with prefix 11, and c,, with prefix 02, so those with prefix 10 number cn-,- c,, as do
2(2n- 1)
2(n - 2)
those with prefix 11. Then cn- 2c,l =
Cn-1 -2cw1 =
cn-1 < 2cn-4,
(n+ 1)
(n+ 1)
since cn = 2(2n- " ~ ~ i.e.,
1 ; when n 2 5, IS-11 = IS-0x1 < IS-001 < IS-11 + IS-0x1. Also,
(n+ 1)
center triangulations p,, p, , ..., pn-3lie in S-00; p, and p,, in S-OX; and Pn-1and P,,+Iin S-lw
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Figure A2.11. Ordering of Center Triangulation Codewords in TrmOx Sequences.
Figure A2.11 illustrates observations of the previous paragraph. Figure A2.12, a
specific instance of Figure A2.11 for n = 5, gives the ranks of the n+2 = 7 center

triangulations in the 2"-' = 16 sequences L, E o,produced by Tramox. The sequences in
rows 9-1 6 are reverses of the sequences in rows 1-8, with sequence pairings as indicated.
In each sequence, the middle subsequence of (S-00,S-OX, S-1 ) is shaded for clarity.
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b-dirvedor
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Figure A2.12. Ranks of Center Triangulations in Sequences L, Produced by TransOx.

Lemma A2.5. Let SP, = (pa, p , ...,pi, po, p,, ...,p, pJ be the ordering of n-2 center
triangulations in the subsequence S-00 of Ln,n 2 3, produced by Trans& from starting

dir = blb,b3b4... bn-,. Then a > b > ... > i, j < ... < y < z, and there are 2") distinct such
ordering corresponding to the Zm3possible values for b3b4...b,,.

Proof'.The prefix b,b2of dir determines only the ordering of the subsequences S-00,
S-OX, and S-1, and is irrelevant to the ordering of the center triangulations in S-00. We

argue by induction on n. When n = 3, 00, corresponding to p , is the only wdeword in

S-00;i.e, ISPJ = 1 = 2n-3,b, is the empty string, and the claim holds. Assume n > 3, and
that it also holds for 4, 5, ..., n-1 . When Trans& generates the (n-1)-length codewords
for Ln,each (n-2)-length codeword wlw,. ..w,, in L,, produced fiom blb,b3b,. .bn2is
generated in order, and the values 0,1,2,. .., n - 1 -X Ek:~;

(

1

are appended, in ascending or

descending order, to w,w2...w,,, creating codewords w,w,. ..w,,w,, in L,. Let SP,,

=

(p,,', pal', ..., pi.,', p;, p,.,', ..., p,,,', pPI')be the ordering of center triangulations in
subsequence S-00of L,, . From Lemma A2.4, the (n-2)-length center codeword for p,,' in

SP,,, when the appropriate value 0 or 1 is appended, becomes the (n-1)-length center
codeword for p,

E

SP,, 2 < A 5 n+l . Center codewords for p,, and p, in SP, are produced

when 0 and n-1 respectively are appended to the center codeword for p,' in SP,, . If b,,

=

+1 at this point, 0, 1,2, ..., n- 1 are appended in ascending order, i.e., the codeword for po
is generated before the codeword for p,; otherwise p, is generated before po. Thus, from
the ordering (p,,', pbll, ..., pi-,',pd, p,-,', ..., p,,', psi') are created two orderings, (PVPby

--->

By the inductive hypothesis a- 1 > b- 1 > i- 1, and j- 1 < y- 1 < 2-1, so both new orderings

SPnhave descending subscripts to the left of p, and ascending subscripts to the right. As
the induction hypothesis also guarantees 2"4orderings of SP,, corresponding to possible
values of b3b4...b,,, there exist 2(2d)

=

orderings of SP,,corresponding to possible

values of b3b4...bn.2bm,
. 0

Corollary A2.6. Every sequence Lngenerated by the Trans& algorithm has a unique
ordering of center codewords.

Proof. By previous comments, the orderings corresponding to possible values of XY in
dir = XYb3b,. ..b,, are

where each possible value of b3b4...b,, gives a unique ordering of {p, p,, ..., p,,}

.

Theorem A2.7. For n 2 5, let Lnand L,' be triangulations sequences corresponding to
codeword sequences generated by Trans& fkom starting dir vectors b,b2...bn-,and

b,'b,'...b,,' respectively, with W, and W,' the codeword sequences corresponding to
T,,(L,) and W,'= T,,(Ln').

Then W, = W,'if and only if Ln= L,,',d = d', and r = r'.

Proof. Assume W,

Then every center triangulations pi in Lnis paired with some

= W,'.

center triangulation p,' in L,', 0 S i, j 5 n-1, since otherwise W, has codeword
corresponding to a center triangulation in some position where W,' does not, i.e., W, #

W;, a contradiction. It follows that T,(i)
T,(k)

= (abs[(d(n+ 1)-k]+r)

= T,A)

for every pair (pi, pJ. By definition,

mod (n+2). Thus, (abs[(d(n+ 1)-i]+r) mod (n+2) =

(abs[(dl(n+l)-j]+rl) mod (n+2). If d = d', the direction of labelling is the same in both
triangulations. When d = d

= 0, (i+r)

mod (n+2) = (j+f) mod (n+2); otherwise, d = d' = 1,

and (n+l-i +r) mod (n+2) = (n+l-j+r') mod (n+2). This implies (n+2+i-j) mod (n+2) is
constant, from which it follows that the pair (pi, p,') implies the existence of pair (p,,
p,+,'), 0 5 k S n+l ,with arithmetic modulo n+2; i.e.,

If d # d', the diiections of the labellings are opposite, and we may assume without loss of

generality that d = 0,in which case (i+r) mod (n+2) = (n+l-j+?) mod (n+2) holds. This
implies (i+j) mod (n+2) is a constant, so the pair (pi, p,) implies the existence of pairs

n+2; ioe.,

(pm2ti-k9~ & ~ + j + kand
)
(p&2+j+k,~ w 2 + ~ -with
~ ) , arithmetic again
(d #

A

@j,

pi)

* (~m2+i+k.

tl)r (~n+2+i+k,
~n+z+jr)-

~n+2+,

Figure A2.11 illustrates aspects of the following argument.
Case I: blb2= bl'b;.

If d = d', by (I), the pairs @
,,,

pel) and (p,,,

p,,') in

subsequence S- 1 imply r = r', and the existence of pairs (pi, pi?, for 0 5 i 5 n+ 1. Thus, by
Corollary A2.7, Ln = L,', and b3b4...bn-,= b3'b,'. ..b,,' by Lemma A2.6. Otherwise, by (2),
the pair (p,,, p,,) implies the pair (p,,, p,J, a contradiction.
Case 2: b,b2= +1,+1 and b,'b,'= +I,-1. Pairs (p,,, p,,') and (pa-,, p,,')

exist in

subsequence S-1. If d = d', by (1), (p,,, p,,') implies (p,,, pn-,'), a contradiction.
Otherwise, by (Z), (p,, ,p,,') implies @,, pnl). However, pn lies in the last 2c,,

triangulations of L,, and p,' lies in the first cn-,triangulations of L,' Thus, since c, 2 3cW1
for n 2 5, p, and p,' cannot be aligned, a contradiction.
Case 3: blb2= +1,+1 and bl'bi =-1,+lS Let (pnm2,
pa'), ( ~ ~ - 1pi),
,
and (pel, pc')be

the pairings for the last three center triangulations in L,. Then 0 I a,b,c 5 n-3, since the
last three codewords in L,' lie in subsequence S-00. If d = d', (1) implies a = b-1

= c-3,

p*,, p,,) in Ln implies the ordering
with arithmetic modulo n+2. Then the ordering (pnm2,
(paf,pC1,pi) = (paf,pa+,', p,,) in L,', a contradiction by Lemma A2.5. Otherwise, d + d, and
(2) implies a = b+l

= c+3.

Then the ordering (p,,',

since Lemma A2.5 implies c = 0, in which case p,,

p,', p,,')
= p,

in L,' is again a contradiction,

is out of order.

Case 4: b,b, = +1,+I and b,'b,' = - 1,-1. If d = d', the pair (p,,, p,;)

pair (p,, p,,'), while otherwise (p,,, pn-i)implies the pair (p,, p,,'),

implies the

a contradiction in

either case, since subsequence S-OX in L,, which contains p , is aligned with subsequence
S-00 in L,', which contains only center triangulations p,', 0 5 j 5 n-3.

Case 5: b,b, = +I,- 1 and b,'b,'

=

- 1,+1. The pair (pn-,, p,-,') exists, and an

argument symmetric to Case 4 shows W,

+ W,'.

Case 6: b,b, = +I,-1 and b,%; = -1,-1. If d = d', by (I), the pair (p,,,

(p,,

pn+,)implies

p,'), a contradiction, since S-00 is aligned in L, and L,', and pn-3must be aligned with

p:, 0 5 a 5 n-3. Otherwise, by (2), (pn,, p,,') implies (p, P,,?,

(PI, P,:),

( ~ 2P,,-,'), --.,

(pnJ, pg), (pnmD
pIf),(pR3,pi), i-e., p, is the first triangulation of S-00 in L,', and pd is the
last in Ln'. This is a contradiction, as follows. If n = 5, (p, p,, p,) cannot align with (pi,

p,', pi), since p, and p, lie in a subsequence of size n, which is strictly less than the
distance between p, and p , as reflected in Figure A2.12. When n 2 6, p, cannot align with
p,:

since the codeword for p,,', 00301n41,is generated in the middle of subsequence

(00301"62,00301~1,00301n60), hence p,,' cannot be the first triangulation in S-00 in L,'.

Case 7: b,b2= - 1,+ 1 and b,%; = - 1,-1. The pairs are (p,, , p):,

and @,,, pn-,'),

and an argument symmetric to Case 2 applies.
This exhausts the possibilities, and W,

# W;

except when, in Case 1, Ln= L,', d =

d', r = r', and b,b2...bn-,= b,%i...b,,'. Thus the claim of the theorem is established.
From Corollaries 4.2 and 4.4, Theorem 4.3, and Lemma 4.6 in Chapter Four, we
can conclude that the (n+2)2"' codeword sequences in T,(wJ

generated by Trans&

from starting vectors dir = Ob2b3...bn-,are reverses of those generated from starting vectors
dir = 1 4 4 ' ...bn-,'. Thus each sequence in the former subset is distinct, and fiom Theorem

A2.7,when n 2 5, none can be a reverse of itself or of any other sequence in the subset.
Finally, by the argument of Lemma 4.24 in Chapter Four, for n 2.4, none corresponds to a
path in R,, which extends to a cycle. Thus each represents a distinct Harniltonian path, and
we have:
Theorem A2.8. For n 2 5, % contains at least (n+2)2"' Harniltonian paths.
As reflected in Figure A2.12, the following conjecture holds for n = 5. A proof, if

one exists, would also be an alternative proof of Theorem A2.7.

Conjecture: For every two different sequences L, and L,', n 2 5, L, has a center
triangulation which is not aligned with any center triangdation in L,'.
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